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NEW ER
ONE DOLI Ali A YEAR.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAN, Al'llita 11, 1899
NESTOR
Of Hopkinsville Bar Dies
Suddenly.
_
JUDGE R. T. PCTREE.
lie Was Univiirsally Be-
loved and His Death
Causes Profound
Sorrow.
From Retook y't dat
A pallor borrow reels upon this
aninity to-day. One of its oldert,
Cern-
W P -
eat and me t ho toted toes •us bas bees,
sonansuned soddenly to the reward
prig t life. Judge Richard Thom
Petree, rich in roar- a d honor., faith-
ful to the lost and loyal to the °bite*
steels of his t roe sawn. is taken. The
rut frame as he would have wished.
Death found tom es has poet. heroic see
8..bertaii end feitnful ea the oeutinel of
Pempen. lie fee at the (rout. which
warn his piece while Le lived. Tbe echoes
of prate., fee his leas /Peal Light had 1101
I iii upon the lips of kis brethren be-
fore be close.] his eyes upon the couflict
of thts life lhe stoeme of thivalry
o here kaights west t.orru amid shivered
lances an t broke.a seieeis offer no high-
er lempou and no Isaftitr ex ,mple of duty
th mu this aged hero of a more en ight•
sued era, perishing (tom tzhaustiou in
the cease of his ch.-it.
Ja•Ige Petrov had just ft erhed an a?-
gin -tit in se thorny! catew. Lie haci
spoken two sui une-bAlf hours and had
treated trot various phiseee of the compli-
cated etigatiou with his characteristic
scum to tied erudite:ore The effort was
heard by many ouetutairs of the bar with
the deepest interest and was pronoenc-
eu a ameterpiece iu the e ay of skillful
sod plausible preeentatiou of law and
evidence Upon concealing his *peach
Jadge P•aree complained of feeling en-
tirely exhausted. To judge Landes he
paid: dou't think I ever was so
betaken dow u.
He called his nephew, Mr. De•id
Pieter, and it quested him to bring a lit-
tle whisky. Be Peek a smell swallow of
the thou* an I arose to go to his (-dice.
Mr. David Pttree seelag his feel le oon•
ditiou accompanied hen down the steps
and shrew the street to his Vile. He
drew a divan befoies the Ire and Wile
Neese reclined upon It. His nephew
resliaing that him ooudition was sericite
Imeateiseel tip :stairs add saistitoned bt.
Whittle, hie life kttni Mond. Dr,
omit eaw el a gifted's ibis Ins hoists •64
$11111111, UP viehl al MIMI le II dreg
store sod morn 4 wt wee tablets of
warehouse and ultimo slyeairins %blue
wire given internally. He then sent
foe a hypodermic syringe. Judge Petro*
was pulieless a ud the purple color about
his face tole that the heart was not
performing its functions.
He rallied uueer the is fi lance of the
reatosstivrs and talked calmly to 1 Dr.
simati. Ile was canseions that his
oondithra ;was critical. He improved
raeidly for a time and Drs. Blakey, An-
dolma and Bacon having having arriv-
ed, Dr. Rodman went to the Ba•ik of
Hopkineriele. A few initiates later he
was summoned agate to Judge Petrie:.
side Teen had been • sudden relapse
and the aged jurist was dying. Death
come quickly and (uietly.
The body was removed to the re t.
dent:net his Whore Mee. Goldtheratte, oat
fleece Vrgi.ii.
His broteer, Jadge H. T. Petrie, at
hjiheinne% .itauz, and hihson, Mr. Lather Petres,
er, Col., were immediately noti•
aid be wire.
The news of d ipreed rapidly
over the city and a *ayes of sorrow went
with Every trice upon sae streets
3 fl cod grief and attested the enteem
its which Judge P. tree was held.
Judge Poiree watt Lora March IS,
1824, in Todd county: His father was
H -a I Parse, a promereas and prolate
ass t 'Aimee of that ninety, and ThOttlis
was one of a family of sisteeu children.
Ile received ea liberal edecation and
b-scan the totely of the profession which
he was a• t erased to elevate and adore,
under Jaye F. le Beirtavhfather of the
late Secretary of the Treasury Benjamin
Brisket, who afterward became the law
partner of Judge Petro-.
tie came to llopkiosville daring the
lasts r pe:t of 1569 arid begin the prac-
tree of law. -Tht re were giants in
thoes days" at the local ear and his min-
e mporaries in the early stages of his
pro/sessional career were; such: men as
lettelphe,ray, MaClering, Stites, Bris-
tow sod Elise The young lee yt r moon
demonstrated that he could cope sncess-
sully with the ablest. He was the peer
of belt. In IS.H he was elected County
Attorney, sersiog his full term. In
teiht he was married to Miss Mary Wil-
liams Hubbard, who died about fifteen
years ago.
In 1864 be was elected Judge of the
Third Judicial district and filled this
exalted position six years It was at a
'time when the storms and passions of
civil sttife were at their height and
families were divided sgainst each oth-
er. His just, manly and impartial dis-
charge of duty did much to aasuage the
bitterness of feeling and calm the temp-
est that continually rolled about him
during this critical time.
At the expiration of his term he: re-
sumed the practice of his profession and
took his place at the bead of the local
bar. From that time to the sad hoar of
his d. ath he remelt:lot "in the harness '
enjoying a lucrative practice and the
confidence of all men regardless of party
affiliation
He pommelled a mind of great depth
and analytical power. The pusz'iog
problems of law and quay dirsolved in
the light of his lean iog and research
like iniet bafore the run. So even was
his temeera-nFint and so w ell poised was
I& mind that signal victories never
elated him and misfortune. slayer rev -
dared hoe de-poudent. Is iit relet on.
etch hh professariel brethren be we-
univerrally ei urtsous and prate anti to
the younger wombs lel his Maness arid
sympathy made tern sitand iii the
relation of a fattor liy hove will his
eer is) presence and his elessaitt wet-
mine be so n Used as by those who have
been closely associated wile htin III po •
fessional activity .
Of $ is three dsoehlesee mind four sons
born to Judge Pelee* and 1,10, only Wig
elatfetVell, Mr. Luther P01.08, who has
been seeking health III the West. Jaclge
Potreo himself reoeutly retained to in
California. Appareohy he had been
greatly benefit:set and hielfriends were
congratulating him upon inew lease un
it!..
altOKER BOALES' +PORT.
Market Fairly Steady With Unchanged
!rices.
From Vritlay's &AY.
The market sinned ltuesday more
niet mei easy and was irregular
through the day Wednesday we had
;argon. offerings and fairly steady mark-
et with lags strong and the favorite by
odds. Leaf was more or less irregalar
with some demand ft r abort Violeta'
tobaccos. Ou the who e the market was
feirly steady at unchanged pr.c.s.
Biles for week   3e9
j hotels  205 
269
 
 513
(eerily 4, "„ r.j cted; tens indicates
toneof mareet
Receipt. for we. k
Sales ftir year 
Offerings " •
 
 670
Recetpte for year  459)
Common ......... ... 2 00e/2 75
Medium  .. .. .. ... 3 00033 7s
(O7i0st 4 00(a 4 75
Fate  6 tit @5.50
Leer.
Onto mon 
Medium 
Goon . .
Foe 
Yours
M D. BOAL, S.
IS 00(e 6 60
6 bOg 8 00
8 00(;10 00
10 000_413 00
Court Hou
Cut nOS
irrom Fricla3N
Judge W. P. Winfree, ublic Admin-
istrator, has been iustrue4d to admin-
ister upon (be estate of tha late Abram
Allen.
--
Judge Omsk has overruled the motion
'Or a new trial in the .CALBS of Roy
Wales, convicted of housebreaking and
sent op for teu years
The motion for a new trial In the case
of GPO. Pool, convicted of breaking Into
the pammoser depot at Uratey, and sent
tip for two Foam has be* withdrawn
and Pool will stile bit WW1,
111•6=9R
The alloroeys hared relined the iris
Stout for a hew trial in the f‘Jhoriono
damage cult. The coups 14eI tha gees,
mon sutler advisement.
The February term of Circuit Court
will end this afternoon and Judge Cook
will return to his home at Rarefy for a
brief rest. The six week's session has
been a very busy one and the docket
has been cleared of a vast amount of
litigation. Opinions in raversl tquity
cases are still under advisement and
will be handed down during the sacs
Yeeterlay and so daytile Fiscal Court
bits been considering qateltions of road
Improvement and makitig spproi liti-
gious for repairing the politic highways
in various sections of the county.
Contracts have been let for ,even new
Iron bridges to cost the County in the
aggregate $6,200. The Chtmpiou Bridge
Company, of Wilminetoh. Ohio, have
been awarded the codtracts. The
uridges contracted for are located as fol-
lows:
Across Hardin hreek on-Lantrip road,
Across Mt Ferland creek on Lacey
coal road
Sherriles creek on Hoekinsville and
Ureeoville road $6.5. •
Acorn Tradewater veer at Meese
more's board $1,7a).
Over slew, near Pool's èmill, trek.
Across branch at Larkile, on Ratter-
milk road, $3 h. I
Across Shaking Pure, or Oraoey and
Julien road, $630.
In addition to the etJove at.propria-
Gene the courteallowed $1.300 for ma-
cadamizing 1800 yards of the Pembroke
and Tobacco road, near Pembroke, pro-
vided a similar amount II mimed by the
cif 'Zen/ of ihenbrokeland viciuity.
Appropriations for repairing danger-
ous points on various highways already
aggregate several thouseud dollars and
the business under this head is yet te.•
finished. It is likely that the total ap-
propriations at this seamier' of the court
will in in the neighborhood of $40,000.
The liberal policy of the court in the
mattet of road improvement is worthy
of commeudntion and they will not be
reproached by th .ir constituents.
NO RIGHT TO IIOLI re Let
The woman who is lov •ly in face,
form and temper will always have
friends, but one who wOuld be attract-
ive must keep her health. If she is
weak, sickly and all run down, she will
be nervous and ;irritable. If she has
constipation or kidney brouble, her On-
pure blood will cause pimpled, blotches,
skin eruptions and a *Matched complex-
ion. Electric Bitters lithe beet medi-
cine in the world to nictitate stomach,
liver, kidneys and so petrify the bOod.
It gives strong nervem, bright eyes.
smooth, velvety skin, rich oomph vole
It will make a good-lookine, charming
woman of a run-down leveed. Only
50 cents at L. L. Elgiuh, 0 K
R 0 Hardwicies, J 0. Cook's aud A.
P. Harness' drug stores.
PRISONERS FOR DIE PEN.
---;
Deputy Sheriffs" Lucien Barnes and
John tsoyd west to Eddy•ille Seturdas ,
PETITION
Presented to The Com-
monwealth Attorney.
SCORES OF CITIZENS
.••••••MI
Request Him co Dismiss
Indictments Against
Insurance Com-
pAnies Here.
From Rot uoluy's daily.
A petition, signed by two hundred or
more Hopkinsville citizsus, including
many leading business mete was pre-
sented to W, R. Howell, OOLLIMOU
wealth's Attorney, to-day, requesting
brut to deludes the indictments found
by theist/it Christian County grand ju-
ry, against the Fire Insurance Compa-
nies dotter business in this city.
The wording of the petition follows:
"We the undersigned citizens and re-
mitun payers in Christian County, Ky .
reopectfully ask that you dismiss the in-
dictineets founu patient the Fire Insur-
ance Cenupauies in the Christina Circuit
Court. Our reasons fur so doing are
that we believe it will be Is jarious to
the public at large. The retro of insur-
ance we have to piny are reasonable, euu
we have no comphout to make along
that line. As werch ints and tobacco
wen, we depend largely upon our ii-sur-
sauce for securing credit, and we would
regret very much to see the compaeies
leave the county. If any floes are im-
posed it will have to eventually come
out of the people who have to pay the
itieuraLce, any way, as it will only re-
sult in the rates being raised. We un-
derstand that the Commonwealth'. At-
toruey, upon the petition of the people,
at Le xington, Russellville, Louisville,
Paducah and Princeton, have refused to
prosecute, or have had the indictinenta
dismissed. Oen you not do the same
here ?
"For these reasens, and raster others,
if oonsinteet with your duty, we EllOet
earnestly ask that you have these in
dictnirots dern,sst d."
AVROY CASE DISMISSED.
From Saturday's daily.
Theprosecutiou against David hicRoy,
uharged with seduction, has ben dis-
missed. This indictment has been on
the (locket since ,October ;1/4941. There
hate been two triale of the case one re
selling to A hang jery end ,Molloy re-
oidolos I four years' senleitre In the
other. Thii proteetiiinfi wit Manhood
on s R451100 el Ws dateno0 II WHO
shown Iltell4aKor after the offenou tied
offred la good frith to marry Min
rant, his victim.
McCIIORD NOMINATED.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, :Ky., April 8.-At
1:25 o'clock this morning Charles 0
Me-Chord was ;nominated on the first
ballot by the: convention at Frankfort
for Railroad Commissioner in the Sec
end District. Mr. McChord's merlins
tin was assured as soon as the coeven
tion had acted on the report of the Ckine
melee on Credentials: The committee
wrangled all iday over the Louisville
contest", and at last brought in two re-
ports. The minority report, seating the
Mc(hord delegates in the Fifty-fret
legislative district was adopted by the
eouveution. This gave McChord ti in-
fy-two more votes., and 8 ntled the fight
Resolattons were adopted indorsing
Bryan and the Chicago platform.
Mr. Garnett Graves, the delegate who
had b-en casting the six votes of Taylor
county in the convention at Frankfort,
created is sensation by charging that
Charles E. Sommers, of Elizabetetoe n,
a worker for Alex inder, had givel him
$400 in order to induce him to turn
over his proxy for th t votes of 7 aylor
county and leave town. Another charge
et attempted bribery hes also been made
by a Henry coo • te delegate, who says
that he WM offered $250eto secure Rev( r
al Henry county votes. All perinea' ism
Plicate d in these two casts have beer)
summoued before the grand j iry still
another charge ii made by a Ballitt
county mare who naye:a hest was given
him that the m's votes of that caunty
would be worth Chet)
Evansville Produce Co. will ray up
market prices for prod's( e, pouitrs
ggs, etc
STOLEN
From wrois ten miles) from Hopkins-
ville on Palmyra road, one bay mere-
heavy set, about 14 hands high, 1 lire
face, V on her left hip, white left hind
foot. Return to Lee Mt erne reward. It
Out in K4nsas
lives a happy wife. She writes: " I
have used Mother's Friend before
two confinements. The last time I had
twins, and was in labor only a few min-
utes. Suffered very little." The reason
why
Mother's Friend
does expectant mothers so much
good is because it is an external liniment,
to be applied upon the outside, where
much of the strain comes. It helps be-
cause the pores of the skin readily absorb
it, and it comes into direct contact with
and is ebsorbed by the parts involved.
Morning sickness is quickly banished,
and nervousness's kept completely away.
The sense of dread and foreboding is not
experienced, even during labor itself.
Confinement is short and almost without
pain. Recovery is quick snd sure. Best
of all, Mother's Friend benefit, the
unborn just as much as the expectant
mother, and when the little one comes it
will be strong, lusty and healthy.
Dos:Vets sell Mother's Friend for $1 a bottle.
, Stn-1 for our free book on tne subject.
Imply i
taking George Pool and Ray Bawles to 
lluAlateI
the pen. Pool is aintTHE 
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO. for two years and ereercre.
Bowleg foe' lea years for house breaking
- • •) 41'1
PEEPS AT PEOPL.F.
• •  •  • • j
Nearly a year ago the NK Ea leen •
the at)ry of hoe Col. Al. Clark, of '
this city, introduced the famous leer urea'
and humanist, Eli Perkins, individu slly
to members of his limited audience. The
article was °opted throughout the coun-
try. Recently Col. Clark received a
"Pe of ▪ p .per oontsming the story
It ii the following uharacteristi r war-
guts! es-mm*1n :
"Brother Clark : The press clipping
bureen I lut me snore than a thousand
of this clipping. It is costing we 20
cents a day. Your article will drive me
to the poor house. Can't you do some-
thieg to head it off?
..ETo which Col. OlirkreLpI Plied71"."
"Since I can not properly get a hold
on the TAIL, hdw can I. as you suggest,
Twee in orr?"
Perkins' letter is addressed to
I, EV. ALF. CLARK, D. D , L. L D,
a wife or sweetheart.)
Hoentesvieut, KY.
He liiwnelledziatoseatesoise"ran ticket .to Col.Cl
e3easou ticket. Eli Perkins, at large.
Ad nit the bearer or wife, his own wife,
to Eli Perkins' lecture, anywhere in the
world, for years and years.
" ['he lecturer will o nmence at
o'clock sharp, and sontiune until some-
body respests tem to stop.
'•Iu case of an accident to the lecturer,
or if he should die or be hung before the
-veiling of the disturbance, this ticket
eei alma th bearer to a front seat at
the funereal, where he CAI1 sit and enjoy
himself the same as at the lecture.
" highest priced slate, theme near-
est the door, are reserved for the panic-
tiler friends of the speaker.
"At—, Seat N Sec-, Row-.
sea"tie..0, od anywhere on earth for 962
year.. !detain this coupon for your
RYLAND-The Rev. Dr Robert Ryland,
of Lexiegton, the noted nongeuarian
Baptist minister, wee is well-known in
this city. suffered a second partial stroke
of paralysis last week, giving cause for
uneasiness that his long life, spent so
nobly, WRi very near its end.
--
ALEXANDER.-Mr. W. W. Alexander,
Agent for the L. & N., at Cincinnati, is
in the city to-day shaking hands with
old Hopkinsvele friends. He las a host
of adasirers mad well-wishers here.
EAKER. - Mr John Faker, who has had
charge of the freight interests of the L.
et N., road at Uathrie fur several years.
has resigned his position. He will go to
Paris, Tenn , where he has accepted a
position in the Train Dispatcher's office
of the I. & N. Mr. William Kaeatle is
at ph sent In charge of the freight officio
---•
'Rill -t-Chief of Polio. Frits has
foreskin liglettelitifill pitmans let Meet
outlook! emplittnient, Swing steepled
riastelkeerh4,eill
Wherecoon r
you feel aOtencue or pset tint
Jolliest:ohs ILLLADOWIlk Pkeelit.a.
From 1 ruses sprains to Mun-
i matern-it este) s leery ease. It e
el
.1 is like Cie ton in of a aeft. warm
had On a:,a hing ferehead. In- f4
theamseieu guesilse bcaesite it 
i.
`co oth sr so sure ad creek. Loces
for the Reg Crowe on the face &ntk
anttertere is eotierso:e,
• Rae .tertie - Lem ot• N t.k
5531 Raotaa trits• r
Sac.1 SUP, lialr,8
Necessary
forilu
Laundry...
Tom Boy
Soap.
Azurene Blue,
GOLD DUST.
For the ititcken:
Sapolio.
BATII BRICK
see .
f I 0 E
& COMPANY.
WROLESALEc
Si RETAIL
tellie'kettA•ster 0
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JIBE YOU lEr JD! 3?
Every Sufferer from Lung Weakness, Consumpiiciii,
Asthma, Catarrh or Bronchitis
Can bc Curd
4,4 N. tile
...
• '
..  
'leo .• •
11 Iris lie
COMPlie t tFREI Course
,a Trejjznca
(401613-114 of Four Preda"itION
- The Slocum System —
Nearly everybody you meet will re-
gard it as a kind of insult to be asked
if. they have weak lungs. All seem to
have a solid faith in the soundness of
their own breathing machine. In cases
of trouble they will admit there is a
"heavy cold: "a touch of bronchitis."
or even "a spell of asthma," but as to
weak or unsound luirgs. never. NEVER.
Even the poor consumptive, who scarce-
ly speaks without coughing whose
cheeks are wasted, hollow and bear the
hectic flush of doom, will assure you
with glistening eyes that his cold is on
the mend and he will be all right when
the weather changes.
It is simply terrible to think how far
we may be guilty by our indifference to
the lung troubles of those near and dear
-o us. It is also a sad thought that we
may hug a delusion as to our own health
that we only get rid of when life, itself
must-pa) the forfeit.
Nobody can afford to think lightly
ef lung troubles. Nobody can afford to
be mistaken about their possible dan-
gers. Nobody can afford to neglect
them. or "let them wear out." or "get
better in the spring." or any other tem-
foolery that leads only to wreck an4
ruin. Lung 'roubles don't move back-
ward. I Weak lungs don't grow strong
by themselves-vou must heal them
Ind strengthen them, and rid them of •
he very earliest germs of disease, or
son are simnly committing a form of
eecide. Either You must cure your
lung troubles or THEY 1\ I LI. KILL
nutshell.
Neer 
the whole situation in a'tshen.
ve was there a cure for lung trou-
bles equal to the newly-discos creel Dr.
Slocum treatment. This forms a ses-
tem of Four Remedies that are used si-
multaneously and supplement each
other's curative action. It cures weak
lungs, bronchitis, asthma. coughs. con-
sumption and every other ailment oj
the pulmonary region. It destroy:
every germ that can affect the respira-
tory system, and even in advanc
stages of lung trouble positively arrestt
the tebercular growth. -while it a'it
builds up the patient so that his systen
is enabled to throw off scrofula. theme
atism. catarrh, and... ogler weseig ti
cases.
Thou-ands of cured eases ateeaa)
I prove these claims "I.houards of grate-
led people bless the discovery.
The Doctor wales evert body to knew
thc surprising merits of iiis system. He
has arranged to give a free treatment
t Four Prerarationslto all sufferers. Fell
ineructions for use accompany each
ire atment. •
WRITE TO THE DOCTOR.
Write at once to Dr. T. A. Sloetei
Laboratories, e6 and 98 Pine sacee Nee
York City. giving full exeress
pos:oftice address, and meneon this
per.
Deeiv eel• ' 'emir t• •e's -
BusINERs EDUCATION
Is absotut-ly net-esaary Is, ii"
°Ult.( 111611 or (mug w net
WOO would SUCCP119 in life. This being eonceded. It is of first importance to get. sour
training at the school tlost stands in the ery front rank-
THE BRYANT &STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEtIE.
Louisville, Ky.
slooloK EEpi tie - in experienced terismers, each one speeinlist 11,.,
8 fi 0 KT 15 A N I), 
P Write for a beautiful hook Milne test Ir11,1111111. from gout 1..1
occupy Mg prominent postpone all ever the t• tilted ISIs•-•io
THLEtiitAPHY, '"""' to t'
a ItoratiVe position as Special Agent of
the I/militias Noohoille railroad. Hia
oistillsottatt its Al haishoille, Tido ,
nit I be has titivate of a division of this
road frotodisklins tifodo, Ku, la Do
Boor, Ala (Apt. Vrlua is owl of the
tiers deteollitio to shit Mouth PIO the
company is to be congrttulated on secur-
ing his valaalee 1111111Ti0311. 'Be Asa re.
moved his family to thisCity.
DUNCAN. -Bishop W. W. Duncan will
begin his Kentucky tour in the interest
of the Twentieth Century Educational
Fund at Eoesling Green, April 30, and
will continue for sixty dojo.
His appoin.ment for Hopkinsville fall'
on Sunday, Jane IS
SOUTHALL.-Mr. Ht tman Seuthall has
resettled his position in the mechanical
depstinatite of the Nato NOP led N Ill
eider the t fi *e of hle father, Aftotney
O. W. reititlialhl ti-sr the purpose of
ointlying lette Ht If It telehltel /Mel
asosesemenelpt 11111mmorme
kin hiltM Wite oeVisi),
Mr 14 14- 1.111r, a Numinous Nile te
of eletietbel, Mo., lately Mill a *ender-
ful delivrrened from a frightful death
In telling it he says: wan Wen
with typhoid fever that ran into peed-
:lin:ea. My lungs te came hardene I.
was so weak I couldn't t yea sit up in
bed. Nothing helped me. I ixpected
to soon die of consumption, when 1
heard of Dr. King's New Discovery.
One bottle gave great relief. I continut (1
to use it, and now am well and Otrong
I can't as; tco mach in its praise " This
marvelous medicine is the surest and
q eckest cure in the world for all throat
and lung trouble Regular sizes eles arid
3100 Trisls bottles free at L I. E min's.
U. K. Wyly.... ft 0 Hardwick', J
Cook's, and A P. Harness' drug store.
every bottle guaranteed
Th
Mr470M9 Tag tore
Beg to inform their frien 's and patrons that
they are now prepared to disiday the best awl
at-st novelties of the season's production in
Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Goode,
Diminities, Piques
Embroideries and
Netts,
Laces.
FINE LINE OF---
Cloth
Our Style the Late3t!
Our Quality the Best!
Our Prices the Lowest!
Our Methods—Honest!
Our Motto—Truth!
Shoes, Shirts, Hats,
Underwear and Furnishing Goo(k
For Men and Boys.
DOMESTECS, PRINTS,
TICKINGS, AND
LINENS.
PARASOLS.
In dealing with us you will always be
Lorrectly informed on all new
fashions and receive
Prompt and PoliteAttention.
The Moavons' Big Store,
110PKIN5VILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
IL cer.
•
•eiteeniesetesesieeestereaStweee'eSis
. .
•
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SECRETARY °ARV'S PROTEST.
Vt1,1.1t
;tr Eli r;
I beg the courtesy of -pace in your ex
eee. it j mrnel to Hoer a mild protest
regaiiirt the recent se- len of the District
Oeuenittee i,$ L xineton. That corn-
note e ie my bumble j idgment was
wroug On ten remets, bole of which are
efteencive to CI( itue evil.
iti tbi. flr,t piece the comMittee called
to Ii,. lieloieg of et urt Heusi, Mass
hoevettleres instessii of precinct Con.
Coition. or Primary lie chime. Ill the
e 0 iiplace the tine for holdieg th,
:ewe, Come titiOna NM set for Jane
onoltlerell Pettey and coneently,
I l!eaft I e s eleeltiate the fernaer almost
I tidy as a teem in nainieg a carall
'into for Gus refer if his state.. Not
eontent with whst would seem an effort
to le move the place of holding the c n
veretou out of his reach, it must
appear to lent that yen male
endurance doubl ger , by holding
at is tin:e eh. although he
might strein a pent to go to his precinct
soling place, he cannot spare the time
from harvest to come all the way to
linker vele.
Ifyour co tonere, had invoked the
mid of HI-entire Bureau of Agriculture,
t ceuld scarcely heves mede a
shrewder go se at to harvest time,
which will come later this year owing
to our long ant late si inter.
Now, Mr. Editor, the farmer is as
much arliained of our i reeent State Ad-
ministration as are our tut reheats, and
ti- ey are ten 8 PP rinuercu•. In
the eterllil of things they should
be the fl -el considered instead of not be-
ing considered at all They are greatly
incensed in what appears to them an
utter ignering of their aid and prefer-
enc , in choosing a nounnee, if not an
Intentional stilt g up ef tie cards
agaist them. Sore.' of our biggest plant-
ers to so far as to suspect it was done
in the hes rest of a certain candidate,
who is known only to the politicians of
the State, and has teat a -small following
roving the farniers.
There has always been to much of a
tendency in this county to run thingson
the grand 'eland idea. The Republican
Court Hi-use ()lig le et net a whit more
(amens than the Democratic Court
House Clepe, and yet when we enter a
campaign for couuty °Meet, we rail at
the farmer for his lack of interest, and
swear that they and they alone could en
able us to win. Small wonder that they
stand alcof when they are given such
deals as they have had handed out this
year.
On the day of the late R. R. Conven-
tion held Saturdsy March 3rd by the
eouuty, there was not a farmer in town;
it r iied in tarrents the entire day. On
the 17th day of June the farmer will be
cutting his wheat, and a small squad of
Court House Politicians can easily find
it in their power to control the vote of
Christian, nnl, ss the farmers of the
eouuty decide ei assort their rights at
the expenee of their crap' aud take a
hand in shaping the destiny of their
State.
Mr. Editor, yea are a member of the
Cininniittee which made this mistake
Of course you are not to understand me
as imputitie to you or the Committee
soy motive lot their selloh, but
Itt the ititottot of iny patty I N41111114
teesitlettill if finite Hie lest posilis elf
Don'. ifit II 1154111: teildreer In the
IN neeterlt14I etititehlaa of ihamooraer,
which duinouil tied these queotiono go
ise nearly Iota the houses of the people
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BAKER'S CHOCOLATE:
Imitations on the market!
4
Housekeepers should examine what they bey, and make
sure that every package bears our well known
YELLOW LABEL.
Trade-Mark on every package.
TAKE ONLY THE OESLINE,
Mask by
WALTER BAKER & CO, Ltd. • Osmium, Mass.
teem .•.•• tetsbilitheel t7e0,
iriillit.4440414040.4414040.44444111.41411
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A ftill line of Binders, Mowers, Hay Rakes,
Corn Harvesters, Huskers and Shredders,
Twine and Repairs for sale by
II C. 13ftlick.ral
Opp' Post-Office. HOPKINSVILLE, BY.
aseeliab••••••••••••••••••c
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The
ichols-Shepard
Separator
The essential points in a Separator are capacity, thoroughness of
separation, and simplicity and durability of construction. On each of,
• ems the NichoLs-Shepard Separator has great advantage over all
other threshing machines. Any one of the nine sizes will
thresh more and laze more grain than the corresponding
of any other separator. The Nichols-Shepard
Separator is as strongly, sim-
ply, yet perfectly madam a
separator can be. Th'e
wort of separation In
done without the tea
of pickers, raddles, forks,
or other complicated parts
that in other machines cause
continual bother and et-pease
by breaking or wearing out.
Write for large free catalogue
that pictures and explains every
part of the Nichois-Shepard Sepa-
rator and the Nichols-Shepard
• S
size
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gold morning en Ole:early iniu
bat will lte back in few day.-Psdosan t ool ,
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TRACTION ENGINE.
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FOR
Fish line, hooks, floats, etc. We have a very
large stop( of these goods. Fine jointed rods.
silk lines, superfine steel fish hooks, guaran-
teed unbreakable artificial flies, frogs and min-
nows, balmboo rods, fishing hats and minnow
buckets.' Boats made to order.
FOR i
Bicycles and Sundries, such as tires, hells,
pumps, alarms, lamps, handle bars, saddles,
spokes. Repairing promptly and efficiently
done.
FOR I
VOW
FOR
VOW
Jno. De corn planters, disc harrows, BlackIv
Hawk c rn planters, Vulcan and Oliver chill
and Tru Blue plows, Hallock's anti-clog weed-
ers.
Garden Seeds, Field Seeds, Stock Peas, and
Flower Seeds.
Buggies Fine Traps, Fine Carriages & Surreys.
Building a new house, painting and repairing
an old house, wall paper slab fence for gardens,
ordering screen doors and windows.
FOR t• •
Mogul wagons, Majestic ranges, cabinet man- 
tels, a visit to our new store.
=
k— 'Forbes & Bro.,
pkin4vill e, Ky. 1
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E R A. Wit and his bride, whose
"was burned this week.
key Era Printing & Publishig Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:-New Kra Betiding, Seventh
Ilireet, near Main, Hopkinaerille, Ky.
*1.00 A EAR.
lbsettived at the postoftice in Hopkinsville
as second-etas* mall matter
Friday, April ;14, 1899.1
- 
ADVERTISING RATES:-
One Inch, first lusertiou  I SO
SOU
6110
91*)
One Inch, one year  
Additional rates may b. had by applies-
• at the office.
Transient advertising tatitt be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly adortirtisements will be
oollected quarterly.
All salverthintment• Inserted without spec-
ified time will he charged lot until ordered
out.
Aanouncementa of isges and Deaths.
nos e105a,tilnk five and notices uf
preaching published gratis.
obituary Notices. It.,..gutions of Respect,
and 'Aker similar uoucesi, use cents per tine.
One Inch, one month. 4
One Inch, three mouths 
One inch, six mouths. • 
- 
CLAMING RATES: -
The W Now ERA and the following
• per one year:
Weekly Cincinultmatl Enquirer.
/demi- Weekly tn. Louis Republic
semi-Weekly lobe- Democrat.  
Home and tear= 
Weekly Louisville Tuspsitok 
Ladles' HOMO Journal
Twice-a-Week Courier-Journal  
Trt.Weekiy New York World  
Special clubbing rates with any magaaine
Or newspaper published In the United Ste.tes
COURT DIRECTOR*
-Iluctrrr COURT-First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
bomber.QVAIITIRLY Comte-Second Mondays
in Jaariiary, April, July and October.
Placer, First Tuesday in April
and October.
UOBTT 00C1TT-Tirvi Monday in every
mouth_
County mass convention will be held
in the court house at Mopkinsville Sat-
urday. Jane 17, at 2 p in , to select del-
egates to the Democratic State Oonven-
uon, whieh meete in Louisville June 21
to nominate candidates for State eflIces.
That there are still several citikens of
the United States out of jobs is shown
by the rush tor places under the Census
Noreen.
Tke:Chicegoman whoj is accused of
killing his wife and burning her body
desires a correction. He only drowned
lac in the labia
• recent convocation of female suf-
fragists in Washington came out strong
for both expansion and contraction. It
passed resolutions favoring loose corsets
and short skirts.
A °Wean of Oincinnati ;is suicg for
divorce on the ground that his wife
never let him know she had a glass eye
antil after they were married. He
wasn't so well provided with eyes him-
salt
Several scientific papers have recent-
ly announced the discovery that the
odor of sweet peas is very obnoxious to
tl es. (Alger should carry a big bouquet
of meet peas with him wherever he
goes.
Within 20 minutes after the first
alarm was sent in a high-priced apart-
ment hone in Chicago was utterly de-
molished by fire and three lives Met.
Is was one of those fire traps we often
hear mention of and there are many
others like it.
Dispatches from Washington say that
all the patronage of the Census Bureau,
which will begtn work in October, is at
Senator ilanna's disposaL There will
be officials of high sod low degree and
jobs without stint, but only for the
faithful. Promises are already being
held oat by,ausherd parties.
The new spring bonnet IN reported to
be a stunner. It will have a cowcatcher
in front, a tailboard behind, a flower
garden on top, with a bunch of grass on
one side and a bird's carcass on the oth-
er s•de. The whole will be banded to-
gether with crushed ribbons and topped
off with a very abundant millinery bill.
Patriotism of the Illinois brand comes
high. Two hundred members of the
Eighth Illinois regiment-mustered out
a few days ago-are preparing to file
*Jaime for pensions on account of injury
to their health by reason of their service
in Cuba. In one company of the regi-
ment all but five men will apply for
pensions.
Emperor William * offering mild en•
oonragement to tae -new woman" in
Germany. A girl in Fishhanser recent-
ly wrote his Majesty asking for permis-
sion to wear trousers so that she could
follow her father's trade. The Kaiser
answered yes, if the consent of the bur-
gomaster could be obtained. The bur-
gomaster. however, refused permission
The dear women who started a pub-
lic subscription tel Howard Gould,
who had only about a couple of millions
in his own right, when it was rumored
that he might lose a portion of his in-
heritance when he married Miss Kathe-
rine Clemmons, will doubtless torn
their attention now to Willie Vander-
An Ex...senora Combination.
The pireeent method and beneficial
effects of the welt known relhecly,
Sewn. or Fuel, maanfactured by the
Caetroemet Fie Symms Co., illustrate
the.yahee of obtaining the liquid lams-
tit principles of plants known .to be
medicinally laxative and presenting
theen in te ;form most refreshing to the
2117. onea ' eet strengthening laxa-
tive, 
to the system. It
eleaneung the system effectually,
dispelling colds, headachee all fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
to overcome habitual constipation per-
manently. Ies perfect freedom from
every objectionable enality‘nad sub-
stanee. and ita acting on the kidneys,
liver and bowels, without, weakening
or irritating than, make it the ideal
•laxative.
In the process of manufacturing Aga
are used, as they are pleasant to the 1 ripidly awakening pu
taste, but the medieenal qualities of the against them by their
remedy are obtained from senna and 1
other aromatic plants. by a method , arr. moving to a canal
known to the CALEIMIINIA Fm SYRUP the near future
Co. only. In order to get its beneficial .
effects and to avoid imitations. please '
remenetter the full name of the Company i Menne Jim West and B. E. Cooper, 'printed on the front of every package.
popular war shousemen Of Hopkinsville, ICAUFORNIA PIG SYRUP CO. g yoop.or Inv I n tho /4 ey Yr 'I' I,
untry home
LI (ley Evans, Oominise
SLOOP, hes prepared some he
apt lication tot pensions,
from the Spanish • America
None cf the claims are ba
ner of Pen•
reit on the
bich arose-
cacupaign.
d on gun
shot wounds. Son e allege kheumatiem,
but the majority complain f fever. The
regiments showing the largest number
of applications are the birty-fourth
Michigan. 3e9; First Dietz' t of Colum-
bia, 332; Eighth Ohio, 349: a hirty third
Michigan, 310; Second achusett,.
317.
In an Intervtew sent to 141.. New York
periodical by a correspond t in Man ila,
Admiral Dewey emphatic lly declared
for the second time since s victory in
Manila Bay. that he woal not be a can-
didate for President o the United
States, under any cendit ons. Asked
as to his politico, the Admiral said: '•1
am a sailor. A sailor has no politics
The administration is his Party, and Re-
publican or Democratic, it makes no dif-
ference. 'rhen again, I cosne from Ver-
mont and you know what that means
To be anything but a Rep blicau inVer
mont is to be a men with ut a party
My Flag Lieutenant cometfrom Geor-
gia. Be tells me that to be anything
but a Democrat in the South is to ho a
nobody. If I lived in the Douth I would
probably be a Democrat." i •i
 t'
Holy* THI
We offer one hundred d liars reward
for any case of catarrh 1h4i5 canuot be
cared by Hall's Catarrh () re.
F. ,I. CHENEY & CO+ Toledo. 0.
We, the.understgued. have known F.
J. Cheney for the lam fiftten years, sun
believe him perfectly tioriorable in all
business trawler-nous a4d financially
able to carry out any oblegatious made
by their firm,
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0.
Welding, Kinnan & Mervin, Whole
sale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh (Jure is teken internal
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the eyetem. Testi-
monials sent free. Price k'5c per bottle.
Sold by all drugaieta
Hall's Family Pills are he beet.
PURCHASING POWER.
What do the gold advot ales mean bs
calling the silver dollar a •'fifty-cent
dollar e' Do they mean the it will
buy only half as mueh as it formerly
would? Surely not, c they must
know that it will buy twine as inech of
: rosome things, and nearly ice as w li
of the average of all shin Es. Take thc
silver dollar and melt it di.iwu to a piece
of bullion, and they say 41.. only worth
50 cents. Fifty cents in 4rhat ? "Why,
in gold," they answer. at the ord -
ordinary citizen does not want to buy
any gold. He wants ccn4modtties, and
his piece of silver will Dui as much of
them upon an average as the gold (14.,11ar
would buy in lee3, Is ndt that enocigh?
Should anything more be asked! It
that piece of silver so Vf rr cheap to the
farmer who has to surre der a bushel
or more of his wheat to et it Silver
ia cheap to the few who iave gold with
which to buy it, but to t , e meny who
can only obtain it with tlke predurts of
their toil it is dear enougb.
MUST BE NO LIMFIATION.
Any limitation upon the coriige of
either metal, or upon AS legal tender,
destroys one of the fundemental princi-
ples upon which bimetallism rests. The
other at once becomes the etandarch
while the oue eute-ected se a I estriction
is dropped into a secondskry or subordi-
nate position. The theoryinf bimetallism
is that the free coinage and full legal
tender of this two metals after they are
coined will keep them at a sutstantial
parity. If, for example, +0 value of one
should rise a little by realion of a strong-
er foreigu demand, the borne demaun
the home demand for tliat one would
immediately decrease and fall upon the
other and cheaper metal,i thus acting as
a compeomaiiOn. But, ill one has free
access to the mint and the other hu not,
then they meet upon unequal terms,
sue this principle cannon ace. The one
which can be freely cointd will always
be in stronger demand than the other,
and, consequently, of greater value
Nor is teis merely a theory. It is a
principle as well establiskied as the law
of "supply and demand.' la fact, it is
one of the most perfect illuetrations of
the working of that livreand its correet-
ness has been proved by seventy years
of European monetary history. In lee.:
France threw open her neints to the free
coinage of both metals at the 'alio of
15 , ounces of silver to 1 ounce of gold,
and this mint ratio contdolled the rela-
tive market values, not Oely is France
but everywher,e, up to t e year 1873.
REIGN OF TR STS.
Trusts, trusts, trusts! In a few years
there will not be an artidle produced or
manufactured that will bot be arbitrari-
ly controlled by a gigat tic trust. We
have almost arrived at tbat point now.
Within the past year they have multi
plied at a prodigious rake. Men who
organize trusts say t e effect is to
cheapen the commoditi to the con-
sumers, which is a stra ge doctrine in
the light of reason, oomenon sense and
the experiences of the people. Waite
this may be true in a fetisolated cases,
a man with a thimbl el of brain'
liknows the ultimate ol j t of all com-
bines is to cheapen la r, curtail ex
penses and increase the profits of the
manufacturers. Men who organize
trusts are nut moved by sentiment.
Within the past few ine nape a number
of manufacturers have advanced the
wages of their employes and • great
hurrah has gone up ftom subsidiz ed
trust organs, some of which go so far
as to say these advances
of laborers are due to th
trusts The truth is,
these advance, of %age
of the wages
formation of
ii most cases,
were only 5
and ten per cent, with etnployes whcee
wages had been cut a 'Tar or so ago
from 10 to 25 per cent. The organs of
the trusts ahe faithful tb roe ord these
advances of wages of a few men, but
neglect to say anythilig about men
thrown out of %cork by lee a'ting down
factories and shops take tt Is to the com-
bines af a means of red ei it the out
..put "Whom the geds woe I destroy
!..they first make mad," islan d74 adage,
and ju toting by the rap d multiply it g
of trusts and the total d regard of the
lie sentiment !
- Mors, they
overthrow in
Law se.'elesco ^
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RAIDED!
Police Pull Poker Players
Who Pay Fines.
CITY RICHER BY $105.
Ficticious Names Entered
Upon The City Courts
Records-Other
Police Items.
Fr  "'burs lay's daily.
Offilers Jaee Nance and George Lau-
der raided a poker game at an early hour
this morning, and as a consequence of
their vigelance, the city is richer by
$10e, and tire fictitious mine s are enter-
ed upon the docket of the city c nut
The game was in progress in a rear
room on the second 11 or of tie bnOzling
at the corner of Nieth and Virginia
streets. The °Meer, appeared very sod-
denly and unexpectedly and left tee oc
cupante of the room no means of escape
Five of them were placed under arrest.
rho sixth succee led in hiding ends r a
bed in the room and was not (J served
The ()Macre telephoned Judge Leavell
who instructei them to collect $21 eruili
from the sports and release Item The
tictitious naniss ehich by the way in
nearly every case, is the name of an In-
nocent citizen of this count, ) were en-
tered this morning upon the docket.
Neither the dititit us reword upon the
docket, nor the prom's) of the City
J 'idly to wahola the real names, has
prevented the NEW ERA from learning
the names and the facts. We hope the
lessmi is s vere enough as it is, and have
no inclination to humiliate the gentle
men further by publishing their name*
Tom Ryan, the popular conductor on
the Weal freight, allo sled his cars to
stand over a street crossing beyond the
eight minute limit and was Sued $5 00
and ccst for violating the ordinance.
Irvin Lander arid Will Baker, both
colored, were fined $1 each this mottl-
ing for disorderly conduct on the etriets.
Jo Fay and W. G. McCsrtie were
each assessed the usual line for a plain
drunk.
DATE CHANGED.
The date of the Ocmmercial Conven
tion, which meets in Louisville, has
been changed from May 30 and 31 to
May 29 and 30. This was d• cided oii 11
he oelegatee in oreer that there may be
no conflict with the 13.metallic Associa-
tion.
FISH ARE BITING
Fishermen report fiiie luck at the
ponds and river yesterday. A numer of
local disciples if Sir 'sleek Waltou were
well rewarded for their patience, returr, -
ing with long strings
NOTES ABOUT'pEOPLE
From Thursday s daily.
Will Wash, of Wallonia, is in the city
to-day.
W. L. Gardner, of Mayfield, is in the
city a guest at the Phoenix.
B. B. Butler, of Elkton, is registered
at the Phoenix hotel to day.
Miss Matty Brown, of Church Hill, is
shopping in the city to-day.
Miss Elizabeth Mason. of The Square,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Mts. Jim. Y. Owsley, is visiting her
par nte. Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Buckner,
near the city.
Mr. Earnest Barclay, a prominent
farmer of Pembroke, was is the city, to-
day on business.
Mrs. Frank Cayce, of Beverly, is visit-
ing her daughter, Mrs. Dr. Hill, on
South Main street.
Mrs. John 0. Mr. Lawrence
Alexander RD I MliS Matto) Alexander
are visiting friends in the city today.
Mr. Claude N. Berry and wife, nee
Mason, left this miming on an early
train for Washington, which will be
their fotare home.
Mi... Grace Wood wi:1 leave to mor-
row morning for an extended visit to
friends in Louisville and her sister, Mrs
J. It Barr, at L. xingtou.
Mrs. Will Richatds is visiting friend
in Northville.
Mrs. Russell Hogan, of Trenton, is
visiting friends in the city.
John D Elliott and John Rives, of
Owensboro, are at the Lathatu.
Mr. Willie Perry and Miss Emily B
Perry have returned front Chicago.
W. H. Moore, of Hopkinsville, was
here today on business-Fulton Leader.
Mr Chart, s S. Henning, General
manager of the H. Peraulee Library Co.,
is in the city.
eles-rs Frank Martin, Leslie Noland
and Clarence Tapper), of Hopkinsville,
spent the day with Miss Edwards and
the Misses "fanner Sunday... Mrs. Les-
lie Littletiele, of Chri•tiain county, har
rewired from a visit to her brother,Mr
Henderson Bailley, of Maniton .... M. J.
Wells was in Hopkinsville tat week.-
Madisonville Hustler.
Mr. 1,. L. Elgin, a prominent young
druggist of Hopkinsville, is lithe Fifth
Avenue. Mr. Eight is a native of
Christian county, having lived at Tren-
ton for a long time, lie is a brother of
Rev. Virgil Elgin, the well-known pre
siding elder of the Owensboro district of
the Louisville conference of the M. E
Church South.-Louisville Dispatch.
NEARLY COMPLETED.
Mr. John Felandes pretty dwelling on
Clay street, between Ninth and Teeth,
is rapidly nearing completion. It wil.
be one of the neatest and most °conven-
ient homes in the req.
Take Cuticura Resolvent
Because it is so pure and wholesome that
mothers can give it freely to children of
all ages. It cools and cleanses; the blood,
and is of the greatest value in speedily
curing disfiguring. burning, scaly humors,
rashes, and irritations, when taken in con-
nection with hot baths of Curicusa SOAP,
sod gentle anointings with Ourtcernt, the
reet ene Mr.*. r?",143011er*-.
MARRIED
At Gracey Church This
AlLrnoon.
KAUFMAN-BOWLES.
!Ir. John T. Berry And
Miss Herndon Will
Be Wedded This
Month.
F. out Tuesday's daily
At two o'c.ock this afternoon Rev.
Olitur. L. Nourse and Mies Wilmete A
Baynham were j hued in the holy Weds
of wedlock
The ceremony was perform d in the
Presbyterian church at Gracey, and
Re v. Dr. W L Nourse, of this city, the
father of the groom, was the officiating
clergyman. A large number of the
friends of the contracting persons wit-
missed the n elitist rites.
The t ride is the pretty and accom-
plished daughter of Mr and elm E. G
Bsynharn, of Cadiz and is one of
the most universally popular young wo-
men in Trigg (minty. Rev. Nourse is
pastor of the Second Presbyterian
ceurch of Princeton. He is a gentle
man of fin. intellegit and sterling worth,
and is one of the foremost young min-
isters in Southern Kentucky.
Immediately after the ceremony, Lev.
and Mrs. Nourse left for their future
h me at Princeton.
KAUFMAN-30WLES.
Pretty Hopkinsville Girl And Louisville
Business Man To Marry.
The followiug card has been received
by a numlyr of the friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Bowles at d their hretty
daughter, el ice
Mr and Mrs. Will Bowles
announce the marriage of their daughter
Jim win,
and
Mr. Mack P. Kaufman,
on Wednesday. April the twenty-sixth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
At Home
after May first,
945 Eat J. te Toon St ,
Lonievel!e, Ky.
The marriage will be solemeizsd at
the home of the bride's parents on East
Ninth street. They will leave immedi-
ately after the ceremony for their fn
tore home at Louisville.
WEDDING CARDS ARE OCT.
Mr. John Berry and Miss Charlotte
Herndon Vi III Marry.
Wedding cards are out announcing
the nuptials of Mr. John T. Berry,
Clarkeville'e genial teilorend MissChar-
lotto B. Herndon, cf Irvington, ley
Miss Herndon is the daughter of J. B
Herndon, a well-known man of Irving-
ton and Louisville. and a member of
one of the most prominent femiles in
()entre' Kentacky. The happy event
willatake plitee on the 19th inst , at 10
o'clock in the muruiug, at the Irvington
Baptist church. Immediately after the
ceremony the your g couple will take
the train for Clarksville, arriving here
the evening of the same day.-Clarks-
ville Leaf-Chronicle.
Mr. Berry was formally in batioess
in this city, and met Miss Herndon
while she was visiting relative. here.
They have many friends in Hopkins-
ville.
WAN TED-Ever3 body to call on us.
The Grand Leader.
STATE C. E. CONVENTION
Will Be Held At Meelisonville. Ky., May
19 To 21, 1899.
The cit z sus of the hospitable city of
Madisonville, are making great prepare
lions for the entertainment of the Ninth
State 0. E. Convention.
They are enthusiastic.
This convention will be the best the
State has ever had. The plogratu is the
most complete ever furnished. Such
men as William T. Ellis, Pniladelphia,
Pa.; Jaa Lewis Howe, Lexington, \'a.;
Z. T. Sweeney, formerly of Richmond,
Va.; and William Shaw, Boston, Mass ,
as well as some of the .most finished
speakers of our own State, have been
secured for addressee.
E. 0. Ezeill will conduct the music.
Madisonville extends a cordial invita-
tion, entertainment free. Every mem-
ber of all the Young People's Societies
of the State should attend this conven:
Lion ; it will be a spiritual feast.
Pan-Presbyterian Alliance
(Special to New Era)
RICHMOND, Va., April 13-The Ex-
ecutive commission of the Pen Preeby-
terian Alliance will meet here to-day.
This alliance represents all Preebyter-
ian bodies throughout the world, hay-
ing about 35,oise000 adherents. Among
the number of vounniseloners to be pre-
sent at the approaching meeting will be
many distinguished men of the United
States and Canada. The chairman of
the commission is the Rev. Principal
William Cavern, D. D , LL. D., of To-
ronto, and the Secretary is the R
William II. Robert, D. D., of Philadel-
phia. Another one of the prominent
members is the Rev. Priucipal D. H.
slcVickar. D. D., LL. D , of Montreal.
'he commissioners will be given a ear-
nage drive and a bar quest and there will
be a great public meeting here tonight
•
Epworth League of the
south.
(Special to New Era)
COLUMBIA, Us., April 13.-A
southern confereece of Epworth
Leagues wt ich begins here to-day
promises to have an attendance of over
three thousand from all sections of the
South.
Kans3s Editors Feast.
[IIPSCIAL TO.NZW zas)
NEWTON, Ran . APO, DI-Tiff State
Dee 'et-' ' *1 I. chi. Pi I
f
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HEAVY
Were the Sales on Local
Market Yesterday.
RECEIPTS GROWING.
No Material Change
Prices-- The Inspector's
Report For The
Week.
Yeett rday's axles on the local tobacco
market were the largeet of the season
arid e regiment of buyers and producers
marched from warehouse to warehouse
as the sales progressed. Thre was little
change in toe stet°, of the market as to
prices. Luge were perhaps a shade
easier at d there was a strong demand
for these type S. A large board of buy-
ers Was present. The export buyers
purchased a great majority of the offer-
iugs, stemruees buying but little now
Rtc acts continue he. vy. The long
rainy se aeon has enabled farmers to
strip and prise their crops aad the
weather is now mere favorable for de-
livery.
A gratifying feature of yesterday's
sales was the decrease in the number of
the rejections.
The inspector's report for the week is
as follows:
IN!.P.LCT01.S IRRPOR r.
Sales for week  41e
&ilea for year   blOsi
Offerings 48s
Re jections   15e
Receipts for week   6111
Receipts for year   52tio
totations will be found with the ac•
companying reports of the several wale
houses.
GAITHER & WEST.
We herewith report sales made at our
house+ yesterday and today, as follows:
11 hhds med. to good.-$10 00. 55-I
10, 7 30, 710, 7 00, 7 00, 7 00, 680, 6 75,
6 75
42 hhcla °rim to mod - $6 60, 6 60, 6 60,
650 6 50. 6 50. 6 40, 6 40, 6 40, 6 40, 6 34)
6 30, 6 30, 6 25, 6 25, 6 25, 6 20 6 10.6 tro,
6 00, 6 00, 6 03, 5 90, 5 75, 5 75, 5 75, 5 75,
5 70. 5 60, 5 GO, 5 60, 5 60, 5 60, 5 60,5 50,
5 50, 5 30, 5 25. 6 20, 5 10, 5 10 500.
12 hhds good to med lugs -$4 80.
4 75. 4 70, 4 10, 400, 3 SO, 3 80, 3 80, 3 :15,
3 10
16 hbds cren to med. lags.--13 no
300, 3 00, 2 90, 2 75, 2 75, 2 75, 9 55, e et,
2 40, 2 40, 2 35, 2 33, 2 25, 2 20, 2 20.
SALES BY RAGSDALE, COOPER & CO
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co
Hopkinsville, Ky., Tuesday arid Wed
weenie's, April 11 and 12, P09. 74 hhds
leaf as follows:
$8 50, 7 6.), 7 50, 7 50, 7 40, 7 30, 7 20,
7 20, 7 00, 7 90, 6 ISO, 6 80, 0 80, 6 75, 6 75
6 75, 6 75, 6 70, 6 70, 6 60, 6 50, 6 50, 650.
6 50, 6 60, 6 50, 6 50, 6 40, 640, 6 40, 6 40,
6 40, 6 40. 6 30. 6 25, 6 25, 6 25, 6 25, 620,
g 20. 6 10, 6 10, 6 10, 6 10, 6 00, 6 00, 600,
6 00, 6 00, 5 95, 5 90, 6 80, 6 SO, 5 80, 5 MO,
5 75, 6 75, 5 75. 5 75, 5 GO, 5 60, 550, 5 50,
5 60, 5 50, 5 50, 5 40, 5 e0, 6 25, 5 25, 5 26,
5 10, 6 10, 6 10
98 Ithde. lugs: 35 00, 5 00, 4 90, 4 90,
4 90, 4 90, 4 80, 4 75, 4 60, 4 60, 400, 4
4 25, 4 20, 4 20, 4 10, 4 00, 4 00, 4 00, ; 95
3 95, 3 95, 3 95, 3 90, 3 90, 3 8N, 3 45, 8 rs6,
3 85, 3 80. 3 SO, 3 75, 3 75, 2 70, 3 50, 8 50,
3 50, 3 40, 3 is, 3 30, 3 30, 3 25, 3 25, :t26,
t 3 25, 3 25, 3 25, 3 25, 3 20, 3 15, 3 15, 3 10,
:i 10, 3 10, 3 10, 3 06, 3 00, 3 00, 300, 1100,1
3 00,3 00, 3 00, 2 95, 2 95, 2 95. 2 510,3 70,
1 2 90. 2 90, 2 85, 2 Si, 2 85, 2 $0, 2 SO, 2 80.
2 80, 2 40, 2 75, 2 75, 2 75, 2 70, 2 70, 2 70
2(55, 2 60, 2 60, 2 60, 2 50, 2 50, 2 50, 2 40,
2 35, 2 35, 2 ;D, 2 30, 2 20, 2 10, 2 00.
....mMIND.
SUIT FOR DIVORCE.
From Weduestla 'a delly.
Willie Kendrick vs. Annie Kendrick
Is the style of an sLction for divorce filed
yesterday in the circuit court. Accord-
ing to the petition they were married in
this county Aprill 25, 1894, and in Sep-
tember of the same year she abandoned
him without cause on his part and has
since refused to live with him.
Opening of The Grand Leader, &ami-
de, April 15th
FINE FOR SPRINKLING.
The etre. ti are becoming exceedingly
dusty and disagreeable and it is time
some arrangements were being made
for sprinkling. If it is not done by in-
dividuals the council should have it
done.
Canada's Big Horse Show
(Special to New Era)
TORONTO, Can, April 13-Canada's
big horse show opens at the Armories
today, closing April 15
Harvard Class Games.
SPECIAL TO Now IRA. I
CAMBRIDGE, Mass, April 13 -The
class and 'varsity games under the ens-
spices of tee Harvard Athletic Associa-
tion will be held here today. The events
being concluded on April 29
The "Ten Dollar" Dinner.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
NEW YORK, April 13 -Of the many
Jefferson Day feasts to be given to-nigh
throughout the country the aotable, rt
least in the way of lavish expenditure
and elegance ef appointments is that
under the auspices of the New Hork
Democratic Club, and which will be
held in the Metropolitan Opera House.
One thousand dinners will be at the
tables, while the tames and balconies
will be reserved for the ladles and other
guests who cannot be accommodated on
the floor below.
The list of speakers is as follows:
Perry Belmont, President of The Club
Presiding, Augustus Van Wyck ; "State
Issues," John 13 Stanohfield, of Elmira,
"Jefferson," Edward M. Shepard, of
Brooklyn; "Expansion,- Amos J. Cum-
mings; 'A my and Navy," Robert B
Roe:wove 5. of New York Oily; "Harmo-
ey," Frederick 0. Shreub. of Lowville ;
'The Democracy of the State," and
Gen. halve S. Oatlin, of Brooklyn,
••Brooklyn Democracy."
KAUTZ WILL
BE UPHELD.
(BP1CIAL TO WNW WS)
WASHINGTJN, April 13 --It is be-
lieved in o Heist circles here that the
Samose Ootnmisaion will start next
week for Apia, to bring ord r out of
chaos.
The ad al liorolon will rt hold Ad.
511 eh' Ramo
BUCKSHOT
Pumped Into a Coup:e of
Would Be White Caps.
A DOUBLE TRAGEDY.
In Torn Freeman Kills Two
Brothers In Stem art
County, Near La-
fayette.
FrN, 
ineiwTuesday'sreached
(tally.
News this morning
that a double tragedy had occur-ref
thr• e and a half miles below Laf eyette,
in Stewart county, Tennessee. The de
tails are rather meager and sornewhai
coufle ring, but it, is eertatl that two
brothers of the name of Bills were shot
and killed by Torn Freeman, a young
MAD living at Lafayette.
The tregedy is the bloody culmination
of a feud between the two families.
The B l's; brothers and the elder Free-
man, father of the slayer, are neighbor
in Stewart county. Some time ago they
fell out as neighbors will do, and then
began a long story of litigation, charges
and countercharges.
About a month ago the elder Freeman
f earl one morning swinging to the
limb of a tree in his front yard a paste-
board ditto on which was traced this
oininot a ins-t 
" ii be your fate if
3 ou don't leave the country
in ten days."
Freeman, the elder, elected to stay
He didn't fancy the idea of being or
1'-red away from his castle and his spir
it rose in rebellion. The ten days ehips
•
e I, but nothing happened Yesterday
afterecson Torn Freeman, who operates
sive mill at L stay( tie, loaded hi,
louble barreled elloteuu with buckshot
end we ht ml swn to sp net the night with
his Lithe r. ee' belle r or not the eerie r
Freeman bed lee ived iutimation if
another protest d v:sit from the Bills is
tee known.
lint they did come that night and
both were shot down by Tom Freeman
The Bills are said to be very bad men
and ills said further that one of lb etc
has killed a man This morning Free
men was at his home in Lafayette. He
ei removed frcen the jeriediction f
Tenneesee. but will probably melte no
effort to avoid the service of requtition
papers.
%ELL GOVERNED CITY.
hopkiseville Excelled By No City le
Eu ore.
Mr. James H Moore, of New Yore,
formerly a eitiz in of Christian minty,
has recently re tamed after an evended
eoutinental tour in eon pan; with his
brother, Mr. Willem Moore, of this
county.
Mr. Moore writes Judge F. nee ner Lea-
ve!l the following xceedingly compli-
mentary letter:
BON. BUCKNER LEAN'S' L,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Dear Sir.
Wuile my brother William and I were
traveling abroad, we carefully observed
the respect for law and order, prevail-
ing in the d if ,rent cities, villages and
hamlets where we sr j surned, and after
our return, without any exageratior,
-aid to Neel tithe r, that we nad seen uo
place so well ni alleged and law-abiding,
AS Hopkinsville, since you have been it-
fl! .e. Your Friend,
J ewes H. Islooaa
April 6, "99
Mestere Ned Turuley, Vs. D. Martin
and E. 0. Buford, of Olarlsville, are
eueste et the Lit ham.
Dr
The Ills of Children.
Valli/MI offer: Iris advice to parents on thr :Net-lime-xi of colighs Irma colds.
N
tit guard against colds.
Nearly all the ills of
children begin with
-se-ek taking cold. If your
child catches cold don't wait a moment before
attacking that cold.
To the ignorance or neglect of parents is due
the fatal termination of many children's OM-
plaints.
If you are not infoemed as to the
proper course to pursue to drive off
a child's cold, write to Dr. liartmen,
president cf the Surgical Hotel,
Columbus, 0., for advice, and Lek for
some of his free books which contain
the most pertinent facts about colds
andeougesan lalleatarrlialdiseascs.
• Pe-ru-ca. Dr. Hartman's great pre-
scription, is wholly vegetable. It
wards of/ colds entirely if takenet
the begietsing in proper doers. D
brealos up settled Aids quickly; it is
scieniific and safe; there is no mys-
tery about it.. Pr. I Iartinan's books
tell just how it acts and why. All
druggists ser it.
eJrs. C. T. Rogers, Elgin, Ill., says:
Dr. S. I?. IA:tin:an, C.i:Indus, ().
DEAR line-"You, medicine eared
my baby's life. We stopped all ta-cat
inent but yours, and now he is n
beautiful boy. It was certainle a
miracle."
Mrs. Peeking, least Toledo. 0..
writee to the Pe-rinna Medicine Co.
DEAR Sine:-" Peartana is the beet
medicine I ever had in nry house
My children had a bad cough, and
.one of them had the lung fever. 1
,..._
'cured them all with Pe-ru-na."
Proper knowleeige of the treatment of coughs and colds is of
the firet importance to parents. This knowledge is °fierce
tree. All catarrhal diseassesesuccumb to Pe-ru-na.
AT SEA
Wleen we begin to talk about Hats, we hard:y
know where to begin, Our variety is so g, ..at anii
prices so extensive. In
47. DERBVS
We start our line at 1 0 1, this prica buys a !lobby
str:ctly correct style Hat. $2.00 and $2 50 buys hat,
that other merchants g..-t 50e more money for. In
KNOX HATS
We have both grades, $3 50 and $5.00, and they fl "'-
beauties
ALPINES I 
The nobbiest line of new shapes and :...oiors with com-
bination bands and bindings chat money can buy. ti
popular prices, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00 and 250.
The Hop'binsville 
Mercantile Company. I
seemiewimorWINININIINIDI
SPRING WONDERS
("\ AT THE PALACE.
The Latest Styles in
Hats and
Bonnets ..
Just what you want in
Spring
Styles the latest.
Call and get Prices as I always underseli compe-
titors and save yciti money.
Nrs. Ada Lovne.
t Thc Lacla
You will find everything new and up-to-date in
mi Hats, Bonnets, Sailors,
-1Flowers, Ribbons,
at prices to please everybody. Give us a call, we
will Please you. A BEAUTIFUL MEDALION
PICTURE GIVEN AWAY with every $5.00 pur-
chase. Coupons given until the amount reaches
that sum, begirsn Pic: April 5th.
• •r•1 • •*-Ul _ . .
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- a _161111 DEADLY!
,
rv t "  This fearful disease often first appca.ranesultsi Fatally in Nme: as a mere berateh'aPlmgle or lump
C bt t the 
breast.tooenalltattract anT
ases uoen-n)ti-e. 
unlinn:nyer,thedeadlYdisoa.goisr lydeeloped 
Cancer can not be cured by a surgical
operation, because the disease is a virulent
p.,ison i the blood, circulating throughout the system, and although
the 
so t
or ulcer-known as the Canter -may be cut away, the
poi-on mains in the blood, and promptly breaks out afresh, with'
ren .we(j violence.
blood seasos which were considered incurable. induced a few 
The londerful success of S. S. S. in curing obstinate, deep-rnatcado-
Sp iirin4 sufferers lo try it for Cancer, after exhausting the skill of
the physicians without a cure. Much to their delight S. S. S. proved
el i il to the distvise and promptly effected a cure. The gied news
spre Li tapidly, and it was soon demonstrated
beyond doubt that a cure had at last been
folhd f,:ir deadly Cancer-, Evidence has aces-
m ulatei which is in•ontrovertible, of which
the foil wing 13 a specimen :
"Can or is hereditary in our family, my father. a
sister anI an aunt having died from this dreadful
,riii$11,7,ae, d. My feelings may he imagined when the tsor-
made its appearance on my side. It was
a maitre nt Cancer, eating inwardly in such a way aa
to cause kreat alarm. The disease seemed beyond the
eltill of 4he doctors, for their treatment did DO good
whateve the (eincer growing worse all the while s.
grew ilv woree, until it seemed that I was doomed 
Kna. reNt...1,. !Numero remedies were used for it but the Cancer
to follow the others of the family. for I know how deadly ORDOPT Is pwrAllisn v
when inherited I was advised to try Swift's Specific (te h Si, which, trome,.. -
rirni ,lay, forced out the poison. I continued its use until I had taken eigi :
tentless. when I was cured sound and well and have had no sy of
dreadful afflicti)n though mini years have elapsed. S. S. S. is only cu
for Cencer.-elists S M. Lem., Winston. N C.
Our iylok on Cancer, containing other testimonials and valuable
infonnation. will be sent free to any address by the Swift Specific
G;inpany. Atlanta. Georgia.
Cure Found at Last,
EVV4i4V4i444AA
• . . NEW
,Spring and Summer
. DRY GOODS
In Great Variety at T. M. JONES.
In Fancy Silks, Black Silks, Woolen Dr--.Fs air
ods, Dress Trimmings, Colored Wtlts, White ear:
elts, Gingliams, l'trcales, Covert Cloths, Or- ir
tidies, Muslin, Check Nainsooks, Dimities,
bored Challies, Madras Cloths, Table Linens,
Napkins, Fancy Goods, Muslin Underwet.r, Lace
ulid Embroideries, Tailor Made Suits and Sepa-
r4te Skirt,, Lace Curlains. Gent's Furnishing
ods, Carpets, Rugs, Matti.igs, Lioolet.ms, Oil
otl:s, Etc.
Compare my Prices and Qualitie, with
Others and you will find be 11 WANT.
T. rsl. JONES,
Main Street. honsviIk, tSy
WikilMP,..MWAWAkicWR;
cr...-irmitpr=vorizseln 21•21.titowntivapa2
.„ 0,000_4 operfooli. -•.,s,a pa•wi*A 6.611.1*.010.}f .1! ..•11•
•
sip
. ee Ours.
The most cluice line of Black Ore-
pons and Fancy Dress Goods in the
city. Our Waist Eilks art. as beautiful
as the manufacturer can weave or tint,
and so we may as tru hfuily speak of our
French Organdies and Piques.
Lovely Gingliams, Challies, Wash
Goods, Etc.
The trade max'feel assured that what
ever they buy from us is
Correct in Style, Qual-
ity and Price.
The Richards Co.
'.
5,611/
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Grand
Parasol 1
a
a
E Exhibit
Fl Tomorrow.
Hopkinsville ladies have never
had such a collection of fine thinge
ala-- to hod twixt beauty and the sun.
Parasols Plain, Changeable.
with Ruffles. Chiffons, Lace and
Corded Effects. Etc. Etc.
The newness and beauty of the
collection are very inviting. Will
you accept the invitation?
4)3936€6e
40_1 Gant & Slaydan,
MAIN STREET.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
• , ;' ' • 1
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A PECULIAR HACIT TH T Cf ...CLOPS
lel Tete KLONK.
-
TueAppeilte. When 0 re Acquired.
Is Extremely Digleal II. control,
and to Icilali•e It Mi ass a Short
Cat to 41,. Oirstve.
Every ;Teat discovery
bistert- Les broneht itl
prinyii•e efflictiete. are i
the Klea:like te doe ;
that thee etens .•
Ateene the re-ise....e. oot
is knewn us the "sniess I
lA laid to be ineneaele.
Kloondlker t. Its the straits,
' •There are, many F t re
the leknelike." said tile
peril:els the strangest at
which utellive hes been
• Ilhlin"WeltaliTesSient `ett
=Ow. In that mirth se
monacter reache; 80 to 40
germ a monthfril et snow
metal. 1: l•rins an indai:
palate ati:1 ealgett nue it
to Tench the thiret TI
an 'LI timer offers a se
region it 'Dent eat sem
teen in tint coentry, ton
beet miners. new weak. en
tort's. who.," fall can Le t
to tit-, time they began in
"Tee matter has been
vestaseiteel: but the Beirut
extunined tile subject say
tert ef the riertet see r:eb
Peoposesi Adoption of the 17.attlish
sue ;., 4,0 American Ilona...
Ant. rieun railreel essii there
Iii'. , :1 t entrees:4y extentling over
mane s a ars ad 1.4) destrai,illty it sic-
eclitit.st the English eystelo :of night
signals in peeve of the American. At
present a white light elisplsyed along
the line it an Anierican rail; III shell-
lies et.ty. all well." while a red light
sienimos -denser, look wee" awl a
gown "centime go " These
arc th (:-tablislied menials, the re•1
thorned ceonswietione and thee. nure
the beet atiapte,i for the purpti-• of ee-
curing immediate attt•;.; ion. On nig-
lish med.! the red lieht is in use in
cases of danger, but instead of a white
lieht fur safety a gr. en light is need.
and instead of a green light for elution
a yellow light is need, the three English
isilread cotter, bring red, green nnd yel-
Vit-iErtE THe_ ;;;AT WAS. MILES OF STAMPS. STATUES OF SNOW.
Tles Sanhcs Arc ti Household
Necessity to Iloilo.
the wring was sittine "runt tinder
th • I road piazza at the restaurant, tak-
in!: tsetse aft. r denier and smoking, his
tyes happened to Le turned overhead.
About tun feet above hist head there was
a broad hi-am, probeloly 18 inches
square, the horizontal support of the
; second story. Directly above, looking
etevn at the group below, was the head
• of an iminenee snake, ten feet avrey.
Th.. ad of his tail wad carelessly hang-
I it th • Lenin's side.
Teo writ, r gave one jump, lending
Fix Lot ae.ay, exclaiming: "Clued
heavens, Partridge!" (our vice consul
I than at Maeiln, temporarily in charge
I of American twitters at Iloilo).
• "Where la it 7" he naked, not moving
(rota bit comfortable American cane
sealed roeker.
Viler tiles of the Timid Alessi
tpxUeil olost I ear.
'Triune Sam printed t a few postage
athlete thriiii4 IL-) year I e0 4. The nine-
; les of 2 cent stamps iseueti threes the
year was about e,500,000,00u. seek a
unenber obvioesly is leyonol the grasp
of the hantan mind, but perhaps the
matter may be made more chew by put-
ting it otherwise.
. An ordinary 5 cent rtninta is exactly
one inch long. Feure tem fact be a lit,
• tie calculation it it uses to di wove*
that the nrentwor et stamps if thee Asa
noinination heeled in Istes placed isnell
to end would extend n distance conted.
I erahly exceeding 311,0eM miles. In (eller
words, they would make a continue-es
/drip of stamps. each one adorned With
the head of the Father of Ilis•Cenutry,
stretching in a belt more than once and
Produced by Copper Pipes and LIE-
urtit•t1 4 • r bon Sr Aria.
A Paris rionlptor, with an npprecia-
titan for awl the power ti initials- the
demand cf the minute, has bit upon
the novel name ef turning out "snow
statues'. for such of his patrons as lean
to the unique in art, says the New York
Herald.. Statues of any required shape
are made and add greatly to the appear-
ance of drawing rooms in the French
capital. To all intents and purposes
• those statues are carved out of the corn-
! pactly welded fleece. As a matter of
fact, they are only coated with anew.
the under part being made up of copper
pipes, thin and
I The discovery, which has resulted in
I it main of orders reaching the sculptor
and a consequent substantial increase•
in him revenues- for he charges -top
. 
I, w inetead of red. white and green. "Why. just over your bead." ' a half around the equint or. • • • 1 story pr as for his products -came in_ 
the nature of an accident. It was whilen the tete. ' "After the jest had been barallad to lentil relIFO emrliesett among' American "Sit down Pore," ha said to ine. Of course, though tip, 2 caunatantpaI the artist wee being shown the method"That snake came here when this bones are thoot principally need. thee: ere41....1 IP-10y; cud fro Comae 500 or GOO times it began atilesiel nt, zo.
to get slielilly o tile. bet teeth fellew ; 'fie ';  1 .-ilial::0 free) the exist- Wis rot her,,. There are three
 or tone others. Enough I ceet stamps leest of icemaking be machinery that the
plan presented itself to him. The Noe-
s like rieult• n
matien b. the thonelit it was hmtijf1 pew, pad when I I lug, senteriettn to the current English (elate it hie kind here besidce. With- ! twos issued during the year lees to
A 'Mike, :leo failed to grin La, set rice teown as a ! . yso in lets leen discriseed, recommend- out these snakes the low lying flat town I stretch from New York city, by way OT 1441 gases, he noticed, in their trip
Mee estease stupid am. At hot I -at de- sta rate and It'll. onuses' and exPerimented ripen fur woeld he ahont uninhabitable. They I Europe and Asia. to Bombay if similar-
the outside an appearance unnesuika-
throngh the copper pipes produced on
ise in tie, conclude I'd antise e• ti:e 1:1:ow. A big ! a nnether of yeltr:14 with the result of ke to the lotonsee absolutely c:ear end ! ly arranged in one strip. All other
loly that of sleow. This had been caneen' There are Enielidinnan sant:tenet map, and. feeling !au tipperent agreement awing railroad free heal] ruts. mice, roaches, water entities. es to proanctiou end sales, are
hearty, rue_ Ur r ta in leet1 sp • tag the joke. I got• nen that white is; not a enienble color hugs. en occasional tarantula or seer- of minor importan v. comparatively by time deposition of the water vapor .t
millet,. erea. ale ad 1.1 him. , for a sienal. It is iudietinet and ia sub. pion. He scents a stranger as quickly as spenking. tut it is interesting to know the atmosphere on tbe metal mid. the
seal dirt.etly " 'I just mein- this,' I said. bendine t-j• et to two tether oletetiens--its Irina- would a detective. Ht: knows you are that :anion exactly one mile cat et freezing of it by. the action of the acid.
, hinesn„w him a alekel that fee ly sizzled. Fe Atari 4 tit ittsbuary lights und for illniai- one. But as you are with me it will be . stamps was manufaetnred for the de- This system, reasoned the eculptor.
Putt little in- looked blank. retioon and toe fact trait a railreed Ian- all right He and I are acquainted." mated of lefel. Of e5 stamps the pro- might be applied to statnary. And be
that the wa,- presnieet" be r, ;died. It, therefor . aii is argued, a red lentern thing to him in Tagaleee. and in a tew than half n furlong, or about one-fif-
oinction was cemivaleat to a little more applied it. A statue of thin copper was
quickly constructed and a box of lique-
tm who have " •Ab. part , f your -er-profita. I fern. if brueo a, gives out a white light And thin Partridge called up some-
eith miteral " 'No,' says I. determined to male, ' old he 'Mara en otie side 1111(1 the moments he waved away. teenth tof at tulle, fled carbides' acid placed in the base.
depoeits which are bein constantly him see the pent or perish in the gt- • shoului fall mit. it would emit a "Bit. 1 Oh. yin and viciously, too. Now, if all the postage stamp! print- When this gas evaporated, the effect of
washed down froan the menntaine A tempt 'I mete it-staaap.,1 it out to \•.•. .' light which wonld indicate elf, ty if tented with. He can inflict eeriens ed by the United Static geverement in freezing was produced : the moisture in
the sir mar. attracted ti the coppercertain pa-r cent of this ' eral is taken my little saatinno how dye like its I to the engineer. wherree the real Pig- wounds with his fine, sharp teeth. nut 189M were placed one on top another allgl
meetly as might be without pntting l'idea N"'d quickly frozen into the ano-int° the air when vapor 'wee and the I "He *weed mid pollee] it gnicle'e 1 nitictsece of the sigliel wza dung; r -the he has te. poison pangs."
',lance , f snow. Many to a atiful &aimsnow loteennes impre with it, away. 41 beg pertion.' lie said, 'Ii t • coact coultien. ltecentlY the New 1 Two er three evenings after that I them under pressure how high do you
There have been several falls of red ! really I'll have to ask yon to gee. • • ;'• '' - .i-ee ILieeu and Hertfeel rail- : weneseee hew he operated. A great senile:se the pile of them we tild he? have been tnrued out in pursuance -a
sitar near Point Barrow the deposit ' stent•thing else. I couldn't be a party nod it et inede a thane,. in lee night coal black rat was running along on a There i.4 140 use guessing: yea wonlol this principle, and the sculptor is saidbeing of a reddish brewn cuter, due en- 1 in anYthina VIM that, demcberlierow.• . segued* In y41(1111470 with ilie English beam just Iwkw the one occupied by never get it nearly right DilletS4 you to be reaping a golden reward for his
tireolv to minerals. Thus it can be seen ! "I tried to' make him' trudetelaint ' he-threollter II Is tdatlettlY Puffin* It his munlataltip. As he cants opposite to went to work to adculate it far your- snow cluseuvery.
II Hotel fieriest Atteweipt to Re Oesiall•
Toward an English 'tourist.
"Talk asbeet getti lead of the san-
ity emelt gag!" said ;le tiger stend
rn I) in up tow.: eetel. "It wad
aothing.at all to one I had to tan up
with while the cold wive WU+ waving
In February. Ye see, th, re's vt- ry little
room back here. and I have to keep the
n the world., cash reeleter en top et the steam rail-
it an eosin- star. While the blizeard laeted the beat
retained foe .was an all the two. day and night, and
• •ear mania theregester itet wally eet hoot
. meattir, "Si I preeetsled to deli oat, specially
•r meth it warm. Reecie for cleseee an,1 with
e eel it that may Worthies Wenn. A se:see:tar
returnee would pick up a coin. hal: surprised
• story. and Ile n wink the other eye.
ese things in . " 'Jost eel., it, eh?' he won!" aglc.
obna And ef colese I was verse t t
test about 80U1.' 1,1•.“111 reinsek absent hevine a
te. far. et:neater:veins plant back tat tits cigar
by easing
that a person eating large nuantities of that it was simply a joke. for I didn't
the mil:ow tikes into his ay tem a corre- know bow esun be might gest° the per.4
spending amount of mi la" lke alo ethut it. lin ',aw! It was a
While coining down the 'opper river , htopeless jets 
laet epring the narrator rarne upon a ' "I cawn't see enything comic in the
party of , emitters where one was dying !lain statement that enante engaged in
from the effecta of eating seow He had ceneterfeit i ng, • he ineieted.
been a hard drinker, but hod rnn shert I • -- '.Neither can I,' I replied. 'end
neof whisky His thi becaene unendur- I that's exactly why i glade it.' That
able anti as water was scarce in mid- happened to be the actual truth. bat it
winter be h sd Litt n to tating Frew gave a final twist to the Intuition that
Seen be claimed it renewed his appetite fite.red the Zugliehman completely.
for the liquiur. but his compenions no- , " 'Then you consider it comic to get
tietel that hie app's tite for line snow in : off something comic became it Lunn ac-
creased until he wile con. ing enor- teeny comic in the least!" he repeated
Imem; quantities. Gradually his akin. in great bewilderment. • 'I'on me
which was a dark breeze grew light. word.- says he. 'this American limner is
his re.' :el stature' becauie bent, and too deep for met•
even Lie hareh voice' (+aimed to the! "I restrained myself and allowed him
effusantalle egmeik et an Ica woman. i to escape alive. but Inn tieing to leave
His steneth gave way. and his teen- the gore of the next man that starts a
psnione tied to breatr him of the habit continuous performance jeke in this ho'
He wunld lie on het reellit and moan tel "-New Orleans Times-Detaocrat.
pitifully for a mouthful qf snow and 1 •
when oppertunity offered ivrould steal A Master of Trinity's Epigrams,
y and gulp There was a bare' spere son the menth
last sag side if the entrant'« to Trinity hall ;flea
companions college of that name) which had hung
ing to pro- been a receptacle for street sweepings
long his Lfe. It ereved nnavailing, and other rubbish. Toprevent these nu-
howev: r, and one morning ihe man was sightly accumnlations I. J..wett, One
fount! dead_ 'if the fellows, bad the •n • fenced "ft
minim:re el to the doorsv
down huge Muntenia. At
death was inevitable, his
allowed Lire the sn ,w, In)
There are some spots ual
river whtre the snow. when
strairest through a cloth, else
tible sierus of minerals, and
Is found plentifully irttt'rn4xud. bat of
course not in pnyiue, quaint iew Where
this ectelei fre-am is a ne tery. but it
may be brontaht front the qa,r north by
the heavy Wittier gales thaq sweep over
this part of the country. lit has been
said that if the snow coul4 be melted
away it wonid leave depoaitu of millions
of dollars in gold &alit un t ground.
The narrator had a close 11 himself
from falling a-victim to the now habit
"It was in the winter el I8e4e7,'' he
said. "and I was new to the country
An old miner near Dawson had warned
me ageism maitre frDvVI, bull, with my
partner, had gone back intoghe bills tn
a erospeeteno tour and has' gut caught
ID a blizzard. We were shy of pro-
visions and on our way tip loin the
package ountaining our cooking uten-
sil& This we remedied by broiling cur
cooked tousle, keit we had kaotinpg in
which to melt the snow. It is claimed
that melted snow is harmlees. as the
magaltic depositor it oontainsieink to the
Nonni a the receptacle.
"We decided to try it .rt' and we
did. Whether It was the nod or the
snow I don't knew. but ring the
week we waited La a cleance to get ere
we hail an ever inereusiug thirst, until,
wit e we were family able tn strike the
steel, toe 'were emir:mine
Inish rate. Velum we
coin 005. we attempted
one thi th water. Litt
good. We had tern ts
flowenentnien tied tt emenal
vigoisffl'teenalithe. At ntet
nateeeep males; we seek our teem.
•"We were faet appriatira ag the de-
generete stage when I reachael a realiz-
ing sense uf our on:milt:en end tinder
toe": to break ca. I 1.1c;.;ati iby degrees
awl werk, ..1 down, hunt up 43 the very
mere at I left the eonntry the Right of
the -1tOW alyrays raised in 'me an iner-
dinate (-ming It comt Me many eleep-
lee, night i and weary days to restrain
nevelt Had I gives way to the habit
I would. hate waxy- anioLlser plea fellow.
1have ltan all azaeitien sad tiled an un-
keto ownereiv o in that frezen w Menaces- '
-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Dylan mite. -
Dynamite explevies so rapidly that its
force in exerted in the direcition from
what li. the greatest privatu re centime That
is, if tits tlyuaecite be pimeeud on the
ground the eel:los-lye terse 4 down: if
it le-• halms against a wall itt force at-
tach the wall: if it be heti under an
object Its forte: Is reward.
The eerie. s fart that cora. pentane-it
and tuthez pianist thrive be ,ter when
placed ia rowe rennin: north and south
has belie erevel I•s• Dr. Wulley ef Mier
nub. r:i. r: lecse the Ai/elites by each
cello r re.lrieente. more uniform and
regular light. beat and moist-are result-
*ensues s, ate, C11 JIqimsI(31.)::Y11111 0
the L d'e al l• a; toun l•tr p tieket•
ea I eloseies, hy Olin fAro May sth
te i.a • rou- loig atteten de,'
telent del •e ben I revolou for esti n•lon
leWao; Lott • V11:.. not lame 1114U .11111•
1411b hi depositteg ti diets w th Joint
£115111 wa r tq UK* eth stud is4 payment
Of f 4. of 01,y tout., tr et. At tine A 1.1
F.s It. a X vii wet wised tip II dt
lbis 7ti ueenI V. , itt fink
' ic 14 114410 011111111111V
Jon •
Pro ?). r ii A! low,
the Copper with palings and planto.d seithi flowers,
melted and but, finding this little garden caneed
ef the tend. ri;i4 wasukswunt of th •
mu,a big eerpont's Meek and yellow twit The :;.500,0fiti,000 stamps et alllute oiwretittti on the variees tlivisiont
t spatted le :id s.hot out four or five feet . denuminatiens printed :hiring the cur-
New V(otor4 V" 1.144.'"14 thi great - @twee. llo seized that rat 
Next 
ass a cat : rent yiar-tbe ...tab/nett. of coarse. is
,i; between its tie th. day :is I , approximate--would tower to an clever
:171"eSrit'li.4.112::f )17;lui ;:ilisnnktilltli4hansta1141:1pYtt..:11 ttliiii.s' 
this slink,! fast asleep in the hoot titon :of et miles. This is more than
spill:is' li sniulteed ft ratlike unlereement or i three times the height of the highest
ments by experts. A green light is ensic4 
i:rvan •,In on Ida diaphragm I knew : melanin in the world-Monnt Everest,
le re teat rot was.- -Wasitineton Pest ' in the Himalayas. If the same 'amber
new system rife s a here series et teeter;
seen' stj night than a white one. and I, of stamps was piled up in the term of
yellow thews very wtil in the dark and triperial Applause. I, the ordinary sheets of 100 mein te fon
is easily distingitiahable *lung the rcad. The German etuperor is nothing if . It's that the stack would be over aMoreover. since the odiestion of the 
n. t .. it " -m.1 lint now mind then Ms tutu
 of a nlile hiirkmodern weelleol of electric lighting tatttenerai turilenality tatkee the form which might 1 Daring the year. le0e mthe nu ber ofNewel:rug tenet whIte ie tile be ea.,' to portake of the nature of a ' special "liverY l'UUDPs sold
 was nbnnt
It came out 
!, egeneeeti. It is only tea:see:O.:0 to stip-aietislaiertifIrielurc410% initic,writbo; iitlInszinoimatit,weed1.4 ..,reces.,, ion to mpwcier...
• rathsr drateatically tie:tether day, when i peen that the average journey ea thecarded for mignal pnrwees. The objec- fault Innesian peen who writes in . Cr. vial delivery nee-. lie, r is hall -alion to the cbange, however, comes . nndialect. was &Imre! by a command to i mile. Indeed that is an absurd under-
rea:1 eine: of his verse to the emperor. ; estimate. but let it go at that. On (hitsfrom the fact (het railroad men from •Ions usage Love bee oun• accuetenied to As Le•nesal on inch occasions, the ananmptiou the total distance traveledthe prt•eent American system anti that . tee•t was in beferchanl. and by for special delivery in 1898 was alout
'Lome tre-4.m plight erhaps reentt 
u liigh court (Akita. concerning the eti- i Weeo.0)0 miles. That is a very consid-en:e p
,from the attt nipt ta se.bstitnte one 
li:lit 
quette. etc.. of the audience. and, in a erable spaoe to traverses as may be re'etr another meanest geutee brume of ceatidence, tioantl hnowletlee Entenbnic : alized when it it coneidered that a Ines-, •tof the chime... -Yew Yell; Snit ! said to the poet. "If the emperor 111apd wriget buy, in order to it-ecomplislotlitt
In Ills l':ncie. ! his thigh 
i tIt with I lie i Ii id)t h d. you may . tetal distance, wootild have to go abent
is : 1.100 times around the world, or fivetake that at a sign that his majestyThe ant le r et "C,t ee, on anal Came.rn, '' ' i times to the iii, sun and back.pleased." 114 fore the first poem was re- .
"a war ariiet tat ilei front" in Cubs,
cited. Man hang the imperial hand 1 It appears] from fig•nres furnished bysays that. efr. r the iteetrnetion ef the 
came down in the hoped for manner
' 
the posteffico department that the aver-
CMaine, Father hidwicIe her chuplaiu, age pers n elen iasacshusetts. includinganti the poet went away beami 
. 
ng.conld be seen ;seine little r and thithtor. •
Have we not till read or the primitive ! int n. icemen and children. upends $1.80new on the aleire and now afloat. caring;
man who relieved his fOelings of joy ; en postage per annum. New Yorkfor the beelike recever• .1 frtoni the wrt'ek i comes secoed with an expenditure ofand overflowing in exactly the saws •ws pereep, some ridienle, be did away with the ar•I setting tlown all possible nett tte.s37. the District of Columbia third.
often geuld Sower% and laid the srace down with u inch might lead to their illentiticafet 3 with $2.10. Colorado is fourth, with
wanner. with this dintreece only, that .
' '' the prehietoric one was minas the garb ;grass!, which drew from Manse! the Holzer, bits reeking asset indefatietible #1.93, and Connecticut is fifth, withof civilization? Otherwise the dumbifollowing epigram: : teeietant. wet :meet: the wuunded and se. The states; ranking' loweet in this(stow was exactly the same. 
-Westmin- i *I'A little garden little Jewett made :, toiec his fate like a hero. . i regard are Senth Carolina, With SS
: ceets per c apita: Missiasippi, with .34
1, ceete; Alai-a:me with :t5 cents; Arkan-Death of Shelley.
with 07 cents. aud North Caroline.
' It is well known that Shelley was; eal.'
with 41 cent& -Washingten Star.wn eked and drowned on his way from
Leghorn to Lena, "The reruaies, e I Wounded In nettle.
writes Leigh Hunt. "were burned after i
Dr. Janice Creighton of Lonisrille
And fenertl it with • little pali,ide. 1 When no• was tleiee in hoe-peal. Cap- sits tiazette. -Recall-, thi. garden caused a little talk,
tain Sigehe. said at few cher ring wordeHe changed it to a little gravel wulk.
And no.,:, If more you'd hnow of little :low- Ito him awl held °tee hie bend.
ett. 
"I can't thake haude with yore Cap-This little garden won't a little silow it. 4 . ., h
said he. "My hand isOn one occasion. when Dr. :Vans's' n'';111 sig-i.."...•net in conditiou, sir."had been making humorous veroo on
'several of the collettes. the Rev. Chris- -AIL 1;1'Y the said., !he ,('''Ptain''yee roue e wrong mit) wuen youWeller Hunter, a fellow of Sidney Sns- .
sex college, was present am, felt hart ".'.3e; sir i "N.,o. sir! /t 
was
 the
 right Protestant burial groentl. Lerd Byron : ''' -' 
aced and took Mansel to task ter hi;
that his own college had not been no- , • 's ep. I leen nothing to regret." - 6 attended and got out of his carriage.'
. but wandered away and did not see the.
It:go campaien. was in the city the tither
,
some-istmli t.va:esdktidn crilruttewoht
eeglect. "I will soon put that xielie ' spectacle. I remained inside his ear- i • whether ninteinhil  fear
sestet after he died.
• death was exhibited by mortally wouiel-Ile said, and at cnce produces: to,. :el- Prehl•torilis Man a Catinibial. riege. Among the offerings Mimed were '
There's little Sidney FAISPICI 141o. f0111111 in Shelley 'a pock ,.t. 
colonic ( ed men.
"Fear in hardly the word," replied
,
lowing verse: 
.' Wien we; ti .e favorite foie! nf pre- frankincenee: wine and Keats'
Ana why should 1 affront her, ' lei stone man ? Aeon-eine to lir. Mat leg- . . . . . Dr. Creighton. "A good many mortalFor she has had her t‘.o Efeat tacit-
Noll Cromwell and Kit Ilanteg,
Oliver Cromwell, the protector,. having
been educated at that cullege.--tientle-
Man's Magazine.
The Klondike Manstnotb.
The editor of a Dav:s• it paper thus
describes the mammoth that was recent-
* discovered near Dominion creek:
"The huge monster could not be lifted
from its ancient grave, fur it Weighed
from 23 to 30 GI DP. It measnre4 44 feet
6 inches. lts right tusk was broken. but
he left tusk was perfect. so that the
right must have snapped eff in the fall
which united fes death. 'Tbe remaining
hmilostemared 44 feet Mann in length
and 48 !lichee:Ile Ow-el:grew:nee. The
flesh was covered with woollk• hair.
stout 15 inches lung and of a greyish
black culer. The hind qunrtire of tits
nianunath were weighed in a fashion,
the improvined scales showieg 8.610
pounds. 'The mock was sbort, the limbs
Were long end stout and the feat short
and iroad. with live tone"
Decorative Destruction,
The Earl of Wemyss writes to the
London Times about "the detorative
do ',erection of St. Peinl's cathedral. Ni.
ether tt rm." says. "ad, qualooly de-
scribes what he there beens dens by the
band of tbe vandel decoraters mu
own day-the vandals in gm atiou be-
ing the dean and Sir W. B. Rialamoud,
R. A.. plats a email centrait t. teens."
We paw* for the veetiala' r. Bet
there is worse behind. One of Lerd
Wernyme friends is a member ei It,
"committee of taste," amid who his
lordahip monstrated with Lint ton
the vantlalionis for which he LI respon-
sible. he replied, "Ah, if yon only
knew what I have eaved you from!"
Witty Julia 1,Vard Doerr.
The new building' if the Citraitable
Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mettle !Pith
has just been eedieeto el. reveille to 'lee
Herald of th it city Mr-. enlia Went
Howe's-mot on tile inetitennitt: "Citar-
ital,le eye abol ear! didn't kaow
ten had either."
_ _
VOLCANO ERUPTIONS
Are grind, bat skin erriptions rob life
of Jay. Burklin's Arnina Balite cum
th•ni ; old, running and fever arouse
ulaere Nona, roma, wart', eutn
benteea, sealtla, chapped Mottle,
elohlabee best pile mire en Perth. Driver'
ni paths awl aches, Only V; cents a
be.* Cure litlotratlilled Mold by le I.
',Anne K. VV Is, It, 0. II inkeleit, J.
(.) Oook and A. P. Mame, draggle'
g sae en as on. ga ere n o
who was one of the contract burgeonsa coffer and interred at Rome in the 
.
ka of Peainte, it was his brother. In a "Thi peel diedwhen in is thirtieth vstonnds i learned article in the miscellany of Cie year. His figure was tall, alight and a 
did not preduce any great shock.
:
Antbropelogical society of Vienna he little bent, owing to premature trouble 
tied in etch cases it seemed impassible
proves filen an examination et 80100 ill% .1 a cronsumptive constitution. He 
for the men to realize that they were
going to die. The idea was monstrous.was subject to violent spasmodic pains.prehistoric retneins at Knovize, in P, unnatural, inconceivable. and they1 Item ia. Wet the petede who buried them raged against it. They felt that some-
wbich woonld free hint to lie on the
ware ctdoniltals. ratline/a need but from grcruni until they were over. Theugh ,,.;
choice, 1.1141 that they preferred the lieu-ha; hit habits of temperance and exercise ‘"'ng e‘'uld be 'lone to Save 
theta,
 and
id their eel, relatives. especially if gave hini remarkable strength 
toy rebelled bitterly at the thought 
et. it est:et
young and tender. to that of their ene- suppoeed that he could have lived many 
• being blotted out. It WIli4 siniply a
staene man's inetinctive grip on life.LI i,..!:+, He alto contends. and 1DOSt HD- Year'''. Other wounds were so benumbing thattli:opologists seem to agree with bini, Skitanny Unadaess 'Methods. the! victims had no power to resist the
imovitalols. The nerve centers were
paralyzed, the springe of t•nergy snap-
poi and the vital forces ice shattered
that they accepted death as do wornout44.14 .4, and was finally persisted in for . Hon. I. H. Norton. Washington:
I leftee send me c•opy of I he Morgan Nice- (Li Li. ti. •r• ii.jons. or rather CeTe1110Dial, reasons. ; 
''Itt•tween those two ex tremes were all: mita bill which has onseed the iientito.
'Tile fleth was in every case prepared by t
eeeeiag. eneetirees with tht• juice of 
A. A. ilicti•nna. airliner of erntlations. There is 4.tio
a
se luges fuel lemons. --Pall Mall Gazette. 
Quite a unique feature of the epistle et, iialarci te behavier in tins face of tin-
: is the heading of the letter, the paper niiu"nt death. It is entirely a matter of
seemed be a Klaus, on which it is written bearing the fel- vit..1 ftoret . Very few liall sent met--
..1•!:-.!Irown of Ossawattotni..-they led him out lowing advertisement for the hostelry. se; i s. Thtee who realized frilly' that
poor slave mother with her little . 
displayed according to the ideas of bane, th y must tile were silent, mostly. andte die.
noes Ahat prevailed in Skagnay , Fe' lied to Le thinking. I am speakiag,•
..-" shillkla essoll n tab, 
-see: the lkild Line t ) es grew tender and the I •Kat•S' $8 Pur dAy -Id" Puig room, brunkfaat of comet:. of cases in which deatli ens
old lierAh five crew mild .
tire the eating of hinnan flesh was i Repro sentative Nerton of Ohio recent-
!. historic tiling rioted all over Emit-opt'. ly received the following letter:the practice being first induced by tKOO ms.T l'A MAW_ 1.°2 Icictst AVE-Iscarcity of other food. next by prefer- PUN.. SKAGU•Y. Alaska. Jan. au, 181411. I
...tease ,-heut..t betwern Alio jeering ranks and
(imp noel-eel Child}
-Whittier.
Th}: k (list (.11 Juulin Brown gave
turnlittle Weetored child as he was led
.t be, hanged forevOr checked the
etelea carrel' as a natal persien•
eessn Cart: et Charlestown, W.
Va.. was tle: little colored baby held np
tu retAive Jelin Browieta last kite. He
tem Si years told, hat II children and
Ian :never slaw testi-eke of honest work
itt hi.s life. He lives on the tips of cud-
.,;:a zed feudist) tourists and the free
• 1;1 off trine* of Ills own race-New
.e
A Seotelintan's Grit.
At Oneinnmnu temll:et fleeter A.
Iklacleoneld- in the words et another
4.0.• T--"FaVo 1 tile day.'' Bidden to re-
I ice hard prt -eel by the derveshes.
lie' :tenant lorietelier took it reeon him-
▪ toektnee. "I'll bet dun it," he said.
svis thew hanged first We mann
Mud hi'; fought and Wen. -
ee iani otl.
I'  MO REWAROI, an offer of this
ku. 1.1a bi. oineat of thewpeions. Our
elite is to rive every one haulm. to try
tue ii; r.t rent'a Craton !islet -lit.,
• ?Wm for the rusts of eataern,
env f• et r awl call in the head, by mail.
er, fr,1 oent• tile Sign It, inn Ms
curs ,Vu leiti pewar., NWe mail fli es t rent
• it • sirs alai the dragtflot krona It. Test
IS Ned • ti runt to raetintie lb.
treats 11 1. "lino is hhull.%rid is
:"V ,
• • •mille • .41m- t y
• 1. • 0%11'. f I/1 f . 1 1. j. 14 to Ventilate'', , tit 411 40 Mts.
t 1 I' ill., lint and Olth, retiva lit' 'limyP611111•11,r. , oy , ,
.41 11 4 , 4,1)4 
.‘. ,, 
gran W bow, saw d, loiss4 J. M. Adams, Alt
Deep Sr. P re.
The British oceanographers who were
exploring time intermediate depths of
he Atlantic smile 115o miles west of Ire-
land laat summer have left us in pain-
nil doubt as to the meaning of an in-
terestiug phenomenon which they ob-
served. There was some curiosity to see
what would be the effect of preitenre
npon wood in the depths of the sea, and
mu a piece of common deal match beard-
ing was sent down on a wire to a depth
of e,000 feet. It came up apparently
uncheneed end deep sea preemies were
openly derided. as Mr. George Murray
writes. "by some of the more frivolous
II/ciphers of the expedititae"
The piece of wood was left on deck.
anti bn the following day, as it was de-
sired to ascertain the drift, it Was
thrown ove-beard. Instead of keeping
afloat and performing the service ex-
pected of it, the board sank like shot,
and there enda the story. The men of
science might have ventured the theory
that deep sea pressure had ferced water
all through the pores and then smashed
in the ends thereof, leaving the board
permanently waterlogged, but they
eautienely reserved jndituient.
The Hearst Presets Folk.
A curious document has just been
laid before the Pails municipal council,
It C011SiStd Of a list of the objects found
to be missing on the morrow of the ball
given recently at the Hotel de Ville by
the councilers to their electors and
friends. Some 4.000 gueste were invit-
ed.and between them they made off with
six dozen silver spoons and 686 miscel-
laneous articles, from plates to mustard
pote, from flower vasea to napkins, re-
mere(' from the buffet. Not a few of
the dancers, too, took their champagne
away by the bottle in preference to
consuming it on the spot. 
Otherwiset he resu I ta pee eonsidered satisfactory,
"the losees being less this year than on
10 e y ion s occasions.''
Sele•ee Crowds Out Pallbearers.
The latest novelty in tlie line of fu•
neral equipments has just been intro-
(laced into Portland. It is in the nature
of a casket luwering device which does
away with the pallbearers lowering the
body into the grave. By this new in-
vention the casket is brought from the
hearse and placed on the device, which
is antomittie in ite operation, anti at
the prepte time the undertaker touches
a spring anti the casket is. by invisible
mean& lowered quietly into the grave.
Tens does science smooth our passage
(itthe cold and silent tomb -Portland
Greg :mien.
Tie Brow-n Gus Tested.
The government is conducting a
series of 'tests of the Brown gen. One
et these was inside at Birdeboro a few
(lays ago with most interesting remit!.
A five inch gun was need. With smoke-
less powder this gun developed a force
et more than 35,000 pounds to the
:quare inch The gun was monnted on
an open railroad car, aud 80 great was
the force of  the-concussion that the bed
plate of the mount was broken and
belts two inches thick, which fastened
1 
., 
"• • 
very 3 • • it to the foundation, were snapped off.
ehese who lingered in the hospitals."e nests must tarnish their own blankets and t t
-Atlanta Journal.
, Orleans Timea-Deniocrat.ot water arid candles extra.
• Faro and stud poker 1011114,1 run by the man-
ag, aumt. Railway flate• In Porto Rico. j Dr. Sven Hedin, who is soon to startLiege Wash& and sold.
o A then line is in operation .between for Tibet. will make Kashgar, in• -Washington Poet View() and Ponce. a distauce of eill eleuese Tarkentan, his starting point,tallmi, with two Ftatlony on the line at and will agein efosS, ty a differentcont ert• to Mormonism. 
' Geayanilla and Tallabna. This raileoad 
o 
: rut.', the Takla Five cenverts to, elormenism were ha., an average annual income of 
$2,t60-Makan desert, in
baptized the other day in Milwaukee per mile, bat it shall hue noted .that 
:;Isiiltl he nearlya:tjourne oshtei
journey. He 
ptHei elpeotfts thirsttsp on 
in a swimming school. "The Mormon lm.( Huse of the high frt is-la rates, 42.25
-have Tale;red in this field for abouta pct. ton mile, a greet pert of the freight 
plans, the following simmer. to cross
next winter in northern Tibet, andeldera." nays the Milwaukee Journal, per ton for a gg wile haul, or 10 cents
tale loftiest plateau in the world fromyeer. The work WIN begun by Presi- carrying between Yam.° and Ponee itsdent ("mfr. who later moved tit Penni performed by ox carte in gm:cement 
ion tit to south, emerging in India.
' dn Lac, which is the center of the competition with the railread. The
; 
Boner
movement in this state. There lineal freight mates of the tox calls are- enot Reinisimviolnesr7f. silaB.B:teen's. subway
: heels eight eenteetti in Milwaukee, ill- well lewer than Outset cof the rail ray, anl will stet t one of her own thronehclreling the five recently Laptizcel, but anal the speed is about the same. Besides the Quirinal hill to the slopes tot theQ.Ibr Lewis says that owe, are wane this excessive charge, the railway does Viinival and Esquiline. The tunnel willmere wheeeere willing to join the faith not coffer the facilities which should oh- be 53 feet wide, with tracks fer car-who cibjected to being baptized in a Min in this dietrit.t. as it dote not feach riagee. electric cars and foot passengers.yellic in.steteeten. An Neel as the warm to the harbor of Ponce, where the great Au electric street railroad front the.Wt •i thef COIlle.4 Oa at leaSt II dozen. he bulk el business io titans.'. Milk nand be Pete dt•I Popolu to the Porta Sun Gio-taus I will pellicly take thi•ir pleee broken nnil this goods; transferred. -An- vaunt will pass through it. The engt-
, an, n t the Letter Day Saints by bap- t4.niu M.Lti Lluv, r.,:- it Engineering ii :in give cut that it will take tally1 toot in the ricer or lake.'' kitig•teine
' "lett'a cotes" neglected cost thou,-
are!., alisbeallge yearly. eseople alio have
West lir. Stay( r's Wild Cherry and Tar
resobanoid it even for ronatueption.
tee room /et. l'eve'ler, Hopkinsville, Ky.
flhlike fat a went r noes
I Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder for the
; feet. It cures peinful, swpIlen, etnart•
leg, nerrimi feet, end Wedeln], takes 
'Un a 'renamesThe le tit N. will sell rontid•trip Sick- .
eke to listuiaville at onto fare May With the ating out of coruentul bunions, It's is the forerunner to consumption. Dr
the grentett erenfint disroyety of the Bell'a Pine- Tar-Roney will cure in andind fleal limit May 6311,1, amount 0 A hW •TrIefgerai Isymeeti ye AwitlielatiOn (Jult•
new idiom feel easy. It is n (*Hale Miramentien. .1. M. Atkins, Agt.
-see • for sweetine, cern ier,tied hot, tan d,_ s see..-
suits mg feet. 'hit II t'tOity Sold liy oll
The 1,, tt.. N. wi I all tomtit trip Stele. !ruin to. amt oorss 1;y mail for
15e in sr,in!,4 T.1.1 tho krgo
Add,' e, Allyn IL Wasted, Lo Roy, N.
V.
give sub strength to the lung§ that a
imph or a wild will not settle thin.
I tit Ptity flea cents at all good druggists,
New Yolk Cif--; --"ti,:nti:r; tbs. Tyro Dig
Nen It ITUkn;:tuyNir sil 1:1':ii t nr'.I a nuita-
ment to Live the maimed eenventiens
eof loth t greet parties held tlere hest
i
year. Tie first step in this direction
was tak II rev: ntly Ly the board of
trade an traespertatien of tbat city,
1
when a r solution was adopted appoint-
nag a co inittce of 25. with power to
add to t •ir numbers and to appeal to
other ur zeizations and time city au-
thertiies lr quo/writhe,. to secure tbe
heeding iii New York uf -loth the- great
nationel $mu.ehitIcut conventions in 1900. ' '
The New Yerk Herald tried in 11496
to secure khe !editing of (be Democretic
conventein there, bnt failed. It is now
hacking this new um ....mete with all
its strengith. New York city has never
had but e national nominating Coll-
veution 
;
ere m-that of the Democratic
Party of ;ISOM. It wan held ill Tam-
many bell. in Fourteenth street, then
newly ert. nal. Ilerett.• 8, vu:,o iii' Ia., -
sided ovet the totouvention said was its
nominee or preeident
Prior te the civil war Baltimore, per-
haps; becainse of its proximally to Wash-
ington. +sta the favorite eenventien
city. Belli the Deniteratic anol Whig
parties; uttnally held their conventiena
there. The first westeru city to have a
national jonveutiola was Cincinnati, .he
Demucra holding theirs ttere in Itioil,
when Jai es Bncluinan of Peeneylvania
was uoini ited for president and Jobe
C. lirecki 'here of Keiencky for s.ce
president ( liicego beld its first conv••u-
titan Lair years later. when the Repub-
lican • me tist•re• and utonientted. previ-
tlentially s it afterwsril seetned. At &a-
hem Li du for pn-sident.
From tiat time ton ('lee-ago was the
favorite. gity in which to hold national
temeent eine Other western cities have
had natibnal conventions] occasionally
--Cincinitati, the Repubilean in 1i"$
and the Democratic in nein: St. Lents.
the Deneleratic in le76 and lithe arid
the -Republican in 1896, and 11 innea p •
oils, the *eptiblican in 181.02. The unly
dittinetlyi Reuther') city that ever had a
national leceivention is Cesetlesten. S.
C. The Pernocratic convention met
*ere in 1460 and took 57 ballots for
president !without a nomination. though
Stephen 4. Douglas had a majority on
every one The two-thirds rule defeated
him. The convention then adjourned to
meet latet at Baltimore, where it split
into two Conventione, one norninssing
Manias, the other John C. Brecleal•
ridge.-Ezchange.
' 
Tie Cite,- Plaertusiesslas.
Joyful ding" aowe free' the Bacte-
riological institute here, provided they
are true. I Prof"• cur Wassermann, one
of the mold diligent and capable pupils
of Profer Koch, hopes te have found
the eernut for the cure of pneumonia.
One may inagine what such a discovery
would mean, but in view of former the-
appointuointa jotelation wonld be pre-
mature. l"neturionia, at is known, is
said to be rerneed by the pnetneocoectis
bacillus. Or. Wassernanu inoculated
rabbits with this, and with the eiertini
thus gained he inoculated mice infect -ti
by pnenmania.
After prolonged experiments he dis-
covered alit it was the red marrow of
the bones: in which the production of
the antitotni took place, and the ueen
promitingi discovery is that the red
dmeardrofromw titmkeetin frurornniaa nlidulTan:suerubject
will cure Mice infected with that die-  -
ease. Preifessor Wassermann thinks.
therefore, he has reason to hope that
the serumIdiscovered by him will nhie
prove effective with human beings. -
Berlin Cottespondenee.
Atrenad the World.
Prince Iilkeif, the Russian minister
of railwals and telegraphs, says that
when the Transeiberian railway is fin-
ished it wil be potentate to travel around
the world in 33 days. as follows.
"Bremen to St. Petersburg, I '; days.
"St. Pitersbnrg to Vladivostok.
travelinglie rail at the rate of 32 miles
an hour, lb days.
-Vladivostok to San Francisco by
steamer, 19 days.
-San Frbncisco to New York by rail,
41  days.
"New Thrk to Bremen by steamer,
7 days.'
Rentembramee.
A reminiscence of the energetic timee
when Englishmen really fought ritual-
ism was giten the other day in a elect
ing of St. Slaviones vestry, so ont bwark,
London, dniring a divensenou on it pro-
posal to ersee an altar rannew tilled with
images of the Madonna reed various
mints, in ti.c newly restor«I cathedtal
of month Lokidon. One of the opponents
was Mr. Frit-, and be prondly remarked.
"My fatailt has always de:septet' frees
Roma/Ain, movements iii else charcia,
and at the lime of the Pnee ite cum-
!melon -nly graudfatiler ti the vic-
ar's nose inroad this very table."
Jsapg‘'Is Progressing,
liotnijoshil usleIss a trisibetel. She de-
merihes heratlt thee: "I site a beatntifnl
wean, 'with cloudlike hair, fluwery
fat'', willowIlike waist and crescent eye-
brows.' I neve cuough property to walk
through 14 hazel in hand, ioizing it
floe:ere in Ithe day awl the elven at
night. If there is a gentleman who is
clever, lieu-tint haudeetee and of good
tote. I will join with him for life and
shalt the ensure of being buried in
the same atve."-Kanazawa Shim-
imn. Sisoling la India.
Skating do India sounds like a con-
tradiction iin terms, but in the hills
there. 6.4001 feet above sea level, it is
as (Axil as thle coast is hot. Naini Tat.
where the Wiesen lake lire, is a hill sty •
hon. the ammeter beadquartera of the
1,r ,vincial 2overnment. Near the ela-
tion lies Leer Stikha Tad, or dry lake.
Bat in Jan:nary it was full of water
and frozeu •er, 14/ that the officers and
their famili a tiljoyeti skating us well
as their frie ds in kinglets'
If yen ba urinary trouble or pain in
the bank, indicating kidney disorders. if
there be a itasoral loss of energy, we as it
you in all fairneas to use De. Sawyer's
L'katine. Thousands hear evidence to
the fact that It cures. Anderson & Pow
ler, liopkinardle,
Wash .• •14Are al ads Strome
tim vision made clear, styes removed
mad granulated lids or wire eyes of say
md speedily and effectually cored by
es ass of Sutherland @ Eagle Eye
&Ivo. Is's pot up In salmi, and *old on
planate, trf ill good druggist..
11 ,•••••
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Every one ought to improve it ith floe.
gethz_r. Why bhouut it b 1 thr best.
1,800 boy's knee pants suits* 80.; on th.
dollar-our purchase of threle hundre(
SPRING CLOTH110.
& SHOE5
provement that every one ongEt to mak.
men's fine hand made hats at half prict
-our purchase of 100 de Z3n , Boy's linei
of men's pure silk boso mshrts at 50o- t 0
rience. Bat ouGide ( f the natural ini•
c lire some btg advantages in closing ou.
big lots of goods.
knee pants at 10c a pair-or parches(
we were especially fortunate in happen
FURNISHING,
ing along at exactly the right time to s.
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to the button holes, as in the cut, o:- without sati
n facing, will be one of the most popu- 
ty ,„..4
oar purchase of 300 pairs nien's Al $': % "... ' 
q'. 
,,:,,j, '
, t >.
shoes for ii 50 -Our purchake of Knox i /11..........." •-•••• A \ 
lar suits worn this spring. We have these Blue
 Serge Suits at $7.50, made in . 
.
sampfs straw hats for men 1.nd ladies at - P1211°. ell,".' 
.1(• • - • 
._ 
•
0, single and 
double breasted--in long and slim and stout sack sui
ts. It Is made up first-
one-third off-our purchaseitt 100 MD/ - _I-- 
The abovg i/ as exact copy of one
41,1••••
suits of all wool gray cams eres at $4.• class We a
lso have Blue Serge Suits at SR), 124p, 14 and 15. 
the newesC things out in small boys' 
-4. • '
1. 
50, and numerous other bal rgaing that 
III \ 
suits and Nrill be very popular this 
.
hands,
The purchase of these bargain lots 
.../ ' spring aztd !Su
mmer. Sises 9 to 10 years.
Price 51.76.!
really seemed to drop right into our 
Our $7.50 all 'wool Cassimere Suit is the biggest
\ 
bargain we have ever offered. It i4 custom tailoie
d, lined and trimmed first class, \ 
----t—.............—____ .. , 
•
has not inte. fered at all with the put. 
made in round and square cut, long and slim and s
tout suits, sizes 32 to 42 at $7.50. Man
ihattan Shirts .
; 
.
chase of our regular lines snd no con- 
__.., 
in white tiad colored. boft ard stiff 
- 
.
Extra sizes 44 to 48 at $8.5o.
cern in the oountry can show a mors 
bosoms The b,+et kuocn and known as 
. .
-
complete kne of well-known reliable 
the locRt i 
1.•
Our lines of Finer Suits at $10, 1250, 15 and 17.5o High Art f
lake contain all the new 
..-, .
brands of merchandise than we do. 
We_
_l_. —....... • -.a.-- . . f
give below a partial list of the old re- 
,L; nobby fabrics as well as the plain staples. 
.,•_,-..• Noxall Shirts.
. .
. 
.....,g,:...'
. :... 
,
.....,,d-""--- .--'''''i•ens clothing.
...,
shoes.
kingville:
have the exclusive mile of them in Hop- t.- -,
liable lines we handle an,.,d, in most cases
Geo. E. Keith' Men's land Boys' flue
'Atjaartrffiee3r -and"
Noxall Work shirts.
Stacy Adams Men's fin shoes.
&rouse Bros. High Art lothing.
Eureka flue Dress Shirt..
Knox Hots, soft and MS and straw.
Stetson Hata.
Dutcheas Pants. ----
Bull Dog Work shirts.
Manhattan fine Dress shirts". d °Ind-
Young Bros. Hats.
Grover. soft Shoed for der feet.
?daloney Bros. Misses' had Children'
Zeigler Bros Lathes' file shoes.
I
, 
The letter below explains itself:
:.
The Greatest Bargains in our entire spring stock are t
o be found ,_ino.tir_pt,,Ir.icl.h..,1,a:i e,.0,,f„1,800.. Bol ys'i K,n.", P
ant Suits at half price....
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Anderson', Half Fine Shoe.
Anderson's Kick Me Hard School
Anderson's Good WOO Shoe.
Anderson's Wear Forefrer Shoe.
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Anderson's Wonderful 1 (,,li shoe.
Anderson's Dollar Oxford.
Anderson's Wear Easy Shoe.
Anderson's Little Wonder Shoe.
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Suit, worth $1.00, up to the finest Worsted and Cassimere S7its o
rtAh $6 .o. . NVe will sell the fronits at about
.Boys' half wool Gray Twill Suits at
Boys' Broken Plaids Suits at
Boys' half wool Plaids and Stripes Suits at
These suits run from size 8 yrs. to 16 yrs.--mostly 9, io, II, 
12 and yrc7:-Ihe qivalities run
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yHot.b1-1 as nicely dressed ai you ever
Southern men. Thirty-five years of ex•
t suit.
p
niDdroelholfutha
were Wild with several dollars saved.
clothing that fits perfectly the form of
H etC
d
i,
tailora; :gave then.
I
blue serge and cassimere suits to any
it will bear repeating over and ova
experienced men-tailors, in a shop that
alonndance of fresh air with no taint of
they
tell of ,)the superiority of litigh Art
Clothing, but it is so full of truth UNA
again.
1.1 kept cflean and pure, where there is
the foul sweat shops that breed disease.
makes that is tailored throughout by
than 
I   .eitotiri,dce:cpratoigneg ferohmty$107,50t pfotro sni 7a5oll-
tailor thret go by this Spring and trytfroyr :
April 1601.
w'por tg is larg.,r and more beautiful
that they will be ready for delivery by
are for Duchess pants are notified the,
JO. Prick 60o to $1 W.
'tart free if a Noxell rips. Sizes :2 to
cork shirts in the world Mad, in ex-
: csalitt n and adjoining counties haws
h 
agit:en0giellit.afi I  i g 
difference
1Art iSnuimets tior this
re knit Sleeves and shirts at the same
It is an ()Id story, we know, to manyrio
1.,o :11:d egree of perfecemtibesoandtetalitroaeut infedpIonmi&ien•
e
High Art Clothing is one of the few
Is is positively the only risady to-wear
T ay previous season.
We Ire •ery anxious to show our $7 50
Onstonlers who have left their mess
Suppose you give your high priced
es hey a cost a little more than poor-
High Art Clothing.
th
the finest Imported Worsteds.
1.41111.1"11unilUa;reollilsoelinitagi-Ilitilik:Isplie.lanli Ad 
draft
: e, poorly fitting clothing, but
kley
...iavamilar ..IIIIr-
w o 1 t h more-a great deal more
ey C/L1 get • better fit iu 012/
Suits than any high priced
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Boys9 Good All Wool Suits at 81.50, 
one o bo has a suit to bay this spring.
r'RICE $5.00. , 1 
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worth 3.00 They are wonderfal yCaes. We havei
Boys Scotch Cheviots, 8200,,  worili 84, Boys
' Good Cassimeres, 82.50, wth. 85' them inade
 in all shapes-single and
Also KO.OX Ladies' and 
..,
9 l• 
doubl -breasted, long and slim, round
Me a s Straws. Boys
, Better Cassimere, 83, worth 5.50. Boys kine Worsteds. 83.50 wo
rth S6
t 
extra sizes 44 to 48 at $1 00 more
and nare cuts-sizes 32 to 42. Also .N.:
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C*ft
Named aft( r th. rrAn e-t 11 i'149
PV' tt mead ii,. th • b z • t• NI alt*•
Mho,. m We of ().nt.i le N 'co Kid
and wow/ and length, in. hick *tot t ill
We hav4 it on the Bull Toe in Lo
we,
and Plain Globe Toe in 
dr $2.00Com Sines 8 to 11. P
The Liberty—
'. a Man's Shoe in of very Sae
Viol Kid—in black 4,41 us. Tbe sites*
oat is an exam pot hie reprnitue.
Sion or this •hoe and to. He in tlia ot.1.
Only. Sill s 8 and 11 P ICE $2.60
The Dewey—'-
lAke the grand ol Admiral himself
Nis invinoibie 11 is mad of the finest
, iortAd Cordovan Leal ea, with the An.
es t white oak soles; year welt on
custom lant.4 No better shop
.an be made. We ha $s it on the Bull
DIft toe in lace. Plain Globe toe in
lace and oongrees.
French toe sizes° soil PIII7181$3.00
As *rail we have secured the sam-
ples from Stacy Adams, Zeigle Bros.,
and several oth^r smaller factories, thi,
spline, and these shoes over rare bar•
gains to those who *ye sample else feet,
M.&. samples are el, 81 4, and 7, on A.
8. and 0 , idthe. I LadiPa' aamplfs
 are
3, and 31,1 and it's on A. and 0.,
widths.
Men's bution shoes are
coming in stlyle again. We
show lelow one of Stacy
Adams newist shoes in a
"-button.
Attto, 4' 4
Stamped on a tr:thoe Is rA
Of SatisfaciLion To The Wearer.
It must be so. We make it so. Our existence depe
nds upon it. No shoe is
allowed a place in our stock until we are convinced i
t will wear well for the pur-
pose it was intended. If we are fooled we are the ones
 that should suffer and not
our customers.
The one passion ofour business life is to have the na
me ANDERSON a syn-
onym of
It is never a question with us, "What can we take out o
f a shoe to make it
cheaper," but, "What can we put into it to make it be
tter."
Wear-Easy1
I  Shoe.
,i
For yea+ we have bees Vying M get
up an eve -day shoe for summer weer
on the farifi Stet would be sots and eery
and et the same time durable. W. have
Ined 
num1 
roes tuanufaotarese wittiest
110 "Yet Be, bilt at 159$ lay) n1111 Cat right
thing and have ctAlliel it Aladsrson I
Wear Er.s Shoe,
It is e with swift, tough. (Opal&
upper midis double sewed so la—no legs
or nail' to hart the foot. The tank Is
of 
l
clear, hits oak sole leather, whit*
which Lei always used in every-day
farm 'bobs.
We ha4.• this shoe in Omens, sodi
buckle. 53:ses 6 to 13. Prism $1.50.
;
,
A CiSrious Freak of
,
I Fashion.
I1liTan s oes for men and broye
be ;awe 
x, 
filar thau ever, while foe
ladies l e ten leony seems to
'dryly for bla 1.
BARGAINS IN SMALL
SIZ IN LADIES'
SHOES AND OXFORDS.
Our shoe stock this spring is better than it ever has b
een, and it should be. Ixtha kies—gii. 1 " "—Wit* .16°to $3Oø, to be sold for 50o to $1.50
We have been studying hard under the best teacher t
he world has, for nearly
twenty years. We've got "lots" to learn yet about the
 shoe business, but we hope
we improve a little each season. Old man "Experience"
 is a strict, hard teacher
---never allows you to make the same mistake the secon
d time,---but he's an aw-
ful good one.
Wish we had the space to tell you of some of the improv
ements we have made
;t1 our regular lines, as well as the new things we have
 added. But the best plan
is to see them, and
We Extend You a Cordial
Invitation I rail.
11
Keep the Heels on
Your Shoes Straight
- GOOD LUCK
DERIECTIA
— SAVE TN/ HEW) —
Ladies' and
:hildrens Hose.
We carry the largesti
,ine of hosiery in the city
.tid sell them theaper
than they can be had for
elsewhere. Our 25c ladies.
4ci gauge, Hermsdorf
bliack Imported stocking
is unequalled.
1
-10ur ioc ladles' and
isses we ribbed seamless
4 ocking has no competi-
t42n. We have a beauti-
ftil line of ladies lace
striped black hose at 25C
t4 50C a pair. NA
I
I
afore. Some said that the party owed it
to me and Nome that I owed it the party.
It was spoil this higher ground that
deteninuedlo make the race—feeling
that I owed it to you and the cause of
1900. I kn w it would be heralded all
theover the wcild that I believed the cause go a little further. I state here, in 
presenoe of this audience, that, in thewas going down, and that I had aban•
(toned that muse While I had write a hole twelve years of my official office,
niy recollection is, teat from sickness ored myself Nice to my convictions, that I ,
cared nothing for the muse of the , o herniae, I uever had assistance in but
' people Al suggestel that I make the three cases How often the record
P \VAT HARDIN.
one for myself. That I was a "back
number" and that I lost the last tune,
and it would never do to run a loser.
they never said anything about Bryan
and Blackburn, and It was sweet to
hear these fellows set upon the Demo
emetic platform that I had made them
He is the cause of our Iiefeat. Sham -
upon the man who condemns me upon
first lime in Shelbyville, I answered all
of them They were thoroughly twiner.
ed ; but a new crop of excuse. has been
Singed. They have abandoned the ones
they started first and they now give to
the people a new crop of excuses. Some
if them were unheard of before. I am
going to go over them.
The first statement that has been oir•
Quieted since that time, that I have
heard of, was that while I was Attorney
General of the State, Mr. James Helm,
a railroad lawyer, had received very
large fees while I was Attorney Geuer
al. The impression, you see, and the-
influence to be taken from it was that
I had aided Mr. James Helm in receiv-
Ing large fees as attorney from the
State.tGo to the statutes and read what
the law says in regard to my duties
The law says the Attorney General
shall attend to thelaw cases in the Fed-
eral courts, and the court at Frankfort,
smiths if itemeasasy.
It was miller these conditions that I
consented td make the race. There is
not a home in this land that has not
bean receiving newspapers filled with
untruths I know that the public mind
is sespireoue, I know that it is easily
mais to the railroads, because Jas. Helmpoisoned; bet I know your Kentucky
hearts, your manly hearts. I ask you was my friend last time, and Base
Duke is ray friend. Jas. P. Helm wasto hear my cause and hear it patiently.
for me before, and is for, me now. InFellow eitisens Meg before I had hinted
the Iiies two young men came to thisthat I weuld make this race, there were
State from Virginia. One was mylittle uluellitia all ever this State and
grandfather and the other was Jaelittle pities and scheme,. This has been
VIM Oa Wrier thin Union from the 
Helm's grandfather. Is there a Ken-
day that lir! Bryan was defeated and
the cause of the Chicago platform went niy kinsman simply because he is se
down.
I confess Om I am an humble bide
•idual. I Aid represent an idea. If
they could destroy me, they could de-
st oyI want to say more; you will not hay.that idea to that extent. How
did they begin le with Me: I have Lever apemocratic governor again if yommaki
that the test. If I am to refuse to C011ia
t 'ounce, if I am to ignore, and abandon
-ry tie of this world, because a mann
an attorney of corporatious, you would
no: have any particle of respect for me
acid I would not have any respect foi
yoa if you required it. Why I had r
dear brother who was an attorney for a
raeread in a county suit four years ago.
Ii" was taken sick and said. "Brother
Wat, take my place in this case,'' and I
itiows other Attorney Generals of the
the State had assistance in .many cases
I have only had assistance in three
oases. And let me say that Jae. Helm
was not employed at my instance oi
suzgestion. Why are these things told1
And the next thing I hear is that I is •
GE P. WAT HARDIN'S
CONVINCING ADDRESS.
New ssues Were In=
troduced.
MASTERLY EFFORT.
Strongest Speech Since
Callnpaign Opened.
SliORt.HAND REPORT.
*
A. full i report by the New ERA'Si
itenograp er of Gen. P. Wit Elardin's
speech at he courthouse Saturday at-
tension talons:
Lathes ad Gentlemen : I congratu-
late myself indeed upon this opportuni-
ty of meeting so many people of Chris-
tian court , and I accept as a gracious
complime t that the ladies have honor-
ed this on by their presence
Fellow eitizens, just about twenty i the platform that I had laid four years
ago. Was I not a pioneer? But here,years ago I offered myself as the candi-
we were always for free silver. Every-date for Attorney General. I remember body knows that, and then ask them.U when I came to your county. You 
so these whimperines went the
received use with open arms and a wee
round., and when I commenced the
cow, hear. and from that day to this I
have had weloome plies in my heart
for you. has been the effort and the
pride of me life that I have been worthy
of the confidence you 'have reposed in
ma 1 ootnie to you taday upon my rem
ore, public and remit-, and ask you to
dissect it You have been told that I
mu an offiele-seeker ; but I have not held
in my life, and that for
sire terms. Why do I offer
myself no ' I know I did not want to
run and toptIer myself to be your can-
didate for Slots time.
Mach hall transpired that had taken
away all anibition, but I received letters,
fellow•citieens, from almost every state
in the Unien asking me to make this
race. I never intended to make the
race before no lees than one thousand
letters came to me from this State ask-
ing me to rein. That's the truth. Many
of them sair. that I was counted out
wrongfully' the last race. Many said
and specially provides in the statutethat the perty owed; it to me. Many
that in all cases in other oourts of thesaid they Ithd been my friends for years
and that! ad never lowered Democ- State, the Governor shall attend to h em -
racy,  that 1 ought to run aud carry the ploying counsel in behalf of the 'Own-
flag again. etnne put it upon one ground monwealth. Mr. James Helm got fees
of which I knew nothing. Go to Procanti some tither. Some said that if I
tor Knott and Gov. Buckner, who aloneretswed I an afraid of defeat again
upon the mine platform teat I run be- could employ him. Why are such
things told unless it is to prejudice the
p pularomind that I have played false
to the Commonwealth.
At the time that lawyer got these fees
he was not a lawyer of the L. & N road.
He has become one since. Now let me
bete one
three succ
hinted to a mortal mass that I wanted
to make tiae race, and yet there were
little meetings, as if by magic. You
could hear of them in Christian, Hop-
kins, Lexington'—everywhere that a
post had been fixed to tie to Every-
where there was talk of giving
the nomtuation to someone never
in sympathy svith you three years ago
Some mid I was worn out with the peo
plc, that I was a "back number", that I
del. He went home and went to bed.was an ed man standing just this side
of the grave, that I had been running ani that was his last illness.
employe of railroad. Must I aban
don every tie, every friendship? If so,
Kentucky has degenerated, and I do not
want your ectea. (Applause)
for office for thirty years. I never ran
for but two (offices in my life, and never
failed bat onoe. I have made Seventy
Democratic epeechea for the Democratic
pally, and kW other's, where I hau matte
RoYAL
Illaking PowderMade from pure
cream of tartar.
Safeg4ards the food
agiinst alum.
Alum 1batt:Iltistr:hr nrteadtae;t•
a... 
. erase somiss me me mese
rr,.. • • •
I never was an attorney for the cor
mrations in my life; never was in thee
employ; never was their lobbyist; neve/
in all my life belied my convictions
and if there is a responsible man living
Who will say that I have been at any
-- Mille a lobbyist for trusts, corporations
# Cr anything else I will agree not te
'mks this race. nisi is the plain truth
stem it. Is that the reason they an
against me, because Basel Duke and :1
sr • friends :
You have seen in newspapers that
bee um headquarters In tile Louisville
& Nashville Railroad Company's build
eig at Louisville; 909 has been given the
number of the room. It is again through
the press. If any responsible man liv•
lug %Ill tell you that I have gone in
that number, if I have been in that
building once in four years, I will agree
not to wake the race. It is a bare false-
hood, eithout evidence. It is ale ay. a
%woe rumor. I have never tweeted the
rperitions in my life, directly or indi-
to et c ti me. I have never had a
corporation in my life to make an main-
oat Ion or a proposition that suggested
that they would help me 'mike tee raee
Why in the mime of heaven do you
charge tome possession of some of their
confidence? The wolf said to the lamb,
"You are madilying my %Ater.° -But,"
said the lanile el am drinking la-low
you." "Well," Kaitt the wolf, -lei kill
you on that account." Why; charge it
to me? The most unreasonable thing
that I every heard if it toy life ia to be-
come a candidate tend tie ii say aense.
body is for tee uthe r men. Di net
charge to we the act of the luau %she
wants to make the impresses,' [Ton the
public mind that he is even too pure to
associate with the people who make cer-
porations. mr not trust A LtIlli who is
ever so pure tied virtuous. And is h , n-
ever I come to you axle tell you I an
going to igncre every friendship of my
life, I do it for the parpme of &sin:mei:-
Jug you, I have never reeorte I to thee
m msar. 1+11 never them I to If I au*
elected Uovereor of eie Stare, I eel
Know ItO Man, tiO corporation, except in
the light of the people Yon have to
select or elect a Diumeratic nominee
11., is to take your flag and lead That
is the only proposition before us. Are
on going to judge of it by idle rowers?
Are you going to accspt it Ott prOilit•e or, on tbe c eueuittee at r 3•0111.10mi. I sat
on protest ? How do you judge of men? up all night we n it was going on.
Are you not going, as intelligent, fair i There eves ;lot a priticiple in the Ohma-
ge platform that I isever studied, and Iminded men, to make up your mind on
think that it piths greeteat rudoisementthe evidence you have before you? Are
you not going to decide it upon life, up-II huve. It is the simud declaration of
i on character, upon the record we have iudepeneence.
made. Whom will you select? I comet Every solitary wore of that &molter to
with my life, I come with my official your State legislati In. William Jen-
numb. in. Do you believe that four
years ago I belonged to the corpora:ions
ti it I have now fallen into their arms
and that I am now their candidate,
Ow the gold bugs have ever taken me
up, that I am a gold bug candidate.
'mile,. a great many are for ins. I
:hiak that they had rather have a man
with courage, and that will stand by
nt4 convictions, than to have a renegade
hoar their side. ( Applause )
While I was Attorney General of the
Mate, I had some suits for the corpora-
tions. I fined the railroads of Kentucky
for hundreds of thousands of dollars,
end I collected from the roads hundreds
it thousands of (ethers, and established
mid fixed the laws under which tom-
:LOD reboot districts and your town have
collected your taxes for railroads. Did
compromise? No. They owed every
dollar of it or they did not owe a cent
Yon have not forgotten the lesneflt of it.
That's my record as Attoruay General.
The very law under which you collect
year taxes was established by the suits
I maintained, and refused to compro•
:nisei; while some states, under a simi-
lar law, compromised one-half, Califor-
i•ia as an instance of it That is my
record upon this subject. Now, let us
ee, fellow citizens. Have I got a char-
..cter? I want to repeat a little of it to
eon. I know you have forgotten it. It
is sometimes said that Republicans are
ungrateful They are sometimes for-
mate, and their exploded slander of
esterday may be repeated to day, but
• hey are not ungrateful. Measure me
iy my acts and and record What
.bout four years ago? Did I belong to
erporations then? When they saw I
4-tended to stand by the Chicago plat.
earn of 1892, what did the gold power
to then? What do you say? It swept
ilmoet every landmark and corner trees
f Democracy. You remember it
W.•re not the corporations for the gold
• andard then, and are they not all for
ne gold standard ROA There was not
one that did not turn against m&.
hey had perverted and plastered the
%lenge platform of '92, and they sent
Jarlisle to Kentucky to kill the here-
es that he had hatched and brooded.
Did I surrender then? Did not the
newspaper', press of the State turn
seminal me? My first answer to the_n
was that I had rather stand by my con•
settees than to win a crown. I would
tell the people how they had been be
rayed by Grover Cleveland on that
oint. Did I belong to anybody with
era record" Let me ask my opponents
-Loth of them—leteme ask them who
;as with the corporations then? Who
sad with the money power of the world
mu, when I was making this fight
was paving my way in defeat, as I
new it would come. Paving the wa3
e defeat on the platform that they
(and qn now. Have they left on record
ne single line that indicated that they
ere with me in our cause. They are
egging you to, petitioning you to stand
e William Jennings Bryan in his Man-
y fis,ht for the people. One of them
in power, and the other one was as
-dent as death until the inspiration
tine to him to be-come a candidate
ire you going to judge by a mere pre-
it, or by this record I have made; up-
el my oath, upon my character.
Why it has been told all over the
Mate, and when the question was asked
in • who I would appoint, I said 1
...mild appoint a free silver Democrat
eat they say there are a great many is-
sues I do not come out on. There is no
essu- I do not come out on. Then I say
do not agree with them. Will I stand
o the principled of the Chicago plat-
form on these questions? Let me read
y),u that platform Mark you my name
was signed to this platform long before
you sae it. That I did not come out
on the subject of railroads. I have not
made a speech in twenty years that I
•iase not warned you of the oppremiond
that would come through organized
in any or all forms.elt would be
delight to the enemies of the ehicago
platform to see it plastered all over
with special and redundant
trawing us away from ths principles.
They 's null like to 'select thee grootto
and Weapon., an I callicg na %%Ay
oin that good Old fortress—that I
hi 'pad to build anri am u bow holding--
have me either surrender or contest
with them, with their weapoes and on
their ground. les there not much in
that platform for a free and fair ballot?
Tell me another State in the Union
where the Demormacy has undertaken
to substitute another sp. Mal act iu or-
der to make the test. Why do you not
make other statutes teat of Demo -racy.
This is the law ;iI 1- on your beeka. As
(Some no: et the Commonwealth if Knit
Micky, I Ant SWAIM In (Amy that law, as
every other Ii v on that beer. I will
obey met ime 1.1 thet I iw according to
my mon. peiuse )
If it is a law, it still rettliin
a law, and, so far as I am coecerne il, I
will upheld mei maimisiu :t, and Mahan
be the In s uutil the la isdeut of the men
you send have a ncsire to change it
alleged the gime people of this State see
proper to ehang mit. 'flint is the only
position I see prom r t . take. (Ap-
plause But they Ray I mu unwilling
to make spectre taxes u part of our plat-
form. I do not belie ye it weuld (lo for a
moment. I de n see how Itticitin Ian-
gnaw, can mekti t than I have
alVrayti litatt's It. '1 .as .it the thecae()
convehtion ; I a ci 1  -red beirm one
lenge Bryan lived up to it, and he was
the author of the bill He lived up to
that irinciple, and I give my 11.-e, my
pledge, and my tall in hostage to you,
that I. in Sties Lsgimatiou, a ill live up
to the stone principle. (Applause )
Want it any eleiner ; if FO, devise the
reoord, I come with my political record,
and I come with a record you all know
about.
The other gentlemea must be tested
in the same way Allow the test to be
made by your common sense, and by
your hearts Who do you want to lead
y language and I will endorse it. I haveou is the one proposition before you 
Let us see e here life and characer 
sprinted speech to-day, In which I
pointed out that the Gold Standard and
the high protective tariff would make
IS .3,1s. ad I list e te seer said auy thing
about the scheme Look trusts I have not
been about the Legislatare I have been
at home pram ictr g low, If I wanted to
kill the dog I iii not want to begin at
the mil end to Rill hen. I am opposed to
the Standard CM teem and from there
above 1111111/1411.12012111, continuing, he ts,
plained their meaning as follows. He
says: '-The bill providing for the issu-
ance of these bonds, after having been
amended so as to provide that they shall
he paid in gold, silver coin and In green -
becks, was put to the teat, aud never
ordered! to • third reading." Oan It be
possible that Mr. Stone did not know
that these amendments applied only to
the section pros-Mem for the collection
of imports said taxes, and that they did
not and could not be made to fit into
or apply to the Action that presid-
ed for the sale of unlimited gold tones?
With ten years experience in Congress,
and listening to daily discussions be-
tween 131aird and Bryan, and the free-
silver leaders on the one side, and Dem-
ley, Baynurn, Patterson, Springer, aud
the advocates of Clevelaedisna wi the
other, will Mr. Stene now say that at
the till he voted for the stnetit.ntrnt
and third reading of the bill, that he
thought the gold bond feature of the
bill had been eliminated by these
anieneltneet ? Will he deny that his
copy of the Cougressioual Record differs
from mine or that from his own record
and his own quetatious? That he did
hot know while in ()congress, did not
know at Winchester, and does not know
now that these amendments only appli-
ed to the section providing for the pay-
ment
solutely intact the pros Miens for an un- 
Their kidneys are turning to a pair.qipof imports and taxes, and left ab-
limited issue of gold bouds, the cancel- 
CJIM. SO is their compl. item I
, or
lation of all treasury notes and green- 
They neve hare tneige.tio
backs, and the substitution of national neuralgia. 
from sempiesses s. e remount ism,
twain teethe-, uervon ex -
bank notes: With his voice staring him and s'alaidlawr`  she heart &Leta
in the fuse, it was his own plea that "dlY
these amendments changed the admitted ' The cause ma weak n -I•ealhe kid
gold bond lie in its provisions relating I Usuelly the stiff r r (rem Ithiney
to the issue and sale of such bonds, and ease die's intl flint lent. Wit tr tr
on this he staked his race and promised is cure t et a woe too late, b
to withdraw if the Record does DOS }move first 'Y'd1)*('id• entP" 'ilia mild rt
thee they do tem tefilk they to-ed ait It does not The world CAM see It
It does not Why did not Mr. Stone -the er a doiner until they tied t rem-
offirui or deem or make some illusion in selvS.'l a i" bed
his Hartford speech to may :postures of 1 Dr Kew r taw erip Root will iitelti
• up au I eisrengthee their a cik acei die-t Record that be had eh ellangel the •
world to externem and onset, his state- ease i tem f; ihoir deem k'd
toads at Winchester oriticersung is,, He 111 7 P iietrued blooe, clear shier rem let
t,egins at Hartford by saying I skipped Ion and sena they will ei j Ver
ever his free Weer votes in oertien imaith
amendments offered. He did not stale You cm get the regular imas sie the
I try race on um"
,
 nor am or the p,K,pia ti . Clit store, at ti y emits and one ds Mr,
I l
to the least and last, that has been ore- cempeenteg of tease Every intelligent Or you May 1:11'4 prose for 'muesli the
d, and I am oppooed to the Book man in the land knows throe amend wonderful Meta of thee great dielesee-
truq. I triplet:tare s 1 AM for the cheap- went, could not pass in that oongrea, try, Swamp Rot by sending your ad-
, a
ee beuios that Can be given. Don't you But why
-oo that it is demagogy for the 5c(0, 
did Mr. emu. change from dress to Dr Kilmer Oo , Binghemp-
ton, N. le, for a sample bottle geld avoting for free silver amendments that
els to in ike that the great bug-bear to e •uld flu t possibly be passed by that
take your ruled? They want to make Congress to meting for an unlimited is-
yeur people believe that all the wisdom sue of gold bonds that might have peas-
— . lereSeeffeemeet_
another fellow aunts the pure food bill,
and another One would want the whis-
key bill; and by the time you got up
your platform, you would find our para-
mount issue se allots ed up in a great
seething mai lstrom of dimensions and
diffireuces. Did oe'Lliam Jennings
Bryan want to put these things in his
platform! Tell we why he wanted no
fresh agitation of tariff, localise he
knew this was the paramount question
of the ago. That is what William Jeu•
niters Bryan wtote when he wrote that
platform. Incorporate year principles
into it, and elect men of character, men
of courage men of pure lives and you will
redeem your State and prepare the way
of the people to the nigher and more
glorious accomplishment of ilecting
William Jennings Bryan, and carrying
out three principles in 1900. (Applause )
Now, fellow citizons, just a little
more patience. I have one of my op-
ponents striking me from one piece and
another from another. My life has
been an open book. I will live up to it
boot that tele all about i„ bete se t to
you stwelu•ely free by mail, bees
wr Wig kindly mention that you had
I want the cigar. me bill in that, and 
died with that hue L mislature. Why, ed had it not been for the most stubborn this liberal offer iii the Keatseky Mew'
and determined fight of Bryan and the Era, 
faithfulagainst the ad.niniatration and
the [Died gold power of the world
Other votes do not even modify or palli•
Ws kelp. Ills too late not to cohtenel
that his vote for it v as inteuded as a
vote to kill :t ie A rot, to i.tr-i 0!5t.rs. a .
chance to make rowels. they diet stake 
them,them, mid Ii ii13,10 his. The bill mei i
reaolUllott were I died, and the ree nem
of all ars in the archives of S.'s:A. iitt a
part of current history, theme/ale and
everlastium more enduring thin mieuite
and marble, end the breste of no !treble
mort 11 c in It't vr_ten•n,.1 or , bange bent
itIn his peewee.] temper' front S.. Big
Sandy to Inc Part-hams wish the Ct mi o
platform and Ito hitter oindesinuaiitn ef
all of the-se theme in one I and, aii. Ilse
party flee in the other. ti a iderinq for
Wylie and free silver in 19 0, whai *iil
he say when confioeted with timer teed
In the hands o his Republican o pnn-
ere?
When Jou alimeou ice. ebet doe 3 cur
Pi ',form with in e I oil at lied trap to
these 
..orcel, 1 inn,' 1 eiii strati mi. to
).oni. I V ill stand to them Leto (limb
(live me year banner eg in, end we still
head the way to victory, with iirysin at
the head in 190e.
Th. kiducy 4 ofitplex in
The pale, SAII,W, sunken eh ked,
distressed looking peeple you it Veen
meet are aft' Mel with ' Keeley low
plexiou.'' 
semi
um-
able
the
nee.
ed
•We, the node ntagi.r.., have knowk,
J. Cheney for th he.t fifteen years. aoll
believe him perfectly honorable II all
tinsinees tre n -a -twos and brume allyI well kngw that Mr Stone could not WO.- to carry out any et ligation, made
and would not attempt to answer the by ih Wan
exposure of my Shelbyville speech, , West & Truax, \Vie losale Draggista,
which he bad lac at recklessly alerted. I , Trie e, 0.wa dine, Kirinan & Marvin, WISole•knew that there was but one hole. sale Druggists, Toledo, u.
which I urisceely lift open, and into tI moue materrh mare is liken itmtcnaI-
he wept Leedforitiost Now let modes* II, smiler directly upen the blood 'And
brooms serfsees ist the giros'''. Teme
moniels seta free. Fries* 75c per bottle.
that up. It is a parlinteutary technical-
ity. He says that "(len. Hardin knows sa• , „. 
.
era
the process of legislation. He knows Lion's Penny Pills are the best.
that parli inentary law requires that ev-
ery bib eli I read three times before
it is I
of the ; .,a. • the queetion : Shall
the tell etortemed and read a third
umn peseage. The Speaker 
X r
I weet d the bill given its final
quietus. I wanted it in such shape
that livery man in the Hones could beif you elect me governor.
pat on record in that matter. I voted
I keow th it there are many men. I in favor of giving the bill its third
leave nothing to say harsh against any
of my opponents.
I know that in every solitary speech I
have made I have tried to conduce ray
(reeve's upon a dignified and manly
plcri•. I have made no charges
against any of my opponents.
Mr. Stone's record while in Congress,
showing that he had voted for the
Springer Gold Bond Bill and Cleveland
Gold Bond Resolution, having been ex-
posel by certain papers in his own dis-
trict, PO disturbed him that he under-
took in his his speech at Winchester, to
break its tome by a clean equals-cut de-
nial and • bold bluff that he pledged
himself to quit the race if the record
sbowed breveted fur such &S hill. Mr.
Stone admits there W al suck a bill. His
very languageI quote. He .ys: "There
was a bid providing for an issue of gold
snels before Congress. Bat'' he says,
••on the 7th day of February, we pot
tiro provisions into that bill." He says
onto ot them said this, "That in line 3,
page e," strike out the words "in gold
)nly" and insert "one-half in gold and
one•lialf in 'elver coin." He says unoth-
sr arheedment was on page -I, line 5,
dem the word "gold" stike cut the
word "and," ant iimert "etc." Let me
quote it exactly as it appears on the nee
ord ; Mr. Livingtone-1 move to amend
'my striking out in line 5 the word "amid''
tad insertmg the word "coin," so it
shall read, "and all teem, debts, and
demand., others than duties on imports
accriiiiig or beconileit due to the Unit-
ed States, shall be paid in gold coin, se.
seer coin, Treasury note is, silver certif.
sates or notes of National Banks." The
ether amendment was on page 4, line 3,
only two lines apart. Now turn to the
Springer Bill. Sec. 1 provides for the
sale f bonds in these words, "at not
leas than par in gold " And again
"principal and interest payable le Lem
ocme" The words "in gold only," or
"gold rein only" aowhere appears in ,
that section, while section e, the one
Adam have pleaded as an excuse to the
Lord that he had eaten some other ap-
ples besides tha forb dl en fruit
HOW'S TIM?
We offer one bundred dollars
ate or excuse They only aggravate aid fur any came of miesre that cnn
imensify the wrong As well might cured by Hall's Osterrh Oure,
F. J CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
reading for that purpose Does Mr.
Stone think the people will swallow
this? He says.he wanted the bill given
its Sail quietus, and therefore voted to
give it its third reading. Bailey, Wand
and Bryan and others wanted exactly
the same thing, and they voted against
the bill, and did give it its final quietus.
Dingley, Patterson, Bynum and others
wanted the bill to pass, and therefore
voted with Mr. Stone, who now says he 
final "voted to give it its quietus. "Will
Mt Stone deny that a till can b killed
and given it -final quietus" before it
reaches its third readine? Will Mr
Stone deny that this bill was killed be-
fore it got to its third reading, and got
"its final ilaietns" without his aid and
against his vote in company with all
other advocates of the bill. He says be
wanted it in such shape that every mei'
in the House could be pot on the reocrd
in this mutter, and he voted for give%
the bill its third reading for that pur-
pose. let Mn, Stone answer if this was
neceosszy la not every Congressman
now on record, and is he not on record
in company with every advocate of the
bill against every opponent of the bill.
Was not the bill killed and given its "fi-
nal quietus" without his help and
against his vote? But this is not all
There were enough votes to kill the bill
before Mr. Stone's name was reached on
the roll call, Why then did boatel vot
for the bill? Can an explanation Im
found in the veto trken only a few min-
utes later on the motion to lay on the
table the motion to reconsider. Tbeu
again the DAME Of Mt. Stone is fount
with Dingley, Reed, Patterson, Bynum,
trying to keep to keep the bill alive and
pass it iadefinitely for patronage, and
power to make men converts and enlist'
more recruits for the nett battle to pan
It and foisting the gold standard on the
country. Again we find Bynum, Bland
and the free silver forces making records
the other way. and they did kill the bill
and buried it forever. Mr Stone's ex •
amended, reads, "Section 5, That from I planation& don't explain. He voted with
and after the first day of July, 1495, all every advocate of the Springer Gold
duties on imports shall be paid in gold , Bond Bill on the teat vote that gave it
only, and all times, debts, and demands, I in his own language, -its final quietus '
other then duties on huporta accruing This is his Winchester mooch be admits
.
or beemeing due to the United States, I ea the test tote, He voted with them
shall bo peel in gold and silver coin, on the motion to table the motion So re-
ereasury noted, Crafted States note*, consider and thus keep the bill alive,
elver rtifieat, is, or times of National red is -yen days later voted with them on
flank ." the Cleveland resolution to issue sixty-
I now Quite frien Mr. Stone's Win, five millions of gold bonds, and as the
chcster speech. After referring ee the bill did get its "final quietus" without
I Mina
..1 have used your v•luablr CASIVA.
SI ICU and tt-a.1 them pet feet. Otanant Soincantations:L. I have used there forr-oseill Woe
Ice, cad -feat ion and bilionanatas mad aka, now tale-
pletely cured. Recommend then Se e,ernonit.
Once tr vou will never be wilLout tbeto la
I.. Lam. • ' Sae. A. 1/AKA, Albany, Z. TX.
Pleasant. Namable. Potent 'Pest* Good. DeGeou. Sc,., oases.. Wasson or Griva. Kir lealfre
... CURE CONSTIPATION. ...
tbertioe %ay*, ilempany. Maw. P.m Tel, 1St
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NEW AND IMPROVED
rank L
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FREAKS OF MEMS
t,4
QUEER PRANKS FOR WHICH THE •
IS NO ACCOUNTeee
Souse lest t tbe elognistr
feels Produced Spots She 74.r..1
GRAIN. Ilit 1PadlItt at Crrallal—Vo
gotten lueldesite Recoiled.
The queer freelm of risp,eme.,
constant puzzle to II • eel.
ppychical phenomena ii
been driven to the verge of dim . •
by the total inability to recall a LIM
when an effort was tuarle to do en au
when the occaision for such retinue
beanoe was part had the miseine name
flash into the mind apparently of its
own volition'
Great minds have wrestled Pi End not
explanation for the pranks that memo: y
plays and have had to give tip t
effort In.. the Colin, te, matte
tempt to alTiVe at 1.4.111,•
with regard to the wondem of e tr.
a very valuable and reemee body ef
testimony hiss been °built el The fol-
lowing questions have been put to
American university students arm pro
fersional persons, 151 being men and
49 being women The 1111,WSTN nre here
given with the question'
Question 1.—When you cannot recall
name yon want, dome it serum to come
back spontaneously without being sine-
greeted by any perceived amociation
ideas? To this 11 per cent answer,..
"Noe and Si per cent "Yea"
Question 2. 
—Dom such rorovery emit
come einring sleep? To thee 17- e cent
answered -No" and 2e per cent"
Some examples given
1. This morning I tried to recall the
name of a character I had reed of t
night before in one of Scott's novels anel.
failed I tangle a clam. mud welkieg
home in the afternoon all the rutinse re-
enrred to me without effort
'4 I tried is.. recall tee name of a
book (lave it up Ralf an hour later.'
while talking of something else. birwleal
it out without consciotus volition
Qnwstiou IS —On 'seeing a aieht or
bearing a sound for the first time lieve
you ever felt thut you had seen tt
heard) the same before? Fifty-nine •
Lent answered "Yea
The action of unconscious in . •
during sleep is illustrated by f •
queries
Question 4. —Do you dreamt Ni
tour per cent answered "Yew*"
Question 5. —Can you weke at a gi -.•
hour determined before going to
without waking up many times bet,
Fifty-nine per cent ensweresi "Vet*
Thirty-one per cent auewered "Km '-
Question 6. —If you (-tin. how shone
failure? Sixty-nine per cent seldom
failed: 25 per cent often
Question 7. —Do you (Anne direct from
oblivion into exneemonsnese ? Sixt - four
per cent answered "Ytni- anti 16 per
cent "Oradnally '
I Examples
' I I had to give medicine every tem
hones exactly to may wife I urn ii very
sound eleseper. hot for six we'd. I woke
up every two hours and never missed
giving the medicine
2 I am always awake five me:rites
before the hour I set the alarm
3 I bad had little gimp for ten (isms
aril went to L.1 at C. asking to be
called at midni,:ht I fell aseep at
once 1 rose and dressed as the clock
snick 12, and could not believe I had
not been called
A strange phenomenon has come to
light in the course of the inquiry into
the mystery of memory It has been
discovered that by gazing steadily at a
crystal consciousness is partly lose In-
to the void thus produced those who
have practiced crystal gaming find that
tlsereenter unbidden forgotten incidents
and lost memories To give a few in-
stances A lady-in crystal giudng sew
bit of dark wail covered with white
flowers She was conscious the mind
have seen it somewhere, but had no
recollection where. She walked over the
ground the had just traversed an
found the wall, which the had
unrioticeel
She took out her bankbook another
day. Shortly afterward she was gazing
at the crystal and saw nothing but the
number ona She thought it was &MO
heck number, but,, taking up the bank-
book, found to her snrprise it was the
number of the account
At another time elle destroy-ed a let-
ter without noting the address
could only remember the temMt. Ater
gazing at the cryseseiTheines rime me.
saw "321 Jefferson avenue." She ad-
dreamed the letter there, adding the
town, and found it wastight.
A lady sat in a exist to write where
she had sat eight years before. She felt
her feet moving restlessly under the ta-
ble and then remembered that eight
years before she always had a footsie:eel
It was this her feet were eweeing
Psychicsil research brings to light
many cases of similar stein, tricks of
memory It is easy to find instancce
that serve to deepen the mystery It is
Dot Do easy to give an explanation The
cleverest men who have attempted to
du so have had to admit defeat—Wash-
ington Poet
The W'eveee et tielerterm.
No one can travel mu lisle.ein witb-
out being struck by the extraordinary
ectivity and pronsisem e of the women.
Over the doers of temps of all descrip:
twos the name of tie owner or owners
is frequently followed by "Smuts" or
" Veaves " Yoe find teens propriesnrs of
hotels and restenranta. They are often
custodians of the chore:mit They are
employed to tow the toms along tbe
canal banks. They cut up the meat hi
the butcbers' shops, and tbr y are even
to be noticed shoeing horses at time- forge.
Te Ile Avoided.
Mrs De Sonr-1 want yea to kro p
yens dog out of my house It's full of
Seat
Mrs. De Binara--.11erey on me I Fido,
come here, art Don't you go into that
hones again. It's full of flees. —Jewish
-
CmallIC6110LNIIEDEEATE MELTING:
The L. & N wi sell round-trip tick-
ets to Atlanta, (ia , at one fare, pio.74
April 2kb, Nth sad 27th, returning
limit May 3rd, account triennial waken
I uternationel Sunday-aehool Convention
J.M. ADAMS, Agt,
Oesashat II Years.
I suffered for 26 years with a cough,
and spasm hundreis of dollars with doe-
Son and for modicue to no avail trite
I used Dr Bell a Pipes-Tar-Honey, 'lb.
remedy tualiew weak lungs tarot g Is
loassre•ed my life —J P hItachI, (ironies
qurg III
I.
..r
tes
Osee
N./
se
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FACTS FOR
FARMERS
The Report of Tobacco
Sales and Receipts.
NOTES OF INTEIOST
Items of Importance to the
Soil Tillers.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
me Lot:levities Namur.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to tlie NSW ERA by Glover 4.1k
Dorsett, Lou:sv ille Tobacco Warehouse :
Salto on our entrees for the week just
closed amouut to 44)58 hhds. with re-
f °septa for the sante period 2619 hhds.
Sales on onr market melee Jautiary 1st
amount to 30,8.-si hhds. Sales of the crop
of 139i on our market to this date
amonet to 82.24-1 hticit.
1 he 44fferings of ue • dark tobarco
have b en (pieta large on our market
this week and there is no inateriai
change to report in values. We have
ateetioy reported a recent advauce of el 4c
to 7.5e. per hundred for good new lugs
but within cue past few days such good.
have been a shade easier. We cuticulae
to tiavJ • very Beware-tory demaud for
the very coalmen graded of leaf, such as
are setliug from di to $:), bat the leaf
selling from $.5 ICejel chub has medinm
length tied umforin color but is litekine
in body and sut s:.auce, is not bringing
priers'. 'satisfactory to sellers and there I.
no promise for early improrement of
such grades. We have considerable in -
q try for iisrk solo Ws whew.> of good
length and some .how of 'gram). ry qaa •
Wilt. 'The off sriugs of such are very
small and the hhris which appear are
selltng trout 7 00 to 9 25. Leaf f xtra
length without other merit, which is
suitable for the rehandhog trade, oon•
tinnes to eeli from 5 C40 to 7 00, and is
not quite as high as it was a month ago
The following quotations fairlei rep.
resent our market for dark toback) 1896
crop.
Trash  ..
Common tei medium lugs.
Dark rich lugs, ex quality
Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length 
W rappery styles 
$1 50 k) 195
SO 5.45)
3 00 to 4.50
5 00 to 7.00
6 00 to 8.00
00 to 16.00
14 VI STOCK tilK
Reported by the Loneville Live Stock
Eschange, Bourbon Stockyard' .
Louisville, Ky., April 13 -Cattle.-
The receipts of cetera so-day were fairly
liberse, qa silty very good. On account
of the heavy run this time of the week,
the general tune of tue market was slow
and dregey Alegradee of butcher cat-
tle were slow se!e. cud fatly five to ten
rents hewer than Mourlay. Stockers and
f eiders were doll; not much activity in
tee trade. Bull market steady, Can-
tier trade dull. Choice much cows and
good, heavy springers steady. Bat few
Southern cattle on sale. Market about
steady at qaotations.
Calves - The receipts were light.
M •rket steady. Choicer yeah' selling at
ad Writ 6 25.
Sutra shipping  $4 7V65 Ou
Light shipping  
 4 O. 44.
Beet butchers  
 4 250i 4 ail
Irair to good butchers. 
  II 714 4 25
Common to medium bilichers  S475
Thin. rough steers, poor oows
and scalawags ... I 5044 2 Di
Good to extra oxen  $750 450
Common to medium oleo In* it 50
?waders 
 4 UU0 4 50
Stocters ... . . ..  4 wy 4 60
Balls . 
 • .. 16**75
Veil esti es 
.....  6 Yr* 65)
Choice mulch claws   
 . sunaii•Suu
Irair to good untie U cows  10 OA.= es
Hogs-The receipts to-day were 2,600
head, quality only fair The market
ruled five to tea cents lower than yes-
terday- Beat hogs, Ple pounds and up.
SOLI ay at $3 SO; light shippers, $3 Ces) ,
pis $.3 004.3 50 ; roughs, $3 00 e 3 33.
• fairly well cleared.
t n s'n-ting and butchers.
71. IOS%
Ye ..,e1 packing, lND SUO *No
et, • • tra light. to; &Ma 3 *41) ist sn
r. LID to Idu . 16196
- ...•.14.0 to IL lb.  101116a
I-" io to SO lb.  
 3 u04.12.
it... • us. L110 10 400 10 . 1.10 03 s6
8neep and Lambs-Receipts bght.
karkes steady on all grades as quota-
tions
is I tt g lamb.
Ira shipping sheep SS kW 0 )
 1 Ines 75
Buck. 
........... 3T 1,0
Mock ....... .........
Stuck • -
Stipa • «Aalswitirty411166.6..   I 6.14
g int 4 , t 1 1* 
_ 
•   d ats*7
Rest butener lambs -
Yale to itood bu 16  tcher 6111■; 450155 ll0
Tail /ads  404i450
ATTACK
isractal., TO 11W CR •
MANILA, April 13.-The native
forces in considerable numbers attacked
with great spirit the American lines
West of lialolos this morning.
Two AinericaLs AWST*4 killed outright
and three wounded during the lively
engagement that ensued.
The natives were repulsed with a loss
o! a large Dumber of killed and wound-
ed.
FIGHTING JOE'S
GOOD LUCK.
(SPICIAL TO BMW IRA.)
WAiAINGTON, April, is
very geneaally conceded here ••••O Of-
ficials that Gen. Joseph W hooka
appointed Military Governor ai
The appointment, it is said, may be
expected at any day aad Gen. Wheeler
Tin move without delay for his post ilia
the far East.
From Dewey's Fleet,.
isimaki, TO WNW 11 ,
WASHINGTON. D. C., April .•,13.-
As the result of the killing of %per1.
carat at Samoa, ill, believed th t stsps
will be taken to increase the nseral force
at Apia. whish now consists et but one
warship, the cruiser Philtre:1,1h'. There
Is no ship at San Francisco kvailable for
immediate service, and it / is thought,
therefore, that Admirel :ey may be
directed to detach one or two vessels
farm his command to send tip the :Isms_
tance-of Admiral Keats. The )Yorktown
and Bennington are ships thkelt could be
detached at once.
GERMANY'S
COMIISSIION R.
[SPZCIAL TO 41W I& A;
BER.LIN, April 13.-T1 a German
tiovernment has appointed Fiaron Stern-
berg to represent that coantry upon the
Samoan Commission. 
,
Germany urges the Mato ediate depart-
ure the Commissione(is for the thea•
tee if ti%fe, in hope thi•t their presence
Vos meal farther .00dshed.. aolrie IC glend to blame for,
t ,
. a 4 .66 ,
ROYAL
Baking Piwyder
Made from pure
cream of tartar.
Safeguards the food
against alum.
Alum .kInug powders are the greatest
menaces' to health of the teemed day.
SIM . MR$1.0 PC/rem tt. ti
 `4141411•14•4444404
DIVORCES.
Suits For Dissolution 0'
Matrimonial Bonds.
PAUL PETREErS DEATH.
A Pop..ilar Young Fairview
Citizen Viztim Of Con-
sumption-Elb Will
Build New Stable.
••‘•
From Tbursday's,Cally.
Two divorce snipe were tiled in the,
Oirceit court yesearday. The indica-
tions at this early stage point to a large
docket for the le et term of court. Four
divorce suite have already been instate
ed and it is less than a kook since court
ajlorned.
Melinda Washington sues her hus-
band for absolute divorde and charges
indonareut. They wire married, se-
c •rding to the petition, “I33111., years
aeo in In. county." A year ago he
abando lad tier and has since refused to
live with her.
Alice Forrow wants a divorce from
her husband, Will Farrow, and also
asks for tie custody of a two-year-old
sou. They were married in September,
Ia.', and lived together until March,
1891, when his cruel and inhu.nan
treatment, she alleges, compelled her to
leave. She charges t lei he failed to
provide for her support.
PAUL PETREE'S REAM
Poadar Young Mao Of Fairsiew Victim
Of Consumption.
•
Paul Petree, • son of,hir. Jack Petref ,
died Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
at the home of his father near Fairview.
tie was twenty-three years of age, a
popular and talented ycting man, and
his death has occasioned the deepest re-
gret in the community where he resided.
Mr Petree was a victim of ioueump-
lion, that fatal malady which boa given
to the grave in recent years eo many
who bore this hcnored name. He wee&
brother of Mr.. J. F. Dsafortb. of this
city and of Dr. W. S. Petree, of Fair
view.
The funeral services were conducted
this afternoon at ,the Fairview Metho-
dist church in the presence of a large
concourse of and relatives and friends.
The body will be brought to this city for
interment at Hopewell Cemetery this af-
ternoon.
MOSE ELB WILL BUILD
Basdsome Two Story Stable At Testi
Au Virginia Streets.
Mr. M. L. Elb, who owns the livery
stable property at the corner of Virginia
and Tenth streets which was damaged
by the recent fire, has settled with the
Insurance companies eatisfaceorily.
Mr. E .b will contract at once for the
erection of a lerge two story brick build-
ing to be built especially for a modern
and thoroughly convenient livery stable.
The walls of the old tuition are not
materiary damaged. The new build-
ing will have a betide:tine ornamental
front on Virginia street.
Come to see us. The Grand Leader.
JUDGE M'CARROLL SICK.
Hon. Jo McCarron has been quite sick
of fever for several days at his home on
North Main St.
CARROMS CLUB ENTERTAINED.
The ()arrears Club w as delightfully
entertained Tuesday evening by Miss
Addy. Belle Hardin at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Gary, on South Vir-
ginia Street. The occasion was one of
the most pleasant in the history of this
popular Social organtration.
LIPMAN'S REMOVAL.
Mr. F. Lipman is moving his stock of
dry goods and clothing from the Bowles
building on Main street, between Ninth
and Tent), to the McDaniel building,
corner of Main and Sixth streets. The
arm will be ready for baldness in the
new quarters this week. The store
room has been remodeled and refitted
throughout.
MARRIED LAsr .N16HT.
Mies Ellen Pickford, of Nashville, a
Ester of John Pickford, formerly an
employee in the post (Agee here, and
Mr. Luther Tappin, a well known young
painter, in the employ of C. H. Hisgen,
were united in marriage hurt night. Af-
ter the ceremony the bride and groom
were tendered a reception and supper
at the home of the grooms father on
Set enteenth street. Lr. Nash perform-
ed the ceremony.
The Single Tax Banquet.
tliPICI A I. TOO CW ERA ,
NEW YORK, April 13.-The Maio
hattan Single Tax Club gives its usual
Jefferson haneinet to-night. The list of
speakers is as follows: Toast, "Jeffer-
son Still Lives." Henry George, Jr ;
"We Hold These Truths," she Rev. Dr.
lward McGlynn; toast, "Democracy,"
i 
Tom L. Johnson, "Oar Country." John
9 Crosby, who delivered the principal
address at the funeral of Henry George;
"The Single Tax," Lawson Partly;
eoto P-eseriee ti' ."^1
'11 let• u...
; ." • ' • It ,iko4. titt
CIRCLE MEETINGS.
3,4
rhe Sixth Circle of Bethel Associa-
tion, composed of Oasky, Locust Grove,
Lafayette. olivet, Salem and South
Union churches will meet with Salem
church at 10 a. in., April 210th and 30th,
1Y.19.
1. Bible Teachings ou Missions .. W. L.
Nourse.
2 Woman'e Sphere in Church Work
W3. Why N.Maongtehfailiti.•es ell to (i v e Than
Receive ' W. If. Harrison, J.
S. Cheek.
4. Progress of Miseions....II. D. Smith.
6. Missions in Our Acquired Territory
L. Peyton, J. D. Clardy.
C. S Bralehaw5. gear,' Box 
7. Dram Drinking Church Members....
J. F. Garnett, A 0. Death,.
8. Sermon by W. H. Veuehan.
Each church is requested to send three
or more delegates with their quint ,rly
ciutribet.ons to missions and all friends
of her genial empathy, her large ten-
to missious are corlially invited to take
der heart, allied with great firmness of
character, would live. She was a wom-
an of sterlii. g worth, of piety, of purity
and power. Truly says Lord Tennyson
•'That is not a common chance which
takes away a ne tee mind." Its pres-
ence here is not an accident. The fun-
eral took place on Friday evening at 8
e'ciock. The services were conducted
by her pestor, Rev. W. B. Allen. The
funeral wrs attended by a very large
circle of friends and m mruers to pay
thvir last tub ire of respect. The large
number present, the namistakeable
signs of sorrow written on every face
Mid the many express.ons of sympathy
and regret that were heard oa every
need, bare evidence to the high Westin
in which the was held by all. The body
was iiit,rred Iii Neshville Cemetery,
run. A memorial service was held on
Wednesday evening, March 29.1a, in
tee tsaptist church, Tarentnto.
part in this meeting.
J. F. Geiterr, V. P.
The Sqaarc, April 10th.
'The Seventh Circle of Bethel Associa-
tion will meet with Sinking Fork church
(batter known as Buck Church) Satur-
day and Sunday, April 2) and 30, 1890.
1. Bible Evidence of Heavenly Recogni-
tiou ...Rev. 0. II. Nash.
The Work of the Soithern Baptist
Oonventiou in the Lest Decade...
Dr. B. F. Eager.
3. The Condition of the Heathen With-
out t're Gospel....R.v. James H.
Cneman.
4. The Needs of the Church in North
Christian. ...Rev. J. A. McChord,
1t v. P. A. Thomas.
5, The Mission of a B tptiet Church....
Rev. V. A. Rinse in.
Prqf. Aaron Williams will sprak. but.
urday at 7 :30 o'clock p. m. Rev. John
Spurlin will preach Sunday at 11 o'clock
s. in. The following churches compose
tee circle: Hopkinsxille, Sinking Fork,
New Pleasant Hill, West Mt. Z tar, Pal-
estine, Crofton, Empire, Maceconia,Mt
Ziar, Max's Grove, White Thorn Creek,
Pleasant Hill, Ebent zzar and Concord.
Rev. James Sparltn, who preached for Front Thur.day '1 ‘lull..
that church fifty years ago, is expected E. W. Meuser and Mist, Nora
to be present end conduct the service both from the Northern portion of the
Sunday. Rev. Al. xander McChord, a county, were married in the Clerk's of-
young 'minister closely connected to flee yesterday afternoon by Judge Can-
Rev. Spurlin, is expected to be present sler.
Fifteen branch stores enables The
Grin i Leader, Use new dry goods, shoe
end c'othing store to make close price*
They boy in Jobbers' quantities.
CAPT. D. R. BEARD.
Capt. David R. Beaid is very ill at hie
home on Fourteenth street. His condi-
tion is considered critical.
MARRIED IN CLERK'S OFFICE.
Cotton,
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Are beyond question the proper thing
for young men's suits for the spring of
1899. Positively you will make no mis-
take by buying one of these handsome
silk faced suits. Every garment cut by
u high-class cutter. None but high-
class tailors were employed in making
up these garments, assuring you of the
best workmanship. These goods are
not the accumulation of a season's odds
and ends, or goods carried over from
last year, but the result of months of
preparation in gathering the new
choice patterns of this season's creation
in dependable materials of high-class
makes, direct from the tailors benches,
at the
Popular Prices Of
$ I 0.00, $ I 2.50, $15.00
We are Sole Agents for the ROYAL
BLUE SERGES.
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J. T. Wall
Main Street, lass Block.
I Wait for the Opening
. OF
T t1 F 
GRAND LEAOE
NEW DRY GOODS, SHOES &
CLOTHING HOUSE
to be opened about SATURDAY, APRIL 15th,
in the building next door to Wallis Grocery.
Wait For Us, We Will Surprise You.
Branch Stores:
Owetiabom, Ky Madieon•Ille, Ky., Shelbyville, Ky.,
kofgartield Ky , Versailles. Ky , Stanford, Ky.
Olerksville, TS! n Eminence. Ky , Bard.tow n, Ky.
Henderson, Ky., Elizabethtown, Ky. Elkton, Ky.,
Maysville, Hy: Mt Sterling, Ky.
Our buying for 15 Stores enables us to
underbuy and undersell. Itespt.
THE GRAN]) LEADEP.
01 s IV
1
This City.
TWO DAYS' SESSION.
Programme Of The Meet-
ing Of 1 he Kentucky
Swine Breeders'
Association.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday the
Swine Breeders' Association of Ken-
tucky will be in session in this city.
Between two and three hundred dele-
gates, representing every section of the
State will be in attendance. The Asso-
ciation will have headquarters at the
Lithain, Landlord Whitlow having
granted the members a special rate
The beeSiOnS will be held at the Court
House.
The Executive Committee has arran-
ed the following program for the two
days' meeting -
Address of welcome by Mayor F. W.
Dabney, of Hopkinsville.
Response by President H. Z. Chur-
chill, of the Aseoeiation.
Address by R. H. Huggins,
Citizens National Bank.
Bement & Seitz Co.
All Express Companies
Ail Steamboat Companies.
We nqueet a full delegation front the BREEDERSand take part in the Sanctity ferrite.
chercOes. Everybody invited to attend
especially the' bathes, and bring w ell-
filled baskets and enjoy the meeting.
Wm. 0. Devie. Sc. Of Fine Hogs To Meet In
46-
MISS REBECCA MAJOR.
A recent issue of the Tarentune l'a ,
Times Union has the followieg notice
of the death of a hely formerly well
known in this city and county, and who
has -.rimy friends and relatives here:
Died in Hitea at the home of her teeter
on Thursday evening, March 23rd, 0599,
Rebecca Major, in bet 671h year. She
was converted in her school days and,
Joint d the Baptist church at Hopkins-
ville, Kseutucky. For some years she
has been living with Mr. and Mrs. Buck
at Ham She joined the First Baptist
church of Tarentum on Feb. 12th, le93
By her death the church has sustained
a great loss. We have lost something
more than a mere presence, we have
lost a true lady, a teuder, genial, con-
sistent, consecrated life, self-resp.ct and
respect for others blended in a very rare
way in her beautiful character. The
memory of what she win', the memory
of Hop-
kinsville, on "The Objects and Purposes
of the Kentucky Swine Breeders' As-
sociation."
Appointment of Membership
mingle, and Enrollment of New
bent,
Recess for Dinner.
1st Subject at 1 p m. "The Relation
of The Swine Breeder to The General
Farmer and Feeder," by Jno. 0. Hibbs,
Vine Grover, Ky.
2. •• What Gurantee Should a Breeder
Slake When Selling Stock for Breeding
Purposes," by R M. Smith, of Shelby.
rule, Ky.
3. "The Conformation of The Ideal
flog," by H. F. Work, of New Wash-
Com-
Mem-
ington,
4. "Winter Care of Brood Sows," by
Caldwell Norton, of Louisville, Ky.
5. "What Are The Qualifications of
a Successful Swine Breeder," by E. M.
o HoLbs, Salem, lud.
1;. "The Best Feed for Quick Growth,"
by Elmer Shrader, l'hlox, Ind.
7. "Ear Marks, Are they Necessary
to a Correct Herd Record? Should Our
Records Compel Their Use?" by Hugh
Larmon, of Bswling Green.
MRS. BRAMHAM'S GRANDDAUGHTER.
Mrs. L. A. Berry, who was Miss Fan-
nie 13ramhain, and whose home is now
at Versailles, presented her husband
with a fine girl baby Sunday. Tbe little
lady is named for her grandmother
Mrs Rosa Bramhain of this c:ty.
WILL LEAVE KENTUCKY.
Governor Bradley, of Kentucky. was
in Cincinnati Slay. To a Post re-
porter be stated that he had fully deter-
mined to leave Kentucky.
He is prospecting in several cities
"I will go to the city offering me the
best adv intages for making money."
said the Governor.
"Will you come to Cincinnati?"
"I might do so, but I do not now think
that I will. "-Cincinnati Post,
ARRIVED
At Quarantine From Ma-
THE THIRD KENTUCKY,
ores. 
FOR THE SICK.
Yesterday. Nurses and Doctor are Now Prescribing Patanzas 
Celery CompouPd.
Under Lieut. Col. Henry
Now at Dauluskee Isl-
and--Soon to Come
Home.
From We.inesday's daily.
A dispat :la to to-day's Courier-Jour-
nal from Savannah, Ga., says:
The Third Kentucky regiment err iv
ed at quarantine to-day from Matte z is
on the transports Florida and KIlpat
rick.
The regiment was in command n
Lient Col. Jonett Henry, who has been
in command since the departure of Col
T. J Smith, who arrived here two week
in advance of his troops, and has since
been active in making preparations for
their comfort when they arrive from
Daufaskie Island, where they will be
detained five days, in accordance with
the regulations of the Marine Hoeeital
service.
At the quarantine station the men
were called upon to surrender for the
first time since they departed from the
States. All their personal efiects and
the regimental baggage had to be given
to the Government surgeons, who
threw everything into large chests and
then injected fumes of formaldehyde
gas. To some of the men this was not
altogether pleasing, but it was no more
than their predecessors had experienced
some of whom were heavy loo era.
The syst matic manner in which
Lieut. Col. Henry handled his ruin en
*bled the qnerantine force to complete
the work in then order. The regiment
was then ready to go to Daufaskie Is-
land, about five miles distant, where it
will be detained with the Fourth Tenn.
estee, Forty-ninth Iowa, and Sixth Mis-
souri regiments, which have been there
several days
Col. Smith was asked to-night about
the condition of his men. He said he
had had a brief conversation by tele-
phouc with Lieut. Col. Henry while the
regiment was at quarantine, and under-
stood the general health was good.
Four men were left in Cuba, but Ool.
Smith did not know who they were.
After the detention period the regi-
meet will in bringht to the city on
lightens, and will be camped south of
town penelieg the muster out, whieh it
is expected will be within the ni xt two
or three weeks
Between United States
and Spain Formally Re-
stored Yesterday.
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 12.-
The formal exchange of ratifications of
the treaty of peace between the United
States and Spain took place yesterday a f-
ternoonat the White House. 'the cere
mony was followed by a proclamation of
peace by thePretilent,and the announce
mint that the Hon. Bellamy Storer had
beet_ determined upon as the new
United States Miuirter to Spain.
Do You Pride If this be true von will never buy
a MONUMENT or TOMBSTONE
without placing your order with
your HOME SHOP. You al-
ways save agent's commission,
extra freight and other expenses
and often many dollars. Your
orders are solicited.
Yourself In
Your Good Bu-
siness Qual-
ities?
ISCcobt. II,3B-t-covv-xl
Stventh and Virginia Streets, Hopkinsville, Hy.
G. W. Bement, Jr. Geo, E. Fox, Mgr.
Evansville Produce Co.,
Cik3E1-31.4::) ‘71117Ette)r t
REFERENCE:
Evansville,•
Indiana.
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I he Ideal Bicycle
For Women
15 THE
COLUABI
BEVEL-GEAR CHA1NLESS.
WHY?
BECAUSE it is a COLUMBIA bicycle
made by the oldest manufacturers of bi-
cycles in America. Its name alone
gives it a recognized standing every-
where.
BECAUSE it embodies the results of 22
years of constant investigation, experi-
ment and manufacture -
BECAUSE every part of the, machine has
been subjected to the most thorough
inspection and testing.
BECAUSE it contains every improvement
of known 1,•al Ate.
BECAUSE it is always ready for use without
regard to condition 4 of roads or weather
BECAU ,E (and this is very important)
there is ric chain to catch and soil the
skirt, to accumulate dirt, to break or
45 get out of order.
BECAUSE it is easy to mount and easy to
ride.
45 BECAUSE is is an easy hill climber, a de-
lightful coaster, and the cleanest, safest
and easiest running bicycle ever devis-
/ffi -ed for ladies' use,
M. MOSS & Co.
4./
4./
4./
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She wrdee:
"Dialing the past five years I have
found tat where the system was run
down, rtothing was so good as Paine's
celery clompound. The doctors have
often pryscribed it to petiolate under my
charge, pod I have noted the very otitis-
factory tesults. I am glad to recom-
mend it to my friends."
Miss Cieorgiana Dean, who is a grad-
uated nkrse from the Frances Willard
Nation4 Temperance Hospital of Chi-
cago, sa s :
"In nsy experience as trained nurse, I.
spring medicine that has the. confidence have ofuen observed that where a pa-'
of, and is used and prescribed by nurses tient hat been very weak. Paine's celery
eomponkd has quickly returned him to
his wonied vigor, whenever the physi-
cian hall prescribed it."
Painels celery compound is now the public use of their statemen
fell restorative. only spring remedy demanded by Paine's celery compound, in cats
Miss Cora Smith, whose portrait is thonghtinl men and women. It has case, cures rheumatism and
diem's', purifies the bleod, r
the stomach, liver, bowels and k
and rejuvenates the fagged out
eased nervens system.
(
Evry woman is said to make a good
nurse.
The opportunity tr try ir certainly
tented on every woman at some time in
her life, and when the time comes and
sickness enters; her home, she should
know fleetly what t., do. She can fol-
low no better advice than the expert
counsel of physicians and trained nurses
who every day see before their eyes the
wondeifal results of Paine's celery
compound among their rick, debilitated,
and nervously exhausted patients.
Paine's celery compound is the only
and physicist!.
For years they have seen patients en-
der their care rapidly recover health
and vigor from the use of this wonder-
given here, tells of her experience with
this great oprirg remedy. Miss Smith
is a graduate of the Northwestern Hos-
pital School for Nurses at Minneaeolie
pushed aside the countless unscientific,
' catch-pja ny preparations that have no
standin among tepntable physicians
and nur4es. No other remedy has so
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wonderful a record for effectively and
lastingly curing those diseases that re-
sult from deranged nerves and impure
blood. It hau displaced all other siring
remedies, in the opinions of the best
class of druggists and physicians hL)
the great laiass of intelligent people who
judge of a remedy by its results more
than by what it claims for itsel
lhousands of letters have been re-
ceived by the proprietors of Paine's cel-
ery compound and by newspapers and
medical journals from men and women
in every walk of lift, all telling one ex-
perience-the immediate relief and per
feet cure effected by Paine's celery com-
pound.
The beet physicians openly endorse it,
use it, recommend it and authorize the
is, that
e after
kindred
egulates
idneys,
er ells-
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BActre the Advance
vvet Colter
Sash, Doors, Blilids, Flooring
Ceiling, Shingles, Lathes, Cemen
Lime, Mantels, Grates, Lead
Paints, Glass, Hardware. 0
And Lumber at Chen Prices.
Dagg& Ricirird
Hopkinsville, in•
•
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POSTON OUT OF DANGER.
__-
Colored Small Pox Patient W ill Soon
Be Well.
:Richard Poston, the small pox patient,
has posted safely through the crisis of
the disease, and is now on a fine road to
recovery. His case was a very severe
one and hit escape is remarkable consid-
ering the lergth of time that had elaps-
ed before systematic treatment began.
There have been several wild rumors
and alarms &boat cases which have in-
variably turned out to in groundless.
Dr. Wallace is entitled to no litttle
credit, not only for the professional skill
displayed in the treatment of the case,
but for the ability with which he has
managed the quarantine and enfcrced
the regulations.
PHIL GAITHER OUT.
Mr Phil Gaither, who was confined to
his bed several days last week, and
threatened ieith pneumonia, h-as ticap.
eel and is out again, Lunch to the grail-
fllation of his friends
PREPARED BY A FRIEND.
In quoting a portion of the New
ERA'S sketch of the late Judge R. T.
Petree, our esteemed coetemporaryeethe
Kentuckian, speaks of the article as
having been "prepared by a friend."
The friend who "prepared it" is a mem-
ber of the Naw EK A 'S staff, and
he "prepared it" for this paper.
He did not flatter himself that it p0-
soled sufficient meeit to warrant being
reproduced in our contemporary's col-
umns with such evasive preface. For
the biogrephical data he was indebted
to Dr. James Rodman.
Our contemporary, The In depot dent,
doss not even give "a friend" credit for
that portion of the article which it uses.
1-1•• et lishtelso, .1 e t• ex-
p. re • 41 to St•
111*. • L.
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You ILL D irLt
certain to buy all your Dry Goods ft•om
us after you have carefally i.)oked
through )ur stock, which you will find
COMPLETE and SATISFACTORY in
elrery respect.
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colori
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Is the Bitle true? "Wen. per ps it Ie.
mow. Perhaps It is; Peebaliat Wet."
and perhaps it isn't. Perhati it may
be. figuratively. anti perhaps t may be
partly, and perhaps it may 'ot be at
all." They despise what the call the
apostolic creed. but if the ir n creed
were written out it wenld enta like
this: "I believe in nothing. e maker
Jf heaven awl earth. and in4 nothing
illwhich it bath Pent which no ing was
born of nothing and which ma hing WaS
dead and brined anti desceratti intc
nothing and nroee from melting and
ascended to nothing and nem sittetb
tit the right hand eif nothi g, from
which it will come to judge i thiug. I
believe in the holy arnostic c unto and
in the communion of nothing lane anti
in the forgiveness of math' • and the
smorrectiem of nothing awl n the life
that never ehall be. Amain That is
tbe creed of tens of Beeman of people
in this day. If you Move at mina 
te
adopt such a thoory. I will nth. "I be-
lieve in God the Father telmiglity.
Maker of Leaven anti card . and in
Jesus Christ and in the bee catholic
church and in the cennunnio of mints
and in the life everlasting. Amen le
Oh, when I eee Eleazar tak ng sach s
stout grip of the sword in he buttle
against sin and for right nsness, I
come to tne conclusion that we onght
to take a stouter grip of G 's eternal
truth-the sword of righteu •ness.
Foracet Self. •
As I look at Elemar's 'dine I alee
notice his spirit of self for canines&
He did not notice that the ilt of the
swome was eating through t e palm of
his Md. Redid not know it hurt him
As he went out into the con hi he wae
so anxious for the victory, be forgot
himself, and that hilt might go never
SO deeply into tbe palm of his band. it
could not disturb him. "Hemband clam
unto the sword." Ob, my Weathers and
sisters. let us go into the Cheistian con-
flict with the spirit of self abnegation.
Who cares whether the woeld praiser
us or denounces us? What ao we care
for misrepresentation or aleMe ur poem
cntion in a cooflict like. this! Let m
forget ourselves. That men who is
afraid of getting his handl hurt ,wil!
never kill a Philistine. rhe cares
whetber you get hurt or no if you get
the victory? Oh, how msnyi Christians
there are who are all the tame worry
ing abont the way the rfd treats
them! Tkey are so tired. a d they art
so atuseti, and they are tempted.
when Eleazar did not think hetber be
had a hand or an arm or a f t. All le
wanted was victume
We see bow men fosget t inselvee in
worldly achievement. We ave often
seen mea whu. in order to achieve
worldly success. will furget 11 physical
fatigue and all annoyance nil ell ob-
stacle. Just after the belt of Yorr-
town in the American Revolution a
musician, wounded, was teed be ninst
have his linibs ampntateil. and tbm
were about to fasten him lo the sur-
geon's table, fur it was long before the
merciful diacoltery of anaolhetice. He
said: •'No; don't fasten mti to that ta-
ble. Gee me a violin." 1 violin was
brought to him. and he sai , "Now. ga
to work as I begin to play. es and for A,.
minutes, during the awfril pangs of
amputation, he moved mit a muscle
nor dropped a note, whilet he played
some sweet tune. Osh, is ill not strange
that with the 'music of the gospel ot
Jesna Christ, and with this green
march of the church militant on the
way to become the church rinmphant
we cannot forget ourselves' and forget
all pang and all sorrow suid all peree
cution and all eertnrbatioti?
Weak Christiana,-
cidWe know what men a omplish un-
der worldly opposition. en do not
shrink back for nntagenism or for hard-
ship. Yon have admired Prescott's'
rilliant anti
ever writ
ot know nn
was written
exicoe-fot
veretem card, b.
zoe4fralttVir
e."
-
r
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SWORD OF
ELEVAR.
It inspires a Powerful
Sermon
FROM DR. TALMAGE.
How We Should Hold Th
A TWO-EDGED BLADE
Wesatecrom April 9J-In the firs
notice emicerniug Lar. Talieume Via
Paster Charles H. Spargeun of London
wrote tbe great English; minister said
LW was glad to find a preacher that be
tiered something. This discourse of Dr;
Talmage is in that vein sod urges elope
adherence to the old Memel. text, I
Samuel 'lin. 10. "Andihis hand clay
num the sword e ,
What a glorious thin* to preach the
gosp.el' leoine snpporm that betanse I
laave resigned a fixed Neter-me I will
melee to preach. No. Int 41 expect to
preach more than I eve r have If thr
Lord will. four times as Lunch. though
in manifold places. I "mold not dart
to belt with such opportunity to declare
the truth through the est. to audience.
and to the eye through the printing
prism And awe we hove a stirring
theme pot before us by the erophet
A great general of King David wits
Elealzar. the hero of the text. The Phil-
istifies opened battle against him, and
Ibis treops retrented. The 
cowards fled.
„lemma and three of his conmadea went
'into the battle and /overt the field, for
four men with God on their side ate
s:ronger then a wbole regiment wilb
tied against them.' -tall beck!" shunt-
ed tbe commander of the sPhilistine
army. The cry ran along the boat.
"Fall back e Eleazar. having swept
the field. throws himself on the ground
to rest, but the nmsecles and sinews of
isle hang had been so lung beut around
the hilt of his sword thot tbe hilt was
imbedded in the flesh, and tie gold
wire of the hilt had broken throngh the
skin of the paha of the hand, and be
coati not drop this !sword which he had
so gallantly wielded. °PHs band claire
note tbe sword. '• Thal is what I cell
magnificent fighting for the Lord GOd
of easel And we want more of it.
.4... Weld la Virus Gran..
I propose to show yam hoc,' Eleasar
took bold of the sword end how the
sword tooe bold of Fleezer. I look at
Elecaser's hand. and I come to the coo-
t mason th.st be took the sword with a
very tigbt grip. The cowards who fled
had nal tranMe in drupelna their sworis
As flay ly over the Feces I bear their
s wurtie clewing in evety direction. It
is ham ezeingh for thein to drop their
swords. bat Kleazar's bend clave nate
the twine In t bin Cbrintian conflict we
want a tighter grip of the gospel weep-
on& 'a tighter grafm of• the two edged
sword of the truth. It tnnkes me sick le
me these Christian people who hold un13
_ a part of the truth atti let the rest of
ne the ta cth go. su that the Philistines.
''' as eing the ltmeened olmsp. wrench Om
e pole sword away from them. The only
s Se thing for us to do is to put onr
t lamb oa the boo: of Genesis and
'weep oar band arontol the Look until
Um New Testament comes into the palm
and keep on sweepine enr hand around
th• book until the tips of the angers
crutch at the words "In the beeinning
Mod created the heavens and thegearth. n
I like an in.i lel a great deal bettor than
I do one of these mouthy pamby Chris-
tians who bold a part et the truth and
let the - wet go. By miracle God pre-
served this Bible just as it is. and it is
• Damascus blade. Tile eeverest test to
which • sword can be pnt in a sword
factory Is SO Willa tbe blade around a
gun barn I like a ribbon, and then when
the sword is let loose it•thes back to its
own shape. So the sword of God's trnth
has been folly tested. and it is bent this
way anal that way sled wonnd this way
and that wayabut it always comes back
to ita OWD abape Think of it! A took
written near 19 centuries ago, and some
of it Us:remands elf years ago. and yet in
oar time tbe average sale of this book
hansom Awn 20.000 topies every week
and more than 1.000,000 copies a year'
I say now that a book which is divinely
iinpired and divinely kept and divinely
scattered ia a weapoa worth bolding a
tight grip of Bishop Colensowill come
ishole and try to wrench oot of your
hand the five books of Moses, and
Streets will cense along •nd try to
wrench ont of yonr band the winches.
and Ronan will maine along and tr), to
s•rt °eh int of your hand the entire life
of the Lard Jeans Christ. and your at
sissahdal lb the unit.* or the tentury or
the 11111111114 Dons, WIll try terwrohrli
sof of ,yorir hand the outire Mille, lint
lii Om atrength of the lodal God uf Israel
sad with Elettitarei grip bold on to it
'retiree up the Liddy, you give ninsli,
part of it. and yon gffrioup parduartad
pence and life and heaven. •,
FrI•eil ef All Gond. I
Do not be eshained. young mats. to
have the worhi know that you are a
friend-of the Bible. This book is the
ligoodfriend of all that is . and it is the
swoen enemy of all t at is bad An elo-
quent writer recent! gives an incident
of a very tad man *bo stood no a cell
of a western pram' 'This erimipal had
gune through all styles of crime, and
kte was there waiting for the gallows
The convict standine there at the win
dow of the cell. this 'writer says. "look-
ed out and declared, .1 am an infidel.
He raid that to all tee men and women
and children who heppened to be gath
ered there. •1 am an infidel ihearAled to,.
eloquent writer sayt. ••Every MAO erhd
Woman there believ him •• Ann the
writer goes on to sa . "If he had istood
man rod woman w uld have said. 'He
tbere saying. •I amia Christian. every
is a liar!' "
Tula Bible is the dworn enemy of all
that is wrong. and it is the friend of
oill that is good. Oh. hold on he Do
not take part of it and throw the resta
away. Hold on to ell of it There are
.... many people now ueio do not know
You ask them if theneci is iminortaL
and they say • "I on. so it is. I 'don't
WOM N'S
EOUTS,
There is one man in the Crited ;States
who has perhaps heard more women's
secrets than any other man or wonian in
the country. These secrets are not se-
crets of guilt or shame, but the senrete of
suffering, and they; have been confided
to Dr. Ft. V. Piercelin the kope end ex-
pectation of advice anti help. That few
of these women haee been disapSointerl
in their expeetatioes is proved y the
fact that ninety-eight per cent. ;of all
women treated by Dr. Pierce have been
absolutely and althnether mired. Such r
record would be retearkable if the cases
treated were numlored by hundreds
only. But when that recortl applies to
the treatment of More than hall-a-mil-
lion women, in a prartice of oven thirty
meme it is phenomenal, and entitos Dr.
Pierce to the gratitutie accorded im by
soromen, and the honer paid him ;by the
profession as the first of specialists in
the treatment of wemen's disease*.
Every sick women may constilt Dr.
Pierce by letter, absoliftely without
charge. Every wriman't letter' which
contains her secret, rema. -s her secret.
It is read in private; answered in private,
and its contents guanled as a eaered con-
fidence. That no third party should enter
into this secret, all replies are Mailed,
sealed in perfeetly plain envelopes, with
out any printom or advertising whatever,
upon them. WritMwithout fear as with-
Oat fee, to Dr. R. V.I Pierce, Buffalo*, N. V.
Dr. Pierce's Favor-
ite Prescription
makes Weak Wornen
Strong and Sick
Women Well.
seo • r nase
r .
a•
.. e s .,.
"Conquest of Mexico," as
beantifnl a history 89 NS'
ten, but some of you may t
der what disadvantages it
-that "Ccrequest of
Prescott was totally blind and be had
two piectesof wood parallel ko each other
.
fastened, and. totally bliiid. with his
pen between thoee pieces ;of wehd, he
'wrote the stroke against :43ne piece of
wood telling how far the; pin umast ge
in one way, the stroke against the other
piece of wood telling 601 far the pen
must gn the other way. Oh, how much
men will endure for worledy knowledge.
and for worldly MUCCetet. and yet 'now lit-
tle ee endure for Jesus t•brist! How
many Christians there ' re that goEE
around saying, "Oh, my and; oh. my
hand. my hnrt baud! . n't you set
there is blood on the meow'?" while
Eleazar, with the hilt imbedded in the
flesh of his right band, does not know it.
Must I be carried to the skies
On flowery tells of eater,
While others fought to hr in the prize
Or 'ailed through Lloboly St.a.4?
What bare we suffered tti comparison
with those who expired With suffoca-
tion or were burned or weire chopped to
pieces for the trinh's salmi? We talk of
the permeation of olden times. There
is just as womb persecution going on
now in various ways. In le-19, in Mad-
agascar, le men were put to death for
Christ's sake. lihey were to be hurled
over the rocks. and befare they were
hided over the recke, in leder to make
their death the inure dreitafal in antici-
pation. they were put la basikets and
meting to and fro over 'the precipice
that they might lee hew flashy 'melted
feet they wmild have o he dashedi
down, snit while they ere m111111114
In these liailltvto 'Irv* t a rooks they
silltii
horns, Moe oaf my est
lei tow hi ihs Memo fly,
While eh. einem* ewer nip rale
.1While th., t. in tern{  11 Is toot.
Then they were du .tal down to
death. Ole hew witch o hers have en-
dured fur Christ, unit hely little we en-
dure fur Christ! We Want to ride te
heaven in a Pullman sleeping ear, our
feet on eott plush, the bed made up
early. so we Can Skop a I the way, the
black porter of -death 0 wake us up
only in time to motet t e goklen city
We want all Ilia surge na to fix our
hand up Let them br no on all the
lint and all the bandit- a ane all th.
et. ter tom baud is ht t, while Elea-
tr does not knew his band ia hurt
•Ilis 13:11141 clave nntol eiwore.'•
Strike Hard Fe Rliceht.
AitaI look at Els azar's oand I come to
ei• cot:elusion that be IN done a great
cal of Inuel hitting. I a n not surprised
:ben I see that thews fon men--Eleazar
md hiseli?es cotapani nit drove back
be army of Pinlistiet e that Eleazarns
word dare to his band for eve ry time.
its struck an enemy wit one end of the
+word the other end of the «word
noindol hine When e took bald of
the swami, the sweet t lc held of bite
Oh, We have found n enemy wile
,rannot he cowered ta resew:tor and
soft speeches. It must sharp stone.
and straight thrnet. Th .re is interemr
:ince. and there is fra al. and ehere it
;ambling, tied there is Inet. iintl there
ire 10,000 "natant:mot Dignity. armed
Philistine iniquity. H4 Ilre thoy 10 Is.
eaptured and overthrow ? Sett sertnom
in morucco cases tail e ;ern in front en
an exqnititic arelience ill net do it
Yon hivForeit tt, call hings by their
right name. You ha :. get to expel
from our churches (7h 'snare; who eat
the sacrament on Su ny aud devour
widows' boners all the celelleWe ram,.
get to stop enr indiena ien against the
Ilittitee and the Jenns es end the. Gir-
eashites and let those A IT wretches. go
and apply onr indigna ion to the mod•
ern transgremions w t.4 no sil to be
draggedbout and alai . Abatis here,
Hero& here. Jezebelti bete, the mas-
sacre of the infante bar Strike fer Gael
so hard that *bile yb Play the min the
swerd „will adhere to y nr ewn bawl. I
tell yon, my friends, e want a few
John Knoxes and Joh Wesleys in the
Christian church' be ay. The whole
tendency is to refine o Christian work.
We keep on refining on it until we
send apologetic ',Torsi t o iniquity v:e are
alma to capture it. nil we must ge
with sword 'elver cha I end premuted
by the ladies, and liknst ride tar
white palfrey melee e hignit red lions
leg. prittine the sp: arm r nly just
t nonell to neeke tie chem. r dance
gracefully. end ths.n e fl ,ot fond is
missive. delicate HS n
ask the old black giaa.c,t sin if be will
not surrender. Worn mimed by the
grace of fled and en gla tort missien
sent. detained from S• ha :h themes Lo-
calise their new le a • mat dune.
Chinches that Amok , oto ritict with
great revivals se mli art- nd to ask
seem demon:O.-anvil (orbiter if he
\till not ela me to y "amen" anti
"halleluiah'. a little 0 after. It It"YILS as
if in our clinrchee we muted a baptism
;I cologne and nalin o a thousand flow-
ers when we uctriallm tice•t1 a baptism
of fire from the Lord Ood of Pentecost.
Bnt we are so afraid somebody win
kW" our sermond- At egijle'ess oil;
IAA ' ' ;' hat. A i,ot VII
• . • ‘. -.±.. 4 s •''.
- eleMes
--weeienernemaahe„
-
..sna
pranere • or crutesse•ont worn
chat onr •auriety for the world's re-
demotion is lost in tne fear we will get
hanal butt. cc bile Eleazar nt Lit°
the,rmellict. "au I Lie hen 1 clave nuto
ty.T1.1 I. •
t•r•n•z te the rod.
When that illastrieas day shall rise
And all thy routes shine
mho. of tictory through the akiec,
The shory t 'tall to Ohm.
The Autoniolhle In ftiurgery.
ILI taking X t.;y 11(1...-r,s et the oa-
Bet s .• tee met pima what tient•s hone.. it is 
nu tenger EEC. kleary
sere nem: tem ter EL'amr te get les in lar
ge cities te tranmort Imam e
me so? I ee r.1 ;me mug. tric betel-Met:eel the office.
 Nt w la.
Mid 01•.. 'W1 1111 Mee RO kTIM
tritt rA rrol-r..1 tee sweel I/0 in111 h. t
:NM it when lie eropose to drop it,
online thr-c cemradee, I seepeee. thine
ip mon tried to le lp him. end they
settled the limn part of the bawl. hop-
no tee sinteces and numels %meld m-
ax. Bur ro "'Aim han.1 sime nnte the
weed Team thee MO el te open
he- Mee rs end to mall back the tiontela
ant r were thee ena el Mole
ban they timed ernin. "me] his hand
lave roma the sword:* Llnt titer
eweile they e ere .necaosfre. and the•u
- hey notice.] thatelie move in Om palm
.f the Lem' cern-speedo d meetly with
:be enrre el the hilt "His hane clam.
into the set id.
Yon and I have cc n it many a time.
lea- re me in the United Stater Veiny
•aany mted tnieist.ri el the gospel.
ehey sre too fertle now to prescb.
the church recerelt tne word steudine
otatactite their names "cnieritmee tar
:he mores ore "a ministi r about
charge." They were a ber r•ie e. They
ead ruing mit:rice I.et few hooka.
tbey eNtrt:il spring freshet.. to meet
their aproietineuts, lest they del in
their day a mighty work fur tiol. They
took eff mere of the heues of Philistine.
iniquity than you could count from
noon to seindewn. Yen pat that old
minister of the gospel' now into n prayer
meeting or occasienal paleit er a sick-
room wbeze there is s-mie nne to be cotn •
forted. supi it no the Pattie old ring to his
mice and the sauna old story of pardon
end peace and Christ anti heaven. His
mend has sa hang clutched the sword in
2hristian conflict he cannot drop it.
'His haw' :lave unto the eword.
I had in my parish in Floiladelphin a
eery aged man who en hir early life 1nel
Men the coniranien and advisee of the
.arly presialtnts. Madienn and Monroe.
le bad wielded vast influence. bnt I
ally knew him as• a very aged tuna.
ehe most rernarakble thing abont him
-yes his ardor for Christ. When he
multi not stand up in the meetings
without plemping. be would throw his
Inn ermine a pillar of the church. and
:tough his miud was partially gone. hie
love kr Christ was so great that 'I
were in deep respect and profonnel ae
ruiration end were moved when he
spoke. I was called to see him die. I
entered the room, end he mid. "Mr.
Talmage. I cannot epeak to yen now."
Ele was in a very pleasant delirium, as
he imagiaml lie had an audience before
him. He said. "I mnst tell these people
to come to Christ and prepare fur heav-
en." And then in this pleasant &lire
nnt. both arms lifted. this ochagewartnn
preeched Christ and toll of the glories
et the vowel to conic. There, lying on
his dying pillow. his dying hand clave
to his sword.
No Retiring From the connect.
Oh. if there ever was any one who
bad a right to retire from the conflict.
it Was Uld Joshua. Soldiers come back
from battle have the names a the tat-
tles on their flags, showing where they
lietirrgniehrel themselves. anti it is a
eery eppromiste inerription. Look at
that flag of old General Je.ehtia. On it
Jericho. Gibeon, Hamm city of Ai. and,
instead of the stars sprinkled on the
lag, the steam! tbe !men whieh steed
still. There he is, 110 years old. He is
lying flai sin his back,'Ialt he is preach-
ing. His dying words are a battle
charge against idolatry and a rallying
my for the Lord of Hosts ns he says,
"Behold, this day tbe way of ell
the earth. and God bath not failed to
fulfill his premise concerning Israel."
dis dying hand chive unto the sword.
There is tbe headlers body of Paul on
the road to Osten. His great brain and
his great haat have been severed. The
salmwood rods had stung him fearfnlly.
When the cernabip broke up. be sWain
ashore, coming up drenched with the
brine. Every day since that day when
the horse reared nneier him in the sub-
nrhs of, Damascus, as the supernatural
light fell. down to this dem when he
lie years of age mei ill from the prison
eell of tbe Mamartine. be bus been cut-
rageously treated, and he is waiting to
die. How dees he spend his last hours?
Telling the world hew I adly be feels
ind Merril-erg the rbeinnatii m that he
got in prison, tee rheumatism] afflicting
hie limbs or the neuralgia piercing his
temples; or the thirst that fevers his
tongne? Oh, no! His last words are the
battle shout for Christendom, "I am
Dow ready to be offered, and the time
of my departnre is at hand; I have
fought the good fight." And so his dy-
ing bend clave unto the sword.
It was in the front room on the sec-
ond floor that my father lay a-dying.
It was Saterday morning. 4 o'clock.
Just three years befere that day my
mother hurl lett him tor the ekies, and
he had then homesick to join her com-
pany. Ile was ell years of age. Minis-
ters of the gospel came in to comfort
him, hat he coinft,rted thew. Bow
wonderfully the words sounded ont
from him dying pillow, "1 have been
young nne how Atli CR yet have I
never mem the rigfitcons fienakett or
his metal begging lita sol." They bathed
his brio* they hishnnitm atol
t y bathed his ft it ii till y eel retitled
Itt straightening tint tho feet, Ito I they
lid wit mune& In Naomi aivn
it (1,,,foli 51,1 Tley
bathe the hand cloth. l•iit it name glint
They bathed it viol) again, lint it C11111.1
dint. Whitt wait the wetter wills the
thnititi sail tin anipas of that ohl hand?
Ah. it had so long team bed the ewers'
of Clwietian conflict tbat "his banal
chive unto the sword."
The Grip of Truth.
I intend this ornon es a tonic. I
want you to hold the trite with in-
eradicable grip. and I want yon to
strike ato hard for Clod that it will meet
neat while you take the nwnre the Ismael
w ill take yon. Yon sotto. that the ...in-
curs uf the northern army every year
aseemble, atel yen notice that the oei-
ce is of the southern army every year
aammble. noldiers coming toge•ther are
very apt to mcriont their experiences
and to show their scars. Here is a mol-
dier alio mills up his elm ve nail says.
"There; I was wenn-le:1 in that nrrn,"
and snows the tear. Ani comelier Re-
ber pins down his COilIt I' 1.1;3 !gip,
"There; I was went:111ml on the Luck."
Ana aeother seedier says. "I have Lad
no me f thin limb tenets the gunshot
frecture.•' Oh. my friends, when the
Mottle of life is over and the re Ferree-
tion hal come ant ear Lilies rico from •
the (lead. will we bave on us any mars! -
Meowing oor itovery fer (eel? -
win be the re all .v..red with rears.
lacers on the. tom. it ars n the in 1.
!;(. ::rs en Cht fer •:. mars nil eve r LI t
WC.11 ;11 CM kat', rolemption. Aeal
all heaven wel tee, duet' eneatien
they bon et tease mere 'relating
will be there. an.I Le will point out the
place where the tooth and pow a the
lion seized him in the Colima-on. nod
John Huss will be therm end ha will
Fhow where the teed first @cordial •
foot MI that day when his spirit ti
wing of flame from Constance. Wein-
Ian and Campbell and Freeman. Atilt r-
ican miminnaries in India. will be
there-the men who with their wires
and children weet down in the awed
massacre at Cawnpur. and they will
show where the daggers of the serems
strnck them. The Waldenses will be
there. and they will Fhow whent. t hier
bones were troken on that day wile n
the Piedmentefie smithery pitched them
over the rocks. And there will be these
there who took rare of the sick and a•ho
looked after the poer, 'they will
hnve evidences ot earthly exhaustion.
And Chriet. with his :scared hand wav-
ing over the warred multitude, will
Fay: mien suffered with me en earth.
Now lse glorifies' vvith nes in heaven."
And then the great (moms of eternity
will take. up the chant, and St. John
will piny, "Them firs thi v who come.
phySle1.111S rlp ItIl ot :
the Plum.. I. •.-1 Us it statItli at the des
;Mae!' to its storlir ge bett. rt %vireo lead-
mg to the sieknenn, arel the elciagraph
is taken withent farthm trouble.-
Medical Recorl
FUNERAL OF JUDGE DETREF.
A Beautiful an.; Eloquent iTributc From
e Dr. Nash.
- -
From Moit.li.3 a tinny.
Th‘. funeral aod interment of the late
Judge P. T. Petree took place this morn-
iag. lete• sueitorium of the Baptist
church a as • t to.. de to ovi 'floe tog
with Mimes ao.d minsire.s of the •ener-
able jurist. Pewee tine's's eiscourse was
a feeling and en q t tribute to the
notes life sod Mem .1-ter of the deceaaed
and the lees, traits that inepired his
life.
The body was, fellowed to its last rs si.
in; place by a long procession of
friends. Tbe faculty and students of
Bethel Female College, of %Mai lust i•
tutioa he had for eears been a trustee
and whose wtlfare was dear to les
heart, attended i a body the services at
the churl li and at tl:e grey?. All the
mann- ert of this bar ware remit and
were dee, ty move el by the minister's
beautiful r inegy.
WENN IRAVICLING
Whither on pleaeure bent or loasiners
take on every trip a bottle ef Smaup et
Figs, as it acts most pleasantly and ef.
fectually on the kidneys, liver and bow -
elm preveuting fevers, headaches and
other forum of pieknessee For sale in tO
cent bottles by a'l leading druggists
Manufacture I by the California Frg
St rup Co. ohy.
FISCAL COURT ADJOURNS.
Levy For 18)9 Fixcd- Total Appropria-
tions $35,000.
From M •nda:. ' d illy.
The Fiscal Court completed its lateen
Saturday and adjourned. The eesis:on
was one of the most i uportant in the
history of the body and marks a new era
in the history of road Mower-meat in
Christian coun'y.
The magestrates showed a coinwen•Ia-
tile spirit of liberality iu the appropria-
tions for repairing the public highways
The Men apprapriations for tee term
amounted to $:33.000. The road graders
were restored and Messrs. M. j ar not
Durham the mid Supervisors, were re-
stored to duty.
The levy for 1899 wae fixed at 3:i cents
for general purposes, and 7 cents fur
bonds, es hiee the pall tax Was' made RI •
CO. These fibures are the same as in
1898.
A TEXAS tn'OND
Hiles (Meat Diemovery.
One sins': oottle. of Hall's Gnat Dis-
covery cares ail kidney and bladder
tronblea, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emiesion, weak and lame back,.
rheumatistm mod ell imetinlarinee of the
eidnea sane treteder in both men and
worn m. Regulates bladder trouble _in
children. If not coll by yew druggiet,
will be seut by mail on receipt of el.
One small hotele 1w0 111•ILTh'S treat-
ment, and *ill rare any cam above-
ment :caned E. W. HALL,
Sole manetweatraer, P. 0. Box 216,
War 0, Texass. Sold omT. Ie. Arm-
lateen, Hopkinsythe, Ky.
READ THIS.
Jerk, n, Miss , Jan. 17, line.
I base for ye ars teen a etiff atr foul
eidney and b•adien troubles; I have
tried all remedies that I could find, and
had almost gm n up all hype of evei
getting relief, until I triee Hall's Great
Discovery. I am tem I sing a loll feel
like a ems ream Itr iffect °eider-
f ul. G. W. WILLIAhlS,
Ase't Chief Police.
BACK MID THE WAAL
Hubert Bellamy has in s'itt•ed his pose
Lion well the Ilepkinsville Water,
Light I tid 'Meer °mummy to emelt Mr
old Wootton with tile Royal ler, (beads
()sibilant
.1111=1W1WW1Wesw .41.1•414••1112,144,1,11,4311
MONTH LY
SUFFER:NO.
Timm mem ofwoolen 11/111
troubled at
monthly inter-
vals with pains
in tl.e b e ad,
b k, !it:caste,
s!.0:31•7.erts.3ides
hips and limbs.
But t':ey need
not suffer.
These pains are symptoms of
daugerous derangements that
can be corrected. The men-
strual fucction should operate
panilesely.
r. tic CIREE'S 7. ;
cf41
tnakes menstruation peinless,
and se-guile It puts the deli-
tree tnsurtrual orems in condi-
tion to do their work properly.
mai that steps all this pain.
Wey will aey emmen *infer
mon:11 after month when Wine
s 1 of Cm-1m will relieve here It
ci •ts t • at t7:e dmig store.
'a' %%by dotet you get • bottle
te-dayt
For aeviee, in cases re-pin-hog
special alarectious, addrees, giv-
ing symptoms, "The Ladies'
Anciaose Department," The
Chattanooga Medicius Coe
Claattenoega, Tenn.
••••002Callita
ROZEM LEW'S,
ct °recoil*, Tow. rani
"t was troebted et r.-nr.15.., I ti-vats
with terrible moo r:1 ,;trd an I Lark,but itsvi been entirely •••te.v.0
st Cat.161."
4
etenietee-e7k....... 11 -ts...--601.
IlmeasIssnenommeasommervyluidemalli11011
The Kind You Have Always and which "as 
beem
In use for over 30 years, ho. borne the sir,arttirre
and has been numbs under his per•
1.,4 -44 eonal supervision since its ineato
rt
Allow no olio to dee eivt. yon
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substit altos are 
butt, Ca -
perlinents that tintle with mid endaliger tbe Imal
th
Infants and Children-Experence neraillet Experin
tevit.
What is CASTO
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregorim
 Mop*
and Soothing' Syrups. It is Harmless and Ple
o,:titt. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other N
arcotics
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It des
troys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea an
d %Vino
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Co
.nstipatIon
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, reguIli
ts the
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natur
al sleep.
The Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
CENUINE CASTO R IA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought,
In Use For Over 30 Years.
VMS OWSVALIW GOW•48”. TT W w VON, 7,..•
Write or telephone Evansville Pro-
duce Co. for prices. fe24,e 3m
W. P. WINIRIS. T. [NIG=
\‘infrye& Knight,
Real iEstate.
Ths season ef the year when people
want 14.1 buy real estate is at hand, an t
we invite these who want to buy or see
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business aud will advertise
property put into our hands free f
charge, aud will forniah proepective
customers conveyance to Kok at prop-
erty without cost to them. Oen e to see
Us j OU want to sell, it costa 3 on notio•
tug if you fail.
Maple street. Very deelrable rise
thrum nt yen toome, good c ear, demon
stable-sand ail necessary onobuildinsia.
ince shade trete; large lot, 120 feet
tient till Maple street by 100 feet des p ;
room ou lot tor another house; one of
the IIIMet moirable residence properties
in the city.
The Lindsays• Mill property, embrac-
ieg a burr miii for soindieg both corn
bei.t , IWO 1(00,1 reetrienCee, tWo
clut,t ns mid Mt necessary combuildnage
and 30 acres of land, 'situated on Little t
River, on a line between Christian sad ;
Tom/ cowmen near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be mid at a low price aud '
on re atonable terms
House and lot on 17th street, in good
mageberhood end clo-e to Dustman.
Mod $e00.
A flue tract of riv-r bottom land Sit-
uated on west batik Cumberland river
about three miles below Canton, Tom/
eouety, Ky , and containing 630 eer,e.
Thts property has five good tenelat
housem and flve good barns and cisterns.
This laud will be sold either as a wheal..
or tracts to suit purchaser and et
;ow price and ou reasonable terms.
60 Emma of fine land just outside toll-
gate ou Palmyra road. $65 per acre.
Farm of 107 acres of good laed 2 1,
miles nerthwest of Hopkinsville, in mare
neighborboot Lann in good °madmen,
good dwelling, five moms, smoke hoci•,,
stables, berm etc. A bargain at $1,700
50 acres of rich land jest outiide the
city limits, well watered and fenced.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Nice Manse mei lot on West lath st.
Price WO.
8 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
tabout 300 acres; Will be con•erted into
2 or b meets. Sold on eam terms.
House and lot on 8rd street in Hop-
kiusville, Ky., near public school build-
ing. Price $750
House and lot on corner of Broad and
Thempson streets, tiopkiusvilie Ky
Price jem0.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
end kitchen, porch, good out-minim mid
cistern price $ 00.
Cottage on 8rd St., "cheap," at WO
Good cottage on Broad and thonomon
tits , few rooms, good oteteru and List
buildiugs, large lot, price $600
Two at.Kd relecietit e loti on Main St
an Hopalumi te, well loomed Tbe on•
ly vacaut Iota on West side ef Main Elt.
tor sale at la IOW pries
100 acme of laud between Nashville
mini and la, & N . K. at Ulmer. Will
lie 'old at a hdrgaiti.
1411,stailt hat SWAM ft, ni; Jnotp hp.
nue tumid home with 4 lane rooms, I
isirtihes, Hawn tintliothlitike, snide
out trim{ Irises, Prina $1,400,
Humes mid Pit hosittin feat un :14orottd
strut I House wan 4 room', porch, 0111,
tette stud outbuildisage Pries $1,000,
House end lot on &mud street GOz1J0
feel. Mouse her 7 room., porch, Marano
and out bnildtdirs. Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
Nice house and lot on Brown street.
Price $800.
400 acres of deferable farming land in
Steuttgoniery comity. Tenn. , heat iy
tout. roe 10 meat from Howell, lay
Prico, $5 im per acre.
Senor the rucoot deferable property
an trinatug 167 feet on
Main street, suitable fur eituer busmen.
or maid. bee propeity.
Fine fern' of 283 acres iu negheor-
hood of w el, Ky , a. great bargaiu
(Mod farm of 285 acres of land in one
mile of floe •.1, lay.
153 seres of land near Clarkamlle
pike, 3 mem from itopktuavele. $45
per acre. Very amireable.
House mad Jot on Breen St. Desira-
bly located. Price $e00.
A two story manage on South Camp-
bell St lie feet,fivo bed rooms,
autism rescon, 'Amex mom, kitchen, leek
mem atm four pert-he s, on first floor;
sour r mem, two lucuMa roems aed
a Newieg roman ou naiad ior ; elm
eplen (Iry c9-10.r Pla 14 feet w•th brick
well e d time, sfoO41 Ciet. memo house,
meat Mame, k memoir Mame and servant
• house. It IMIS-Oue therd cash, MI
more in four equal seminal pmments,
6 per mut. inte-reet ou deferred pay-
, tueue.
WINFRig & KNIGHT
,(1,111-ral
lit 3 1311d an St POptIltir Route to
MEMPHIS
• Pin is Absokiteiy NEti I L ANS
FREE.
Our new catalogue of
Strawberry, lia:pberry and
all of the other plants of
sinall fruits. 1,q00 bushels
White Fiend' A rtichckes
500 boshels Iowa silver Mine
and all:tointiCt
A. KAMAS,
Ti XAS,
MEM 0 AND
CALIFORNI
Gas Lighted Vestibuled Trains with raft
ears. Pullman ?steeper. nod FREE RP:-CIA 'SING I'll A I It l'Aitel it; SI PIM PIN said
sow hICI,EA NS,
eme •
SOCCZIPS-WORT11 KNOWING.
40 y. suceess in the gi nth, yorove
tinghese Tome a great mummy tor Chills
and all Malerial fever/4. Setter than
Quinine. Guaranteed, try it. At drug-
gists. 500 and $1 00 bottles.
- -
Valuable Stock Farm for Sale.
I have a Fine Steck Farm 10 mina
Vi.e-t • f Hopktroville mem th • O. railen•
Strome road that I want tie sell at 1-
eatediee anti on easy ternie. For forth.
pertteuners apply to Polk Cam-lie Hop
hotsviee, or to me at Gordoneille,Tnial
utioNty, Ky. B. W. BOALE3
TneGRAPSOP"
-J
M in.einuttna invert.
u. n et me lig, Atm ataprints to ent.ttali. It
requires Pintail) an,:per-
ate it stal reprrec the
Mien: of hands, erela's-se !id 1.4.erliAts or.trry
mental ankiiair. 11,, reit
nothlnr; like it ea. All evrning's entuituitry.tr.t.
Other so.e.-.0.;t Likotz mutt:Mee, let to.itee
only meordsol ct....Yrant,1,1o,) autjyyte.,.pecia.ly
lo vowed in a latirran•ry, but the 1:ratplo.onour
Is not litnited ..tieh teriorineneee. On the
oraphopeune ye-- ton mein Leslie and frotantlr
reproduce' woolls rf the NI All', or an
y Wind.
Thus it constantl. awakens new intsnet an•I
charm I. evcr Lem. lee immemetans are
clear and brilliant
C?1,11ePlierta tie SCICI 101'
gannfaeliired ginner U.. rateuts ft TaInter.Pda.,11,10•1 N.14 .1..111A1. .1 )11 r 415,8...141...,;i is brad.
rwa•lee. or I W. VSI rit• tor sta.;• ...,•macuswa
wialatug at. but. Shpt. es. Writs lot ortaiugue.
Columbia Phonograph CO.,
DEPARTMENT 30.
919 Pennsylvania Aye.
Washington, D. C.
New York. Paris. Chien()
St. Louis • • ',hilt
Baltimore. Washing .on ButTale
Pure • r '1•"YO Irl..-„TOVI A IrLiNr.
FOR BILIOUS IAD IMR\ MIS LiSORDERS
such la WIWI and Pahl in the Stnmacl ,
srhitLese, Fullneee after Meals, He•idsebe.
Ihezitmes, Drowaines... Flushinge of Molt,Lyra of Appetite, Cestivsnsse, Blotches onthe Skin, Coll Chills, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams sul all nerveasTrecht•I;ng Sensations. THE FIRST (NEWILL GiYE RELIEF IN TISENTY litibUTES.Every sufferer will acknowledge them tc be
•
W ONO ERFUL
MEDICINE
Mew prompt& oar. Sick Hoadcisher
Tor Weak Rtomarh. Irptlatre.i Memtion. Dt.orlerai Lt. er In Men, 'Women cr
children Klp&US Tabuise are 'titian., •
rival and they new hare the lnrgest sale of
any patent medicine in the world.
WANTED
fit. It i PA sit 14 tor neet. or warts ter I4A ease hail health Or II P• Ag
ee .111 nnt tame
mew, ma• Awl of si ;hhealsle •ha are wining
to all A low peewit emerilyttly to a moderate sleet.
rhet 11.11111111or pretcnatt• erka.p.woaiiatt.te,r1
r,:e"tikar ohs tiptoe., Vis IL=
at en Tess et it sailleillaa INN
• ••.‘6blirel
„LirE fillialbssia• a 1.: ag•Iiii _ pa....F
NNYRaYAL S
Deirt,alwal Gely Illea.4.4.
am. ...apt l' .L•SWI. 4-S0.W SWI
":1;.:::::ke7liw:.."h5-:::': ::::fla‘11:::."".'llited'hor•4.7 .""":"."'"."1761;%':::."..t.r.st:411,o1W1:646 i itewl
.4dd t• 40 ...al im..railr.,'
........, ,_,..,.a.,,...,1:1;.:,....tof:,..dir.I.... rop.....44.,./...ultirse.,,bi..c..i.pir,,,L
50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
• PAIONTS.::•
TRACE MARF:i
DESIGNS
DOPY DION TS & c.
Anyone mooting a sketch and deatriptbin reay
quickly aacertain our optnion free whether an
Ineentton Is probably patentable. ( ornmunice.
lb Mr strictly Yonedent tat !laminar* on Patents
aen• •-•••••. 411•1.st agency for securing pate:AL
• la taken through Munn & Co. receive
re. •,•rIce, without rharre, in the
Scientific Rnicrican.
A harnt•;,;ely illiwrat.1 1,', I arttlat Mr.
eulation of any orient:Se Terms, ft •
ear ; tour ny.oths, SI. Sold by ull newsdealent
UNN & Co 36113'.""Y' NOV York
brauch whoa, 166 at. Waihills...n
IV.
1
anything you Is or in toter ; aim getCAVERT.TRIDE•idat,s. COPYkIGHTor DESIGNPROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.for free evarnination and advice.
BOE Gt1 PATENTS reg!tifforelettetV't!
a. A. SNOW &GO.
rebut. WASHINGTON, e
1.1.1aVarblaWbeleklaloWalre
R. L. BRADLEY,
Ve • It g on.
t•rreinato ,.f V mei tory College, ri',.r• nte
Canada. Trcnts all thee tees of tho clan ...h-
eated AIME ant mills promptly attend. d
ea. mesphetio No wi. att. it.. near L. a N•
depot, tiople eh van. KY;
slat. C fb ler
s.,r4 Or Who tre..-,A a; 1.0gismernu ...cf Abluthell
tpaa-•••• “nune os".
.14; Ian'. T491/..44431148.,t;.. NEwEsTbreutl'ut Elytrana
r. A ; p.otratia.11ao.Sassasal.0a.
• 4.,
mereptenerie
NOTES A /lour peoPLC
Prom ally.
le'..sastruAie•eass lissar,,k,' Brat:-
awe, i.s 1,••
Dr. Pence and a iet, Feirview, are!
lei the coy to day.
elm A, 0. Warfeed it Mitiug in
No soviet.. lent%
Mr. I' 'llit, of Ersomele, is a
gime al the P only.
Frani. I olthes...  et Healer-on, hi
vett at t Lath;
Ittr. of Cur ree
llet.inl, *.t1 t' 0
Is. 11"i.! t Mom ea: Leverly,
oboes iug tees .ty to-day.
Mr Groom 'ft laane, a f Hartford, is
Yisitiog his woe sae,. thia•as.
elr foal Mee (Mares Itnerdatae, of
kevine, ripen eund 3 tot the city.
Mr. .1 Waked. of lenvling Green.
emend itoomh i y Sneday en
route to Cite a
M. sere T. Devileridgie of 1....01,.11
1‘..eieristA, awl Dovitbe, t?p, of Liver-
eme are ogee-red at Pe' lettliene
elf. Luther Petrets attired Mem Den-
ver, Coterie" last freto to attend the
funeral of f her, J R. T.
P,tree.
Mrs. Deem Gat ther Petree a d Von,
of Oa eusLore, arriymi in the city last
to attend the 1 uneral of the late Judge
It. T. Petree.
Miss Taylor, of 0 genebero. ta
city yesearday n mate to I op'tineville
 
 W elter ilbert, f Feel hued le,
sem in tbe eit3. ysiterchiy.-Bendereon
Gleaner.
HALF INTEREST IN IRVIN ram
Mrs. Word, wieow o' th • lo t
B a. S. Woodehm given to her damh
er, Mrs. Sale., Wenfi -Id,: of Chrienat
(envoy, one balf interest in the Irvin
irni neat elouteomeiy. 'The deed al- o
includes a half intern tee all lands mid
ed to the Iry et place ainee purehmed 13.
01. o I in 1‘,71; The Land transferee
woith rem ram thousand (helms -0.
I z Reaord.
DR. MeGLAWILIN LEAVES.
Scr‘"ccs At thc Universalist Clara
•CI: scd Last Night.
I NM Slontin; a th.11y.
The model rm.-toms held in tte lere
rersalist church fer the past ttn days
teemed laet night. All the meetings
have been sell attended and the last
audieece tested the capacity of the
church. A class of five new meiebt
VFW received on Sunday morning, and
naints of Neveral others have alto been
received, a he will be takeu into fellow-
ship in tee near future.
Itigliiteen members Ntre enrolled iu
••The Yourg Peoples ChrLstian Union."
Dr Id cOLla fl.a was well pletteed with
his ccd-tital r.iccption in ii.ipkinsville
and may again be called for another se-
ries of teem iegs in the mt u mote fo-
rme Th...t his rerricee •••• te appreciated
was evelenced in rearm as eye not the
least being a priseriosa gift cf 17104;ft,
toward the betiding fund of the lire
.:12orch edifice which the Universalist.
s000 ereet in Anante.
Dr MeGiatt ti to took the carly
this morning goiug smell
A Creat ng (lifer
THE WEEKLY NEW ERA
AN )
•u•
AND '
41,4_
The Pest Farm a - ['anti
ly Paper in the United
Izoltpvinty that ry ogre f read. r•
t.nould lot‘. :1,4 One ligH./.1 ritt rico turn;
and ?wall" we howl r•wf•-eted Sr
ran gement- • : r .111q stilt O. •
tli *I sing 1 hisaritive Jompal A3 3fGoat tat' •a .• -hos CM ha. W NalNile' Fs 4 a• A N1.1. Immo eir los
woreee, ton tee sekeete itemei rem
atom beton. et • p •• meats* butbrief di arhiptialta the I mil, la of Salta
A tan 111,4 a, a hicit l• tIli4.1.111.1“I ter %%HO)
antI talsodiverr. Pau., a settles II,
dPI.V1.1111, 11,11V 1‘.. lit; elltiattell
P.$40, 11.4Q.. 14.0.1at14 Mitt) MINI. 1.1'111Oita lilt.. T..../INIVIO 11.Vailiil 14, TWIS
tatalk %‘ I li e memo tee I
mo
I i N. ta.h alt I 'rho 1'; 1111 Fp tail
.1 I. ; lawsuit, res
, I ti I 5 
/5 Olt h
I 1.5 I 
1111i ,
I sot* tia• II In 11111
star, toe w hot II %ORION` ail lifta 4' St NV 
!fit I it't ttkItivItri I I
., ,ts;Iti si will. mil the It+ II nil.is 4,0 Ihnia., tat •iiiis Gnu Ilist raper', a,.
1111,1 ne nuo,p1 • .
• Ill hotel a ,is c sunk, • r ,
lintlt41111 te In.; s.roanii.: hi. rat une;
W•t•Liv N• w F.rar 11 1.00Pero 'Ind Rota-. 5011 t •
itattfly At.iart, WO Lb 61 )
1
The Hney contain,. II;
rugss„Pc, Iwo onto! co; .; d'.111.114. mid r
1 II views tont' af tn. world. A boo .
Cie geltitor..1 torte, trent ths,
witt ar t..• ilin..unitt..n 0! I. •
1.'1:nod %nil, • p.i.ts,•,,sh,...ing 1.r, .r..lion awl eon-A.11w siot. yet lama' ;i n
hUrldr-ilia filet. It II. -It 41 tt i;re Immo e.
enumerate for Want ollerat e. Us 11 u-tria-tio lin•Int• lanagie. city Si, we.itsval and ft I ott'euvP1`....... tt pre•!,lent. t t...
,,f the Into war, cola. the Philip...nee. Port,.
1411%1.11. war seruee 1.11 lend nail
artivr.eir.tly.
10  !ant sl,Plisy to fan re take tide/intro.,. ft h neivei retnert. otTyr. .r ilea .1- I.. to..
a /Is 411/11 to me raaer ••I W•I 4 •:1111
li.•111/91011•1"...... • ' • • full nr
iroltollag Look y I . 1.1 it ...1.0% I'
Addrise till order- • .
NEW ER.1, CO ,
Horkinsville, Ky
•
F. C.CORSETS
MAKE
American Beauties
F. C
cut of great trilanlation and had the ir Seed Corn. 
A LOCALPollnow. loort.t Car leaVel LonlavIlle
robes wartime' anti made white in the 
ever Thursday night. and rulta thrOUgh to pte'
blood of the Linn •' t Kt WYS"00 NUR SRIES
lint what wil your chagrin and mine
be if it shall be told that day on the
streets of heavim that on earth we
shrank back from all toil and sacrifice
and hardship? No wars to allow the
heavenly soldiery Not PIO IIMCh 88 (Me
ridge on the palm of the hand to show
that joist mice in all this battle fiar God
and the truth ea. gramed the sword so
firmly apt' strnck Ito hard that the
ewe re and the Mewl seek togieher and
the banal clam. to the emote tee my
Lord JesUS, rorri. ns to thy siert ice.
Thy setats In all 11,0 t,lortott,,Shall eonii urt , though they die.
They see the triumph front star
. Awl ono it null tne eV/.
e 41 a •
•
C sty,
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Hunter Wood. Hunter J r.
flirTI3'? WOOD 6: :-ON•
Attorneys-at-Law.
(Aim tIoeper I; ;. k, ep io over
mom-, so Beek
ilOPK !N e V I LLE. • F ' UCK V
Special atten` on to
cases in bankrui toy,
•
• .
CALIFORNIA %la Nye • 'helms and the A mimetic
southern ravine sumac Route. Double
byrth rate lAntlayl Ile to Kan Francisco
. ON ey seen; proportionately low rates to in •
termemate points.Tho True ti inter Route to CA LI VoRNIA t
no bit/turtle, cold wonther or Snow block
tides.For partieulnr • write to J. R. HOLLIS,Traveling Passenger Agent, 1. C. IL R
'Jun114%11144, Ky. Also mid him to send you a
copy of the r+4,ti rn If 1404 kers' Oulde
I which Is repIele %%Olt lotervellng Informal.
I lo•1 C011oeit fling 411t. :.4/./ Weill territory. It
will be titailic.1 .1111
Int the twit rind titled rt....lays of pawl,
month ilonie r4....kers' It, hems sold to
on 'thin 1...tithweatern points at siefr•
• LOW RA'TEM, atio,1 to return withint wonty-one day• from date of Sale. Liberal
• top over arrangements.
A I'. 521110.11, V X.41171481) sLCoN11
. A., A. CI. P. A.,
hies ,o, nee leruismile,
• "Tb. • 1`• •
MO"
On Lech Sus.
CAIARREI MODELS.
A ff - ntl 'n 1-4.4*.:„...11eralFot
" kl.1 SNothing but &local
',1"‘-....;I:i.=2,1:,(1rqr'../z, ?Chilkui....CIA131...., eir.ei.
iimno,,ealit.: ‘,..licnilcauntgeu ;14
pliarmaceaticaltiet a well•It nuv
.
ELY'SCREA111 SAL V
1 t quick ly *boor
ed. (lives Relief ;
citcanneier.:80.lpehgesan•.Neli.
t 1A.Ini a 1 4e.pl {1111,1111,111r. -
4141r the Slt.;;:hrr:: IC.91.1) H EA
Slaytien! ant kiaL• is Wa.:re T.rk
1.25
CORRECT
SHAPES,
ARTISTIC
EFFECTS.
All
Lengths.
•
FANCY Akil
PLAIN,
IRLAMA100 CORSET CO,
w •• ....111114•1100411WWw.-
1 4
pea :.-a woLO, _nod pcyta used
sew ea or. sen 'a Ptne•TwieNon*, utstusesmaaa permanent Miff
• gar In wellingtons. ha and rolls It make@
Wink - Yrs PA. a. 1 okagt •tbireen I.•
" Peng out the olia
Meg ott ths fain
We bring to you the
harett3 of Norway
DR. B
1,-
Ring t he new
/bag la the true"
new and MA burn dm
ELL'S'
Pinr Tnr-Honey
Natures MP SeitIZIS remedy, irnpromIll DY
wine* to a Phagisies. ,Perma nest, Pogittra
Cu re for coughs, Xtle.'...a& Li] trulgold Arfe.:es
.: tee Lungs and &IMAM Tubes.
Theater*, weary sough-worn Lungs araugaillw
• the mIcrobe-beanne mucus Is cut out ;
of that tickling is rvnoved, mid the Inflamed
membranes arc healed and soothed so that taws
is t.a inclination tu cough.
SC LO CY ALL 0,00 DPSUGGiSTII
61C.XtIst Only. 26w.. Ws. ems at 00 Slam
SE SURE YOU GET
Dr, Bell's
RIMERS
Sli uld in --est:gate the ft MOUS brantis (A.
J( 'ES' FERTILIZER'S ..efore buying some
g d q ialitie3 of Bone and Pota- h. It 'a un-
ite ssary to speak of the value of bo e, for
f t las been used from time immemorial u on
al sorts of c.ors. Of course, tt is uot active,
li' e dissolved bone or superphosphates, 1.nt
atida it is* one of Nature's ways of building up
i
it ias been taken out of the Foil by animals,
th soil by retu nin : it.
%arr;
UPJLItii
S
a
a
1
Potato Grower.
I is l•rand jiist what its name indicates a
ecific manure for tobacco. It is 1a ing used
• most ot the prominent growers in Ohio
enitiekv, Tennessee nod western New York,
the universal testimony of tile plant( rs
that the mechanical eordit ion is perfeet.
at it can be evenly applied It furnishes
od for the plat t from the stirting of the
op to its maturity. That it i.tati Ilie
rought. It makes tobacco that (Aires easily
;d uniformly ; no spotting That tobacco
fide from this fertilizer is of improved (ju I-
v, largely increased in yit ld, co or and tez-
iire perfect, and always brings the top tear
et price I have been in the fertilizer busi-
ess for a number of .years and will take
teasure in waiting on or explaining the qual-
fj- of this cel
ebrated brand to you.
_A. S. WHITE,
Office with Branham & Sheetl. Virginia St.
Shilp Your Tobacco to
,130didle, Coopr &Co.,
MO-S1„ Tdmg]I ll. E. Coopr, Ecpkiroil e
ESTABLISHED IN 1852.
Vi/ s EL HODGSON,
DEALER IN -
• 1 1
bee • 1 s me.. t
al: ;31
NEWIDESIGNS. BEST ‘iORK, PRICES 1.(WEST
rt:raLito Monumant:.
T. 0. IIANBERY. M. F. BliRYZIR.
41 0PLLS' ;U11E11011E.
rrANBERY & EHRYER. Proprietors.
Railroad St., Between HOPKINSVILLE, KY,Terlth and Eleventh.
Careful attention given to sampling and
g all tobacco consigned to us. Liberal ad-
vanos on tobacco in store. All tobacco insured
unleiis otherwise instructed.
N4T GAMIER. JAS. WEsT.
GAITHER & WEST,
.011Y1CCO
- - YROPRIETOIIS-
N"t? r,rgtorprintr
NNT ti 1 I t)
pi 
TIOPKINSVILLE, KY.
'hero s $2 5(1 per laila. No Cum:Lissom Four Mouths' Storage Free
.
'4,1:,..i t Hs. it' 8 biltlIttItt O.
le!q H. NELSON. B. 6.
Nelson Nelson
1-T4 HAM() -:- COMMISSION -.- 11 EliClIAS
oi, I: rs and Procrielters et
•
PKIVTILLE WAREHOUSE
LIM IL A1)1 4\41/40 MADE
oN TOBACCO IN STORE.
3tqbh_1F. for Teani3:\ Cot, If. R. and 1 lth 81.2.
t OP VA. UCKY.
W. G. War.:ELEkt..
W heeler
H Fc , i
Faxon
Tebacc ) Waubous men,
as,
Spe ial Attention Pald lo lOspection and Sale i f7 ob ecodk
17' preof Warehouse Cor:,Feventh and R. R. . S a . a
1.111 I Alltrnee on ConsignmentQ. 
. Crescent Mills.
Tobaccos Sent 1 e Cur.
er.d by trusnraCt144.'tePel Pl.
IrOPKINSVILLE, liltinfeli I.
-' ,7
•
see.-
.7 -
lAsOec....salegaltramisroberiaissee..., "up, '
a,-41. .44 44-
s - ea. Ps-nese:at
s • hneeit, a.;
•-ems
4 . .
